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Down Goes Brown: Oddly specific predictions for every NHL team for the 2021-22 season 

By Sean McIndoe 

Are you all predictioned out yet? 

By now you’ve read our staff picks. You’ve waded through 
Dom Luszczyszyn’s detailed projections. You’ve seen my 
attempt to figure out who’ll end up where. Hopefully, you’ve 
even made your own picks in the annual contest. And by 
now, you might have hit your limit. Just drop the puck 
already. 

If so, too bad, because there’s one last list of predictions to 
go, and longtime readers know what it is. Yes, it’s my annual 
attempt to nail a way-too-specific prediction for each team. 
This is the column in which I don’t just tell you who’ll be good 
and bad but exactly how it will happen. Like, in way too much 
detail — to the point my odds of being right about anything 
are close to zero. 

Why? Well, my predictions are always wrong anyway, so I 
might as well score some style points. It’s also fun when the 
occasional prediction comes true, which has happened a few 
times. And mostly, this is an excuse for me to dig up some 
weird stats on a few teams, troll a few others and just have 
some fun with this whole prediction business. 

Sound good? Let’s do this. We have 32 teams, 32 
predictions and maybe even a correct call or two buried 
somewhere below. 

New York Rangers 

We set it up a few weeks ago, so let’s make it official: This is 
the year when Artemi Panarin breaks my cherished record 
for the most assists in a season by a left winger. And since 
that’s not oddly specific enough, let’s also give him a date to 
do it. How about April 23, when the Rangers visit record-
holder Joe Juneau’s old team in Boston. 

Washington Capitals 

Speaking of New York, the Caps are featured in one of 
opening week’s most anticipated games, as they face the 
Rangers on Wednesday night in what many of us assume 
will be some sort of Tom Wilson revenge game. If the past 
few years have taught us anything, it’s that the villains 
always win, so let’s go ahead and pencil in Wilson for his 
inevitable winning goal in that contest. 

Anaheim Ducks 

One of the most amazing stats from the 2020-21 season is 
that the Ducks scored only seven goals all season at five-on-
four. That seems like it should be impossible — it was less 
than half of the next-worst team’s total — and it shows what 
you can do when you combine ranking 31st in power-play 
efficiency and 30th in penalty minutes drawn. Will they be 
better this year? They pretty much have to be, so let’s predict 
they manage to match those seven five-on-four goals by the 
time their season is one month old. 

New York Islanders 

The Islanders didn’t allow a single short-handed goal against 
last season, the only team in the league for which that was 
true. Meanwhile, the Red Wings were the only team in the 
league that didn’t score a short-handed goal. They play each 
other three times this season, so of course Detroit will get a 
shorty in one of those games. 

Buffalo Sabres 

Remember when the Sabres and Coyotes were very bad 
back in 2014-15 and they met in Buffalo, where Sabres fans 
cheered when the Coyotes won? That was fun. Both teams 
seem to be back to blatantly tanking aggressively rebuilding 
this year, and they face each other in Buffalo on Saturday. 
This time, the Sabres get some revenge by doing something 
they were the only team in the league never to do last year: 
win in overtime. 

Ottawa Senators 

The Senators’ first game against the Flames comes on Nov. 
14, and the winning goal will be scored by a Tkachuk 
brother. But which one? Well, the only one who’s playing in 
the game, obviously. 

Chicago Blackhawks 

The Marc-Andre Fleury trade still feels like one of the 
offseason’s most shocking moments, and his first head-to-
head meeting against Robin Lehner and the Golden Knights 
will get all sorts of hype. It’s going to end in a shutout … for 
Lehner. 

Arizona Coyotes 

Phil Kessel is probably getting traded this year, which isn’t 
really an especially bold prediction. But maybe this is: 
Whichever team acquires him goes on to win the Stanley 
Cup. 

Tampa Bay Lightning 

The last time Nikita Kucherov played a full 82-game season, 
he led the league with 128 points. He had a respectable 85 
in 68 games during the COVID-19-shortened 2019-20. Then 
he didn’t play at all in the 2020-21 regular season, although 
everyone was cool with that so you probably didn’t hear 
about it. What can he do this season? Let’s appeal to our 
love of nice round numbers (and tantalize those prediction 
contest entrants) by saying he ends up with exactly 100 
points on the season. 

Columbus Blue Jackets 

We’re expecting a season of transition in Columbus, but how 
much change will we see? Enough that every player who 
gets a point on the Blues Jackets’ first goal of the season is 
no longer on the roster by the end of the season. 
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New Jersey Devils 

Another first-goal prediction: Whoever scores the Devils’ first 
goal of the season also scores their last. 

Dallas Stars 

Do you know who Joel Hanley is? Maybe not, but the 30-
year-old depth blueliner has been in and out of the league 
since 2015-16 and is on his third NHL team, and he holds a 
unique distinction: He’s the leader among active players for 
career games without scoring a goal. He’s at 81, and he 
might not play much to start the season, but let’s dip into the 
archives by saying he breaks the shutout with his first goal in 
his 100th career game. 

Detroit Red Wings 

One of the weirdest minor subplots of the season will be Alex 
Nedeljkovic’s quest to win rookie-of-the-year honors one 
year after he was a finalist for rookie-of-the-year honors. 
Yeah, it turns out that his 23 games last season and previous 
career totals fall just under the Calder cutoff, so despite this 
being the fifth season in which he’ll appear in the NHL, he’s 
still eligible. Can he pull off the seemingly impossible feat of 
being a Calder finalist two years in a row? No, because he 
finishes fourth. 

Edmonton Oilers 

Connor McDavid, over/under 150 points on the season — 
what’s your bet? You’re wrong, because he’s going to finish 
with exactly that many. 

Los Angeles Kings 

The Kings were one of two teams to go through the 2021 
season without scoring a goal at six-on-five. They make up 
for it in the drama department this season, when at some 
point they score a six-on-five goal with one second left in 
regulation. 

Carolina Hurricanes 

One of the early highlights of the schedule comes on Oct. 21, 
when the Hurricanes and Jesperi Kotkaniemi visit the 
Canadiens. I predict he will be booed. Not specific enough? 
OK, I predict he will be told he sucks in two official 
languages. Still not enough? OK, fine, let’s put him down for 
two assists while we’re at it. 

Vancouver Canucks 

Conor Garland has the sort of debut season in Vancouver 
that every Canucks fan is hoping for, playing all 82 games 
while posting 22 goals and 38 assists for 60 points. 

Minnesota Wild 

Jared Spurgeon finished second in last season’s Lady Byng 
voting after taking just three minors. Those penalties were a 
holding call and two delay-of-games, meaning he went the 
whole season without committing a single stick foul. So of 
course we have to have him taking one during the season’s 
first week, courtesy of the new cross-checking crackdown. 

Florida Panthers 

The Panthers certainly look like a playoff team, but there are 
some questions about whether they can break into the 

Atlantic’s top three or if they’re instead destined to finish 
fourth. Spoiler: It’s both, as they finish the season tied in 
points with the division’s third-place team. 

Calgary Flames 

I’m sorry. I can’t resist seeing if I can manifest yet another 
Jacob Markstrom shutout since it seems to be about the only 
prediction I can consistently get right. Let’s go ahead and 
give Markstrom a goose egg on (spins wheel) Dec. 23 
against the Kraken. 

Nashville Predators 

The Predators moved a few key pieces during the offseason 
but still have a handful of big names. So, will they steal the 
show on deadline day? No … because they’ll make their 
biggest trade of the year the day before. 

Toronto Maple Leafs 

Auston Matthews captured the Rocket Richard by scoring at 
a 65-goal pace last season. That will be difficult to sustain 
over a full season, but he’s a favorite to break Rick Vaive’s 
single-season Leafs goal-scoring record of 54. Here’s a 
bigger question: Can he set the franchise record for the most 
goals in a season and postseason combined? That’s 58, 
held by Dave Andreychuk from 1993 to 1994. Let’s say 
Matthews ends up matching that record exactly. 

Boston Bruins 

The Bruins were the only team last year that never lost a 
game in regulation when they led after one period and also 
never lost in regulation when they led after two. You know 
where this is going. They lead at both intermissions in the 
opener against Dallas, then lose in regulation. 

Seattle Kraken 

We have to do a “first goal in franchise history” prediction, 
right? Normally, I’d say I should up the difficulty level by 
avoiding any obvious offensive threats, but I’m not sure the 
Kraken have any. So let’s go with Brandon Tanev. 

Colorado Avalanche 

The Avalanche had just one shootout last season, and the 
hockey gods bless them for it. The only team that had fewer 
was Edmonton, with zero. The two teams play three times 
late in the season, starting on March 21, and let’s say two of 
those games will go into shootouts. 

Philadelphia Flyers 

Carter Hart was very bad last season. Flyers fans might have 
heard about that. I have no idea if he’ll be any good this year, 
but he’ll at least tease us with some early hope, as he posts 
a shutout in his first start. 

Winnipeg Jets 

I get the sense I’m higher on the Jets than most heading into 
the season. How high? Let’s go with them finishing fifth 
overall. 

St. Louis Blues 

It’s an annual tradition for this column, so let’s make the 
Blues our pick for the team that some people think will be 
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much better and some people think will be much worse and 
instead just annoys us by posting the same record as last 
year. Prorated over a full season, that means they finish with 
92 points. 

San Jose Sharks 

I think the Sharks will be bad this season, but they have a 
chance to be respectably bad. That’s my nice way of saying 
they’ll lead the league in loser points. 

Vegas Golden Knights 

Here’s a fun Golden Knights fact: They were the only team to 
go through the 2020-21 regular season without giving up an 
overtime goal, and then the very first goal they allowed in the 
playoffs came in overtime. That’s cool, right? No? It might 
just be me. Anyway, they’re losing to the Kraken on Tuesday 
night in overtime. 

Pittsburgh Penguins 

The Penguins trading for a goalie during the season doesn’t 
really qualify as a bold prediction, and saying it will be Fleury 
just smacks of wishful thinking. So let’s pick someone else. 
We want a veteran with a Cup ring, a low cap hit and 
pending UFA status, preferably one who’s playing on a team 
that might be looking to move a goalie during the season. 
We’d also like him to be good, but this is a Brian Burke team, 
so that part is optional. Wait … is that Braden Holtby’s 
music? 

Montreal Canadiens 

Finally, I apparently have to tread carefully with my Habs 
prediction since I mentioned them twice last year and got 
both predictions right. No, that wasn’t a good thing. Thanks 
for asking. I’m going to use my powers for good this year by 
manifesting a moment that would be a feel-good story and 
also just genuinely cool: This is the year when Carey Price 
scores a goal.

 

Hurricanes roster choices: Why Seth Jarvis and Jack Drury made the cut, first-look line 
combinations and more 

By Sara Civian 

It’s finally the first week of the NHL season, and as eager as 
we all are for the Hurricanes to start playing some 
meaningful hockey, no one is more excited than head coach 
Rod Brind’Amour. 

“Training camp will be over,” he half-joked. “That’s my 
favorite thing (about opening night).” 

The roster that will take on the Islanders in Game 1 of 82 
(normalcy!) on Thursday was finalized Monday, with a few 
stray transactions sorted out and tough questions answered 
— for now. It’s comprised of 14 forwards, seven defensemen 
and two goalies, including some new faces who have simply 
made it impossible for the Canes to send them away. 

The lines from Monday will certainly change, but for now, 
here they are: 

Jesperi Kotkaniemi Sebastian Aho Martin Necas 

Andrei Svechnikov 
Vincent 
Trocheck 

Teuvo 
Teravainen 

Nino Niederreiter Jordan Staal Jesper Fast 

Steven Lorentz/Seth 
Jarvis 

Derek Stepan 
Jordan 
Martinook 

Jaccob Slavin Ethan Bear 

Brady Skjei Brett Pesce 

Ian Cole Tony DeAngelo 

Extras: Brendan Smith, Jack Drury 

“The lines, I’m not sure yet. Defensive combinations, might 
be tweaks still,” Brind’Amour said. “But those are our guys 
out there.” 

Meanwhile, the power-play units will probably stay the same: 

Unit 1: Sebastian Aho, Andrei Svechnikov, Vincent Trocheck, 
Tony DeAngelo, Teuvo Teravainen 

Unit 2: Jordan Staal, Jesperi Kotkaniemi, Nino Niederreiter, 
Martin Necas, Brett Pesce 

Here are some rapid-fire thoughts on the lineup: 

• It looks like Trocheck will most likely be ready to go 
opening night, so we don’t have to do line gymnastics in that 
aspect. But do we think the Canes are going all-in on first-
line centers Kotkaniemi and Necas to kick things off, then will 
revert to the SAT line when all is said and done? I’m not 
sure, but Monday’s combinations definitely highlight the 
depth of the team with essentially two first lines. I’m curious 
to see what Kotkaniemi’s full potential would be next to Aho, 
and Steven Lorentz did tell me he’s a “mini Teravainen.” 

• I loved Brind’Amour’s short and decisive answer when 
asked what Seth Jarvis did to make the cut: “He deserved it. 
It’s pretty much that simple.” Regardless of what happens 
next, it’s no small feat to crack a roster this deep — 
especially as a 19-year-old prospect whom the Canes maybe 
didn’t expect as one of the contenders for a spot on the NHL 
roster right out of camp. What happens next, though? Will 
Jarvis enjoy a nine-game stint before heading back to junior, 
or will he make the NHL this season? 

“Everything’s up in the air with him, is the best way to put it,” 
Brind’Amour said. “He’s certainly shown that he’s not out of 
place in the preseason games. Like I said, he deserves to be 
here.” 
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OK, but while he’s here, would he be better served playing 
up to his skill in the top nine or learning what it takes to carve 
out a consistent spot in the NHL in a checking role? 

“I don’t know,” Brind’Amour put it bluntly. “I think there’s a lot 
of question marks when you bring up a new kid that hasn’t 
played at this level. I think we’ll take it a day at a time. … 
He’s been a real pleasant surprise, for sure.” 

• Don’t let the Jarvis development distract you from another 
top prospect, Jack Drury, making the team to start the 
season. Brind’Amour said not to count on the lines and 
pairings being the same as they were Monday, but Drury 
was an extra skater at practice and I assume that won’t 
change at first. This might just be a product of Trocheck 
getting placed on injured reserve, but Drury had a solid camp 
and I’d be interested to see him on the fourth line for a few 
games. 

• The Hurricanes sent all five players who cleared waivers — 
C.J. Smith, Stephen Noesen, Eric Gelinas, Josh Leivo and 
Max Lajoie — down to Chicago on Monday. Training camp 
isn’t the be-all and end-all for anything, but I’d say Leivo was 

the biggest disappointment and Noesen was the most 
pleasant surprise. 

• So, what does all this mean for Lorentz? If I had to guess, 
I’d say Jarvis returns to junior after nine games and Lorentz 
remains a mainstay on the fourth line. This season isn’t 
going to be a walk in the park for any of the fourth-liners with 
so many potential call-ups and extra-competent players on 
the roster. Something tells me someone like Lorentz and his 
good attitude could thrive in a situation like that, though. 

• Speaking of defensive pairings, it looks like things will start 
out with Ian Cole and DeAngelo on a pairing. Brind’Amour 
seemed just as confused about the status of the defensive 
pairings as the rest of us, saying Monday’s pairings will last 
“probably for another day and then we’ll see. There are 
certainly going to be options; we’ve got a few different things 
we’ve looked at.” I like the Cole-DeAngelo pairing. DeAngelo 
will have the opportunity to make an offensive impact without 
worrying too much about what he lacks defensively while on 
the top power-play unit. Maybe starting out by giving Ethan 
Bear an opportunity to play big minutes next to Jaccob Slavin 
could round out the defense.
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Gold: Drury, Jarvis give glimpse of future  

By Adam Gold 

Less than 48 hours until opening night and the Carolina 
Hurricanes still have a couple of future fan-favorites hanging 
around the veterans. Jack Drury, Carolina’s second round 
pick in the 2018 draft -- aka, the Svechnidraft -- and Seth 
Jarvis, the 13th overall selection two years later. Two very 
different players, each with very bright futures who may play 
roles sooner than expected. 

Only one will start the season with the Hurricanes. 

Drury has serious hockey bloodlines. Not quite the Sutter, 
Staal or Howe type, but his father, Ted, played in over 400 
NHL games in eight seasons. Meanwhile, Uncle Chris is a 
former captain of the Rangers and co-captained the Buffalo 
Sabres when the team lost to the Hurricanes in the Eastern 
Conference Finals in 2006. 

Drury is talented, competitive and smart as a whip. He 
profiles likely as a 3rd line center, but NHL talent evaluators 
rave about his hockey IQ and the word that most comes up 
in Drury discussions is “winner”. With his junior season at 
Harvard about to be canceled, Drury made the decision to 
play professionally overseas and it worked out great. 

He scored 10 goals and registered 31 points in 40 games for 
Vaxjo in the Swedish Elite League and was named one of 
the three finalists for the league’s rookie of the year. Then, 
he stepped his game up further, scoring five times and 
totaling 11 points in 14 games -- second most in the league -
- as Vaxjo won the Swedish championship. As a sophomore, 
Drury led the Crimson with 20 goals and added 19 assists in 
28 games. 

Drury is going to kill it for Carolina’s American Hockey 
League affiliate in Chicago. 

While Jack is on the roster today, when Thursday rolls 
around, and the Hurricanes activate Vincent Trocheck off the 
injured list, Drury will head to the Wolves to play a lot of 
minutes in high leverage situations. Drury is only rostered 
now to help create more Long Term Injury (LTIR) cap room 
with Jake Gardiner sidelined for the season. 

With Drury on the roster when the season began Tuesday it 
stretched the LTIR exemption to almost $3.5 million. That's 
still short of Gardiner's $4.05 cap number, but better than 
roughly $2.6 million.  Drury’s 925,000 NHL salary will come 
off the books as soon as he’s sent to the minors and the 
Hurricanes can build some available cap space if needed 
during the season. 

UPDATE: The Hurricanes made that roster adjustment 
Tuesday. So, Drury is now in the American Hockey League 
and Trocheck is on the active roster. 

Jarvis, whom the Hurricanes selected with the draft pick 
acquired when they absorbed the contract of Patrick Marleau 
from the Toronto Maple Leafs is a future top-6 scorer. 
Speedy, creative and unafraid of those scoring areas in the 
middle of the ice, Jarvis opened enough eyes without scoring 
a goal in the preseason to warrant a free, 9-game trial with 
the Canes. 

“He certainly doesn’t look like a teenager”, head coach Rod 
Brind’Amour said after Carolina’s 3rd preseason game 
against a Nashville Predators line up that was representative 
of their entire NHL squad. “That was a real team he was 
going up against and he looks like he belongs in this league, 
that’s for sure.” 

Well, the rules state that the Hurricanes can test drive the 24 
car for 9 regular season games before they have to put the 
19-year old on the actual roster or return him to his junior 
hockey team in the Western Hockey League. Smart money 
says that Jarvis is a long shot to create enough of a stir in 
the first 3 weeks of the season to keep here, but I believe 
that Brind’Amour is approaching this with an open mind and 
it’s not out of the realm of possibility that he’ll give the team 
no choice but to keep him. 

But, where does he play? When does he play? In which 
situations? How often? 

I would not expect to see Jarvis in the opening night line up 
against the Islanders. First of all New York would be a hard 
team against which to make your maiden NHL voyage. I’m 
not saying that you have to protect him, but given 100% 
health to the regulars, I would expect Brind’Amour to utilize 
all the veterans at his disposal. 

Let’s be honest, Jarvis isn’t going to be on a 4th line, and 
he’s not going to supplant Teuvo Teravainen or Martin 
Necas, so when he does eventually draw into the line up, it 
will be with Jordan Staal at center. Could you see a line of 
Jesperi Kotkaniemi, Staal and Jarvis? Why not. The head 
coach once centered a line with Bates Battaglia and a rookie 
named Erik Cole. That worked out okay. 

While it’s not a certainty, I wouldn’t be surprised to see Jarvis 
get some time on the power play when he’s in the line up. 
Not sure who’d be coming off either of the top two units, but 
Jarvis moves the puck well and has excellent vision that’s an 
asset on the man advantage. 

As for how many games he’ll get, well, that will be 
determined by what happens in those games. If Jarvis leaves 
the brass no choice but to keep him, then the Hurricanes will 
have made their team significantly better. If Jarvis is still 
more promise and potential than production, then by the 
morning of November 4th, after the Hurricanes play in 
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Chicago, he’ll be on a plane back to Portland to join the 
Winterhawks for his final season as an amateur. 

For a team that is built to contend for a Stanley Cup today, 
it’s really good to know that there are future pieces of future 
contending Hurricanes teams on the way.

 

 

 

 

 
Aho, Necas Hit The Links With Styles 

Canes forwards play a round with music sensation a day 
ahead of Raleigh tour stop 

By Walt Ruff 

RALEIGH, NC - Yesterday's news was supposed to be 
highlighted by the Canes submitting their season opening 
roster to the league office. Instead, fans were thrown a twist 
during the late afternoon hours when Martin Necas posted a 
picture to his Instagram story of himself and Sebastian Aho 
golfing. 

While two hockey players golfing isn't a shock, it was the 
third member of the photo that brought the element of 
surprise. 

It wasn't a Canes teammate, not another member of the 
organization, but rather global superstar Harry Styles. 

The 27-year-old, who performs at PNC Arena tonight, was in 
town a day early and through connections between his 
representatives and Hurricanes owner Tom Dundon, passed 

along to Hurricanes Advisor Justin Williams, the outing came 
to fruition. 

"It was such a fun day," Aho began. "He's a super nice guy 
and quite a good golfer as well." 

Playing at Old Chatham Golf Club in Durham, it's safe to say 
that the Canes forwards enjoyed their once-in-a-lifetime 
experience. 

"He's so famous, I didn't know what to expect," Necas 
chimed in with. "He's just a normal guy. He was humble, 
making jokes and it surprised me. He's one of the best 
singers in the world and is also incredibly nice." 

Necas shared that he and his girlfriend have had tickets to 
attend tonight's show for a few months, and as for Aho, he 
may have to use his resources to be in the crowd. 

"Now I'm really interested in going because it was such a 
great time."
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Breaking Down the Canes: The Blue Line 

A mix of returners and newcomers, the Canes have a strong 
backing of defenders 

By Walt Ruff 

RALEIGH, NC - As we continue to dissect the projected 
roster that the 'Canes will skate Thursday night against the 
Islanders, today leads us to defensemen. 

While the pairings will almost certainly change throughout 
the course of the season, recent practice pairings have led 
us to believe that this could be these could be the duos for 
the regular season opener. 

Pair 1: Jaccob Slavin - Tony DeAngelo 

Pair 2: Brady Skjei - Brett Pesce 

Pair 3: Ian Cole - Ethan Bear 

Extra: Brendan Smith 

Beginning with the top pair, the emergence of Jaccob Slavin 
as one of the league's most stable defensemen is expected 
to continue this year. Entering his seventh season as a pro, 
the alternate captain just doesn't have any real holes in his 
game. He's responsible defensively, moves the puck well 
and doesn't take penalties, as exemplified by being named 
the 2021 recipient of the league's Lady Byng Memorial 
Trophy. He isn't going to lead the league in scoring by a 
defenseman, but that's not necessary, especially if Tony 
DeAngelo can produce the way he did during the 2019-20 
season. 

Totaling 53 points in 68 games, DeAngelo certainly has fuel 
to his fire for a bounce back year. Eager to make good on his 
newfound opportunity, "Tony D" is hoping to demonstrate 
that the Canes management made a worthwhile decision in 
bringing him aboard. 

While DeAngelo is expected to quarterback one of the two 
power play units for the club, another member of the 
defensive group that could anchor the other unit is Brett 
Pesce . Due to a highly discussed departure from the blue 
line this off-season, there is a vacancy for someone to 
showcase what they can offer on the man advantage and to 
date in training camp and preseason action, it's been #22. 
Also entering his seventh season as a pro, it almost seems 
as if "why not" is the lead rationale behind him getting the 
chance. He's shown what he can offer playing in a full-time 

NHL role for the past few seasons and with a strong 
offensive output during the shortened 2020-21 campaign, the 
right-handed shot appears to have the ball in his court in 
terms of seizing the role. 

Paired with Brady Skjei at five-on-five for almost the entirety 
of camp, the Canes 2020 deadline acquisition is hoping to 
show a little more in his first 82-game campaign with the 
club. Totaling 10 points last year, the former first round 
selection of the New York Rangers once had 39 points in a 
season and feels confident he can get back within reach of 
that ballpark again. 

Rounding out the group, Ian Cole is quite an anchor to be 
holding down the third defensive pairing. A grizzled veteran 
that brings an element of toughness, the pairing of him 
alongside fellow newcomer Ethan Bear is very suitable 
combo. Bear, who has only played two full seasons in the 
NHL, has shared numerous times already that he is a huge 
fan of Brind'Amour's systems and can reinvent himself here 
in Raleigh, if he so chooses. One of the standouts from all of 
the leadup to this Thursday's game, Bear's offensive output 
has led the attraction, recording a hat trick in the team's Red-
White scrimmage and scoring in the club's preseason finale 
against Nashville. Cole, a smart player in his own right, will 
do just fine and holding down the defensive responsibilities, 
affording Bear that privilege to jump up into the play when 
seeing fit. 

So, with all that being said, balance appears to be the word 
that comes to mind. 

The offensive specialists are present, the responsible 
defenders are also in the mix. 

And if something goes awry, Brendan Smith is a very 
formidable "next man up". With parts of ten seasons 
experience in the league, he could slide in on just about any 
combo. 

For a team that's built with speed, skill and the ability to 
score up front, the blue line sure does have a nice batch of 
complimentary pieces and trustworthy workers as well. Also 
similar to the forward group, the majority of the defensive 
batch has inspired belief that their best hockey is yet to 
come, which is all the more exciting. 

Two days to go, y'all.
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Hurricanes' Necas, Aho golf with pop superstar Styles 

Carolina forwards spent some quality time with the 'Golden' 
singer on 

By Lauren Merola 

Martin Necas and Sebastian Aho made a new friend at Old 
Chatham Golf Club in Durham, North Carolina on Monday. 

The Carolina Hurricanes forwards were joined on the green 
by none other than international pop sensation Harry Styles.  

Necas posted a photo of him, Aho and Styles to his 
Instagram with the caption, "Golden day" in reference to 
Styles' popular song, "Golden." 

And as the song goes, they were golden. 

Necas will hear all of Styles' songs when he and his girlfriend 
attend the show, which they've had tickets for. Styles plays 
PNC Arena as a part of his "Love On" tour Tuesday night, 
but after the 27-year-old got to town a day early, Styles' 
representatives, Hurricanes owner Tom Dundon and 
Hurricanes advisor Justin Williams connected to set a tee 
time. 

"He's so famous, I didn't know what to expect," Necas told 
the Hurricanes' website. "He's just a normal guy. He was 
humble, making jokes and it surprised me. He's one of the 
best singers in the world and is also incredibly nice." 

According to Aho, the singer has a good swing, too. 

"Now I'm really interested in going [to the concert] because 
[golfing] was such a great time.

 

Harry Styles Hits the Golf Course with Carolina Hurricanes Players in Between Tour Shows 

Harry Styles is in North Carolina for a Tuesday night stop of 
his Love on Tour show 

By Lindsay Kimble  

He sings, he dances, he swings a golf club! 

On Monday, Harry Styles enjoyed some leisure time on the 
links in Durham, North Carolina, playing a round of golf at 
Old Chatham Golf Club with Carolina Hurricanes players 
Martin Nečas and Sebastian Aho, according to NHL.com. 

Styles is in North Carolina for his Love on Tour stop at 
Raleigh's PNC Arena. NHL.com said the singer connected 
with Aho, 24, and Nečas, 22, for the round through the 
hockey team's owner Tom Dundon and Hurricanes' advisor 
Justin Williams. 

Aho told the outlet that "it was such a fun day." He added of 
the 27-year-old, "He's a super nice guy and quite a good 
golfer as well." 

Nečas said he "didn't know what to expect" meeting Styles, 
but that the British singer is "just a normal guy. He was 

humble, making jokes and it surprised me. He's one of the 
best singers in the world and is also incredibly nice." 

The hockey player posted a picture of the trio golfing on his 
Instagram, writing, "Golden day  .." 

It was a preview of what's to come for Nečas, who already 
had tickets to attend Styles' Tuesday show with his girlfriend. 

Styles has been having fun on his tour so far, including at his 
Nashville show when he helped announce the sex of an 
audience member's baby on the way. 

According to photos shared on Twitter, the fans made signs 
to ask Styles to make the reveal on stage for them. Styles 
happily shared the news with a smile, causing the crowd to 
cheer when he says it'll be a "little baby girl" after a brief 
countdown. The star then got on his knees and feigned tears 
before saying, "That's what I wanted! Is that what you 
wanted?" 

The Hurricanes will open the 2021 season against the New 
York Islanders on Thursday at PNC Arena.
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NHL Power Rankings: Can any team stop the Tampa Bay Lightning? 

For the first time since the 2018-19 season, teams are slated 
to play a full 82-game schedule 

By Austin Nivison  

Oct 11, 2021 at 2:00 pm ET 1 min read  

After an abbreviated offseason, the 2021-22 NHL season is 
upon us. For the first time since the 2018-19 season, teams 
are slated to play a full 82-game schedule, so there will be 
plenty of hockey to go around. 

The biggest overall question as the season begins is whether 
any team can knock the Tampa Bay Lightning off their perch 
after two straight Stanley Cup victories. There are several 
candidates, with the Colorado Avalanche and Vegas Golden 
Knights looking to break through with Cup parades of their 
own. Those teams are battling it out for the top spot in the 
first Power Rankings of the year. 

The main contenders will have more competition this season, 
literally. The Seattle Kraken entered the NHL this offseason 
and will start out with a competitive roster, much like Vegas 
did in 2017-18. Can the Kraken follow in the Golden Knights' 
footsteps and make a run to the Cup final in their inaugural 
campaign? It's a tall task, but the Kraken already look like 
one of the league's better teams on paper. 

As hope overflows with just hours until puck drop, here's a 
look at the first NHL Power Rankings of the 2021-22 season:  

Rk Teams    Chg Rcrd 

1  Lightning  

The back-to-back Stanley Cup 
champs have earned the right to 
start the season at the top of the 
rankings, despite some roster 
turnover in the offseason. That is 
surely their biggest achievement 
of the last two years.  

3  
0-1-
0  

2  Avalanche  

As scary as it might sound, the 
Avalanche probably improved in 
the offseason. Coming into the 
season, the only question about 
the Avs is whether they will 
finally be able to capitalize on 
having the NHL's deepest roster 
with a run to the Western 
Conference final and beyond.  

1  
0-0-
0  

3  
Golden 
Knights  

The Golden Knights shipped out 
the 2021 Vezina Trophy winner 
for next to nothing in the 
offseason (apologies to Mikael 
Hakkarainen), and they are still 

1  
1-0-
0  

Rk Teams    Chg Rcrd 

one of the elite teams in the 
NHL. Vegas is loaded at nearly 
every position, and they will be a 
Stanley Cup contender again 
this year. It helps that the Golden 
Knights are clearly the best team 
in their own division.  

4  
Maple 
Leafs  

Led by Auston Matthews, who 
was nothing less than dominant 
last season, Toronto will boast 
one of the league's most lethal 
forward groups. As long as the 
goaltending tandem of Jack 
Campbell and Petr Mrazek holds 
up, the Leafs have a legitimate 
shot to win the Stanley Cup. 
Good thing nothing has ever 
gone wrong for the Maple Leafs 
when they enter the season with 
high expectations.  

2  
0-0-
0  

5  Islanders  

The Islanders may not have the 
elite talent that some of the 
teams above them boast, but 
they are strong at every position. 
With Barry Trotz behind the 
bench, the Isles have been one 
of the most underrated teams in 
the NHL, but they won't fool me 
anymore.  

3  
0-0-
0  

6  Bruins  

The Bruins will be without two 
former franchise icons for at 
least part of the season. David 
Krejci returned home to the 
Czech Republic this offseason, 
and free agent goalie Tuukka 
Rask is still recovering from 
surgery. Despite those losses, 
the Bruins still have the high-end 
talent at forward and defense to 
be one of the best teams in the 
Atlantic Division.  

3  
0-0-
0  

7  Panthers  

I really wanted to put the 
Panthers higher on this list. 
Aleksander Barkov and 
Jonathan Huberdeau are two 
players who would be superstars 

2  
0-0-
0  
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Rk Teams    Chg Rcrd 

in bigger markets. MacKenzie 
Weegar and Aaron Ekblad are a 
formidable top pairing on 
defense. However, the 
goaltending situation is scary. 
Sergei Bobrovsky has been 
dreadful in his 81 games played 
for Florida and Spencer Knight is 
still very inexperienced.  

8  Wild  

Gone are the days when the 
Wild were a recommended 
substitute for sleeping 
medication. Players like Kirill 
Kaprizov and Kevin Fiala have 
helped change that perception, 
and Minnesota looks like one of 
the best teams in the Central 
Division on paper.  

3  
0-0-
0  

9  Hurricanes  

The Hurricanes are still a very 
dangerous team, but they look a 
little less scary at the outset of 
the 2021-22 season. That's 
because the team lost star 
defenseman Dougie Hamilton in 
free agency and parted ways 
with the goaltending tandem of 
Petr Mrazek and Alex 
Nedeljkovic.  

6  
0-0-
0  

10 Kraken  

Unfortunately for the Kraken, 
Vegas set the bar pretty high for 
modern expansion franchises. 
All Seattle has to do is reach the 
Stanley Cup Final, and everyone 
will be satisfied. Easy. The crazy 
thing is, with this roster, it's not 
necessarily outside the realm of 
possibility. It's hard to find any 
glaring weaknesses on this 
Kraken team, and they will be a 
tough out in the Pacific Division.  

NR  
0-1-
0  

11 Rangers  

The rebuild is nearing its end for 
the Rangers, and the pressure 
will be on head coach Gerard 
Gallant to make sure this team 
reaches the playoffs in earnest 
for the first time since 2017. With 
elite skill players like winger 
Artemi Panarin and defenseman 
Adam Fox, New York has the 
talent to do just that.  

2  
0-0-
0  

12 Penguins  

Father Time is the enemy of the 
Penguins these days, but betting 
against Sidney Crosby, Evgeni 

2  
1-0-
0  

Rk Teams    Chg Rcrd 

Malkin and Kris Letang still feels 
like a risky proposition. The 
problem is that Pittsburgh will 
have to start the season without 
Crosby, who underwent wrist 
surgery in September. Can the 
team keep its head above water 
until the captain returns?  

13 Capitals  

The Capitals round out this 
cluster of Metropolitan Division 
teams, and they will be a strong 
squad again this year. With Alex 
Ovechkin chipping away at 
Wayne Gretzky's all-time goals 
record, Washington's offense will 
present problems for any 
defense. Between goalies Ilya 
Samsonov and Vitek Vanacek, 
keeping the puck out of their own 
net might prove to be a 
challenge.  

6  
0-0-
0  

14 Oilers  

There is a very good case that 
the Oilers should be higher, but 
they are not to be trusted. 
Connor McDavid and Leon 
Draisitl are two of the best 
players on the planet, and the 
addition of Zach Hyman only 
bolsters a strong offensive 
attack. However, the glaring lack 
of talent on the blue line and the 
team's decision to roll the dice 
with Mike Smith in net again this 
year are big problems.  

--  
0-0-
0  

15 Stars  

After making a run to the Stanley 
Cup Final in the bubble of 2020, 
the Stars failed to make the 
playoffs at all in 2021. The truth 
of the matter is that Dallas is 
probably somewhere in the 
middle. Young stars like Jason 
Roberston, Roope Hintz, and 
Miro Heiskanen will complement 
the likes of Tyler Seguin and 
Jamie Benn. The Stars should 
make a return to the playoffs this 
season.  

1  
0-0-
0  

16 Blues  

Last season, the Blues looked 
like a far cry from the team that 
won the Stanley Cup in 2019. St. 
Louis limped into the playoffs 
and got swept by the Colorado 
Avalanche with relative ease. 
The Blues need some sort of 

4  
0-0-
0  
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Rk Teams    Chg Rcrd 

rejuvenation that may not be 
coming, but the savvy addition of 
Pavel Buchnevich will definitely 
help.  

17 Jets  

For the last couple of seasons, 
the Jets have relied solely on 
goaltender Connor Hellebuyck to 
keep the puck out of the net. 
Defensemen can be useful in 
that endeavor too, and Winnipeg 
added Nate Schmidt and 
Brenden Dillon in the offseason. 
Neither of those players are elite, 
but they do signal a potential 
improvement for the Jets in 
2021-22.  

5  
0-0-
0  

18 Flames  

The Flames have been the 
picture of mediocrity for years 
now, save for one strong regular 
season in 2018-19. That might 
not change this year. Up front, 
Calgary has a solid top-nine 
forward group, but losing Mark 
Giordano to the expansion draft 
could prove to be a big blow on 
the blue line.  

3  
0-0-
0  

19 Blackhawks 

They added Marc-Andre Fleury. 
They added Seth Jones. Captain 
Jonathan Toews is back. With all 
that in mind, I struggle to believe 
the Blackhawks are a playoff 
team. The defense is still a 
concern, even with Jones, and 
it's fair to wonder how well Fleury 
holds up behind a significantly 
worse roster than the one he had 
in Vegas. Chicago might wind up 
making me look foolish, but for 
now they land outside the top 
half of the league.  

1  
0-0-
0  

20 Flyers  

No team gave up more goals last 
season than the Flyers. To their 
credit, they went out and traded 
for defenseman Ryan Ellis in the 
offseason in order to address 
that problem. On the other hand, 
Philadelphia also made the... 
interesting... choices to trade for 
blueliner Rasmus Ristolainen 
and sign Martin Jones to back up 
Carter Hart in net.  

3  
0-0-
0  

Rk Teams    Chg Rcrd 

21 Canucks  

The good news for the Canucks 
is that they have a fairly strong 
top-six forward group that is led 
by young phenom Elias 
Pettersson. The bad news is that 
those players may need to score 
a lot of goals to give Vancouver 
a shot at the postseason 
because the defense is largely a 
disaster outside of Quinn 
Hughes.  

1  
0-0-
0  

22 Predators  

With the retirement of Pekka 
Rinne and the departures of 
Viktor Arvidsson and Ryan Ellis, 
the Predators decided that it was 
out with the old and in with the 
new. Will Nashville be better for 
it this year? Probably not, but 
they should be interesting. Go 
ahead and make that the team 
motto for 2021-22.  

7  
0-0-
0  

23 Canadiens  

This probably looks pretty 
disrespectful to a team that was 
in the Stanley Cup Final last 
season, but a lot has changed 
since then. The team lost Philip 
Danault, Jesperi Kotkaniemi and 
Tomas Tatar to other teams in 
the offseason. Shea Weber is 
out indefinitely with a foot injury. 
Carey Price just recently entered 
the NHL's player assistance 
program. It will be an uphill battle 
for the Habs this season.  

6  
0-0-
0  

24 Kings  

The Kings have one of the most 
loaded prospect pools in the 
NHL, and if those players start to 
come into their own this season, 
the team could fly up the 
rankings. At this moment, Los 
Angeles might still be a year or 
so away from really getting to 
where it wants to be.  

1  
0-0-
0  

25 Devils  

The additions of Dougie 
Hamilton and Ryan Graves 
definitely make this team better, 
but by how much? If young 
forwards Jack Hughes and Nico 
Hischier can start to figure it out 
in the NHL, then the answer to 
that question will be, "A lot."  

5  
0-0-
0  
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Rk Teams    Chg Rcrd 

26 
Blue 
Jackets  

Columbus is a pesky team, but 
don't get that confused with 
being a good team. It's hard to 
see where consistent offensive 
production will come from, 
especially if Patrik Laine doesn't 
improve under new 
management.  

--  
0-0-
0  

27 Sharks  

The Sharks have fallen off a cliff 
in the last two seasons, but 
extremely poor goaltending has 
had a lot to do with that. They 
upgraded at that position in the 
offseason, yet there is still the 
matter of some deteriorating 
veterans, especially on the back 
end.  

3  
0-0-
0  

28 Senators  

Senators general manager 
Pierre Dorion claims that the 
team's rebuild is over. I'll have to 
respectfully disagree with him. 
There are still some fun young 
players, headlined by Brady 
Tkachuk and Thomas Chabot.  

--  
0-0-
0  

29 Red Wings  

The Red Wings are still 
rebuilding, and it shows. Detroit 
will be in the hotly contested 
race to the bottom again in the 
2021-22 season, but Steve 
Yzerman has already made 

2  
0-0-
0  

Rk Teams    Chg Rcrd 

some good moves. Trading for 
wiger Jakub Vrana and goalie 
Alex Nedeljkovic are among 
them.  

30 Ducks  

The Ducks probably need to 
keep vying for the best draft pick 
possible in order for them to 
complete their rebuild. However, 
sending out John Gibson in goal 
every night might be 
counterproductive to that effort, 
especially if he has a return to 
form this year.  

1  
0-0-
0  

31 Coyotes  

Throwing it back to 2015 when 
fans of the Coyotes and Sabres 
were cheering for the other team 
in hopes of landing the No. 1 
overall pick, Connor McDavid. 
Neither team drafted him, but 
2022 is a new draft and a new 
opportunity.  

12  
0-0-
0  

32 Sabres  

The tiebreaker for this last spot 
came down to which team was 
currently in a very public dispute 
with its now former captain over 
which medical procedure he 
should get to repair an injury.  

1  
0-0-
0  
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Quick Whistles: Seth Jarvis Defies the Odds, but will He Stick? 

Seth Jarvis makes the cut, but will the Hurricanes keep him 
around? 

By Brett Finger  

The preseason is over, and I, for one, am rejoicing over that 
fact. 

The Carolina Hurricanes will kick off their 2021-22 season on 
Thursday against the New York Islanders. Their opening 
night roster might feature a couple of surprises after a pair of 
young forwards made it through the final training camp cuts. 

How long will they stick around, though? That’s the question 
being kicked around at media availabilities, and the early 
responses are ones of uncertainty. 

Seth Jarvis earned the right to be here. Throughout training 
camp and the preseason, he stood out with offensive 
creativity and pleasantly surprised with the maturation of his 
three-zone play. He didn’t look like a 19-year-old rookie. 

But is he currently good enough to make the team on a full-
time basis? 

I think there’s reason to believe that he is, but the same 
numbers game that made it unlikely for him to make the 
team out of camp makes it unlikely that he will stick around 
or even get the opportunity to show that he can hang. 

Carolina’s top-nine winger group is all but cemented. Jarvis 
won’t take a spot from Andrei Svechnikov, Teuvo 
Teravainen, Martin Necas, Nino Niederreiter, Jesperi 
Kotkaniemi, or Jesper Fast. Is he capable of beating out 
Steven Lorentz? Sure, but that means he is playing on the 
fourth line, and I don’t think that helps anyone in the long 
term. 

I’ve been a strong advocate for keeping Jarvis in the fold and 
giving him NHL games before sending him back to Portland, 
and it appears as if that’s what will happen. You can justify 
giving him some games on the fourth line next to Derek 
Stepan, but that isn’t a season-long solution to what is a 
good problem. You need him to play and play big minutes, 
and that won’t happen if he’s on a fourth line. 

The numbers game is still the clubhouse favorite in deciding 
Jarvis’ future. He beat it the first time, but things will have to 
change rather drastically for him to win it again. 

I hope he proves everyone wrong, though. There’s no 
denying that he seems destined for lots of NHL success, 
regardless of whether that starts this year or next year. 

Defense in Flux 

There seem to be more questions surrounding Carolina’s 
defensive pairings than there are around forward 
combinations. 

It comes down to whether it will be Ethan Bear or Tony 
DeAngelo on the top pairing next to Jaccob Slavin. Right 
now, it looks like it will be Bear, and I think that is the smart 
move. 

I’ve written about DeAngelo in length in the past, and the 
TL;DR is that his offense is elite, but his defense is atrocious. 
His defense is what will hold him back from playing against 
other teams’ best players consistently. The team can’t afford 
to put themselves in that spot, especially with a brand new 
goalie duo in place. 

That doesn’t mean TDA can’t or shouldn’t get time with 
Slavin, because I think he should. However, it needs to be 
heavily reliant on matchups. Offensive zone faceoffs after 
icings and attacking depth players should be the strategy for 
making the most of his skillset. If he is put in positions where 
he can confidently play his game, he will be an important 
offensive contributor.  

Ian Cole is a pretty good partner for him in a third-pairing 
capacity, and he will have all the opportunities in the world to 
contribute on the power play. 

Bear, on the other hand, is the more well-rounded player and 
should be the more consistent partner that Slavin has, at 
least early on. 

This is a player who might surprise a lot of people this 
season. His offense is underrated, and he’s already shown 
some of those exploits in the early days of his tenure in 
Raleigh. He’s a great skater who makes good reads all over 
the ice. He isn’t as dynamic as DeAngelo, but he might start 
to close that gap in time, and his defense is already miles 
better. He will also have the best d-partner he’s ever had in 
Slavin. 

Goalies! 

It’s tough to get a good gauge on goalies, especially new 
goalies, during the preseason. It’s doubly true when the team 
ices an NHL-like lineup just once in their four exhibition 
games. 

Frederik Andersen will undoubtedly get the opening night 
start and his two preseason games were somewhat of a 
mixed bag. He was outstanding in his first start against 
Tampa Bay, wherein he stopped 37 of 38 shots and led the 
team to their only preseason win. The wheels fell off to an 
extent in the preseason finale in Nashville, but that had just 
as much to do with the team in front of him and the fact that 
the Predators rolled out a veteran-heavy lineup. 

We saw from Andersen in the preseason that his presence in 
the net is different from what we saw from Petr Mrazek and 
Alex Nedeljkovic. He isn’t an aggressive puck player who 
relies heavily on his athleticism to bail him out. 
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He’s a big goalie who is extremely poised and calm. It will be 
interesting to see how that dynamic plays out after several 
years of hectic goalie play. Only time will tell which is better 
for this team, but Andersen is a veteran, and everyone 
knows what to expect from him. 

It will be fun to see whether or not his infamous October 
curse will follow him to Carolina. He has a history of very 
slow starts. 

Antti Raanta had the net with Carolina’s veteran-laden lineup 
in their overtime loss to Nashville on home ice and looked 

comfortable after getting shelled by the Lightning in his first 
start. 

Can he stay healthy? That’s the biggest question following 
him into this season. 

Again, preseason games don’t give you much on veteran 
goalies. A lot rides on the Andersen-Raanta duo, though. 
Good early returns would help alleviate some of the 
concerns there.
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Hurricanes roster choices: Why Seth Jarvis and Jack Drury made the cut, 
first-look line combinations and more 

 

By Sara Civian Oct 12, 2021 

 

It’s finally the first week of the NHL season, and as eager as we all are 
for the Hurricanes to start playing some meaningful hockey, no one is 
more excited than head coach Rod Brind’Amour. 

“Training camp will be over,” he half-joked. “That’s my favorite thing 
(about opening night).” 

The roster that will take on the Islanders in Game 1 of 82 (normalcy!) on 
Thursday was finalized Monday, with a few stray transactions sorted out 
and tough questions answered — for now. It’s comprised of 14 forwards, 
seven defensemen and two goalies, including some new faces who have 
simply made it impossible for the Canes to send them away. 

The lines from Monday will certainly change, but for now, here they are: 

LW C RW 

Jesperi Kotkaniemi 

Sebastian Aho 

Martin Necas 

Andrei Svechnikov 

Vincent Trocheck 

Teuvo Teravainen 

Nino Niederreiter 

Jordan Staal 

Jesper Fast 

Steven Lorentz/Seth Jarvis 

Derek Stepan 

Jordan Martinook 

LD RD 

Jaccob Slavin 

Ethan Bear 

Brady Skjei 

Brett Pesce 

Ian Cole 

Tony DeAngelo 

Extras: Brendan Smith, Jack Drury 

“The lines, I’m not sure yet. Defensive combinations, might be tweaks 
still,” Brind’Amour said. “But those are our guys out there.” 

Meanwhile, the power-play units will probably stay the same: 

Unit 1: Sebastian Aho, Andrei Svechnikov, Vincent Trocheck, Tony 
DeAngelo, Teuvo Teravainen 

Unit 2: Jordan Staal, Jesperi Kotkaniemi, Nino Niederreiter, Martin 
Necas, Brett Pesce 

Here are some rapid-fire thoughts on the lineup: 

• It looks like Trocheck will most likely be ready to go opening night, so 
we don’t have to do line gymnastics in that aspect. But do we think the 
Canes are going all-in on first-line centers Kotkaniemi and Necas to kick 
things off, then will revert to the SAT line when all is said and done? I’m 
not sure, but Monday’s combinations definitely highlight the depth of the 
team with essentially two first lines. I’m curious to see what Kotkaniemi’s 
full potential would be next to Aho, and Steven Lorentz did tell me he’s a 
“mini Teravainen.” 

• I loved Brind’Amour’s short and decisive answer when asked what Seth 
Jarvis did to make the cut: “He deserved it. It’s pretty much that simple.” 
Regardless of what happens next, it’s no small feat to crack a roster this 
deep — especially as a 19-year-old prospect whom the Canes maybe 
didn’t expect as one of the contenders for a spot on the NHL roster right 
out of camp. What happens next, though? Will Jarvis enjoy a nine-game 
stint before heading back to junior, or will he make the NHL this season? 

“Everything’s up in the air with him, is the best way to put it,” Brind’Amour 
said. “He’s certainly shown that he’s not out of place in the preseason 
games. Like I said, he deserves to be here.” 

OK, but while he’s here, would he be better served playing up to his skill 
in the top nine or learning what it takes to carve out a consistent spot in 
the NHL in a checking role? 

“I don’t know,” Brind’Amour put it bluntly. “I think there’s a lot of question 
marks when you bring up a new kid that hasn’t played at this level. I think 
we’ll take it a day at a time. … He’s been a real pleasant surprise, for 
sure.” 

• Don’t let the Jarvis development distract you from another top prospect, 
Jack Drury, making the team to start the season. Brind’Amour said not to 
count on the lines and pairings being the same as they were Monday, but 
Drury was an extra skater at practice and I assume that won’t change at 
first. This might just be a product of Trocheck getting placed on injured 
reserve, but Drury had a solid camp and I’d be interested to see him on 
the fourth line for a few games. 

• The Hurricanes sent all five players who cleared waivers — C.J. Smith, 
Stephen Noesen, Eric Gelinas, Josh Leivo and Max Lajoie — down to 
Chicago on Monday. Training camp isn’t the be-all and end-all for 
anything, but I’d say Leivo was the biggest disappointment and Noesen 
was the most pleasant surprise. 
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• So, what does all this mean for Lorentz? If I had to guess, I’d say Jarvis 
returns to junior after nine games and Lorentz remains a mainstay on the 
fourth line. This season isn’t going to be a walk in the park for any of the 
fourth-liners with so many potential call-ups and extra-competent players 
on the roster. Something tells me someone like Lorentz and his good 
attitude could thrive in a situation like that, though. 

• Speaking of defensive pairings, it looks like things will start out with Ian 
Cole and DeAngelo on a pairing. Brind’Amour seemed just as confused 
about the status of the defensive pairings as the rest of us, saying 
Monday’s pairings will last “probably for another day and then we’ll see. 
There are certainly going to be options; we’ve got a few different things 
we’ve looked at.” I like the Cole-DeAngelo pairing. DeAngelo will have 
the opportunity to make an offensive impact without worrying too much 
about what he lacks defensively while on the top power-play unit. Maybe 
starting out by giving Ethan Bear an opportunity to play big minutes next 
to Jaccob Slavin could round out the defense. 
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Metropolitan Division preview: Islanders, Hurricanes should end Capitals’ 
five-year run 

 

By Aaron Portzline and more Oct 12, 2021  

  

The subway system that snakes beneath the United States’ capital city is 
one of the busiest in the country, but one could say the Metro has run 
through Washington D.C. in more ways than one. 

Before the COVID-19 pandemic busted up the Metropolitan Division for 
the 2020-21 season, the Washington Capitals had won five straight 
division titles dating back to 2015-16, an especially rare feat in the salary-
cap era. 

Alexander Ovechkin & Co. are no longer seen as the class of the 
division, however. It’s amazing how one season apart can change the 
whole landscape, eh? 

We brought together nine beat reporters who provide daily coverage of 
Metro teams for The Athletic, asking them to forecast their own club’s 
seasons — who’s new, who’s gone, who’s the next big thing, etc. — but 
also to predict the division standings. 

We compiled those votes (eight points for first place, seven points for 
second, etc.) knowing full-well that we all could look ridiculous by the end 
of the season. 

The New York Islanders earned seven first-place votes, while the 
Carolina Hurricanes earned the other two. Only one voter listed the Blue 
Jackets as something other than the division’s bottom-dweller. 

1. New York Islanders (70 points) 

Reason for optimism: The last two years have been weird, but they’ve 
also been mighty successful for the Islanders — at least the postseason 
parts. Given that the Isles are a bit deeper than in years past and have 
the best goalie tandem in the division, everyone is now buying into them 
as division title and Stanley Cup contenders. That might faze some other 
teams but not this one, which could be the league’s oldest when the puck 
drops on the season. 

Reason for worry: Did I mention they’re old? Zdeno Chara returning to 
the Island after two decades away is a neat story, but he’ll be 45 in 
March. Zach Parise coming on gives a similar jolt of nostalgia given his 
father’s place in Isles lore from 1975, but he’s 38. Of the 20 guys 
dressing for opening night, 11 are over 30. That’s not exactly a recipe for 

good health over a condensed season that begins with 13 consecutive 
games on the road. 

Most important newcomer: Big Z may not be the force he once was, but 
his decision to sign on just a couple of weeks before training camp is an 
indication that he believes this team can win. That belief might be 
stronger if the Isles had some better depth behind Chara on defense, but 
the goal is to get as much out of Chara while they can and possibly 
spend some capital to bring in a reinforcement later in the season. So the 
Isles need Chara to be solid, which he’s shown he can still be. 

Biggest offseason loss: Nick Leddy’s trade to Detroit may leave the 
Islanders searching for speed and offense from the blue line, but Jordan 
Eberle going in the expansion draft to Seattle could end up being a 
bigger blow. Eberle didn’t pile up points but he did fill a hugely important 
role, as a reliable sidekick for Mathew Barzal, whose unpredictable style 
could be confounding to a new right wing. 

Breakout player: Oliver Wahlstrom burst on the scene last season and 
gave the veteran Isles some youthful energy, plus a conscience-free 
shooter who rarely hesitated to let pucks fly. If Wahlstrom brings a similar 
style this season, he could be the answer to a meh power play and 
eventually find his way to the top line. 

Metro musing: I seem to be the only one bullish on the Flyers, but it’s 
hard to bet against coach Alain Vigneault missing the postseason twice 
in a row. If this is the year the Caps and Penguins take steps back, it’s 
better for the division as a whole that they do it in the same year to get 
some fresh faces into the postseason chase. And could we get an 
Islanders-Rangers playoff series, please? 

— Arthur Staple 

2. Carolina Hurricanes (62) 

Reason for optimism: Depth. The Canes saw some big-name players 
who directly contributed to their new perennial playoff status leave in the 
offseason, but they used the new cap space to create a roster full of 
options. Now, when the injury bug almost inevitably hits, they’ll have 
ample options at each position to turn to. That’s been an issue in past 
playoff runs — last year’s absence of Nino Niederreiter and Vincent 
Trocheck, for example. 

Reason to worry: It’s no accident that the Hurricanes’ painfully mediocre 
and “unlucky” power play magically improved upon the addition of Dougie 
Hamilton. It turns out sometimes “luck” just means “elite scorers and 
players who can finish.” With Sebastian Aho, Andrei Svechnikov, Martin 
Necas and most of the core still intact, it’s not too panic-inducing. But 
replacing Hamilton’s scoring will be something to watch as the season 
progresses. Also, two new faces in net will always raise some questions. 
Can Antti Raanta stay healthy? Will Freddie Andersen bounce back in a 
new environment? 

Most important newcomer: It depends on how you’re looking at things, 
but if you’re looking at the outcome of the actual games, it’s Andersen. 
No one will impact the game score like a new goaltender. 

Biggest offseason loss: Y’all remember Dougie Hamilton? 

Breakout player: The Hurricanes themselves seem to think it will be 
Martin Necas. 

Metro musing: It will be very interesting to see all the changes these 
teams have made put into action — especially after a season of not 
playing each other. The Islanders seem primed to make a compelling 
Cup run. I don’t really know what to make of the Capitals and the 
Penguins. Both cores are aging, but I’ll never be the one to bet against 
Sidney Crosby and/or Alex Ovechkin slowing down. The Flyers have 
been a disappointment — can they bounce back? 

— Sara Civian 

Nino Niederreiter. (James Guillory / USA Today) 

3. (tied) New York Rangers (43) 
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Reason for optimism: There are many reasons to be cheerful about the 
Rangers, starting with the obvious. They are still one of the youngest 
teams in the league and many of the skilled acquisitions they’ve made 
during the rebuild look ready to pop. They should have six first-round 
picks from 2017-20 in their lineup and contributing (or contributing more): 
Filip Chytil, K’Andre Miller, Nils Lundkvist, Kaapo Kakko and Alexis 
Lafrenière. And yes, they’ve added some much-needed grit and grind. 
We’ll see how it blends for new coach Gerard Gallant. 

Reason to worry: Gallant wants to play a hard, straight-ahead game, as 
does the Rangers’ brass. As did the previous coach and previous brass. 
But the top two lines are virtually the same as they were last season, and 
the top nine features many of the same skilled players who were throttled 
by hard-playing defensive or neutral-zone-clogging teams last season. 
The other worry, of course, is in goal, where neither youngster Igor 
Shesterkin nor Alexandar Georgiev played to his expected level for much 
of 2020-21. 

Most important newcomer: The probable answer here is Barclay 
Goodrow, the two-time Stanley Cup champ who was the centerpiece to 
the beefing-up campaign during the offseason. But I’d argue it’s 
Lundkvist, the smooth and skilled (dare we say Adam Fox-like?) right 
defenseman who was the best D-man in the Swedish league last season. 
He can run the second power play and start on a solid third pair with 
dependable free agent Patrik Nemeth. 

Biggest offseason loss: The Rangers had to choose whether to keep 
Pavel Buchnevich as a de facto rental for this one season at $5 million-
plus — then let him walk as a free agent or trade him at the deadline — 
or trade him now. There was no way they were going to be able to afford 
him beyond this season with the Mika Zibanejad extension ($8.5 million 
per) or the expected Fox extension ($9 million is the going rate for top D-
men). There also wasn’t a market for Buchnevich, their top-line right-
winger, at that price. So they traded him to St. Louis for Sammy Blais 
(more grit) and a second-round pick. 

Breakout player: The departure of Buchnevich means more top-six ice 
time for both Kakko (starting with Artemi Panarin and Ryan Strome) and 
Lafrenière, who moved up to the top line late last season and flourished. 
Lafrenière, who looks leaner, stronger, bigger and faster, is starting with 
Zibanejad and Chris Kreider (who is shifting from left to right) and, while 
still only 20, looks like he’s ready to begin doing big things. 

Metro musing: While it’s cool that the old division is back together again, 
the return of “normalcy” also means a return to the ridiculous schedule 
after a year of yes-please division rivalries-only games. So, for example, 
the Rangers will only see the Islanders four times (twice over U.S. 
Thanksgiving weekend, twice in April) as the great Islanders stat man 
Eric Hornick pointed out, and will visit Washington (opening night) the 
same number of times they visit Seattle. All so the great fans in Buffalo 
can see Arizona once a year. 

— Rick Carpiniello 

3. (tied) Pittsburgh Penguins (43) 

Reason for optimism: Sidney Crosby isn’t going to miss as much of the 
opening month as one would expect from a mere mortal who had surgery 
on a left wrist in early September. Crosby is likely going to play within five 
weeks of the surgery, after it was originally said he would miss a 
minimum of six weeks. Having Crosby to anchor the top line allows Jeff 
Carter to slot into a second center role in which he excelled while Evgeni 
Malkin was injured last season. Even a Crosby coming off surgery will 
command the full attention of top opposing defense pairs, which should 
set up Carter and the second line for favorable matches. 

Reason to worry: You may have heard that Sidney Crosby and Evgeni 
Malkin are going to miss time to start the season. The Penguins finished 
second in scoring last season. Only Colorado scored more goals. 
Impressive, right? It’s hard to imagine them rivaling the Avalanche, or a 
lot of other teams, in scoring this season. Where will the goals come 
from? 

Most important newcomer: Brian Boyle is only new in the sense that he 
has joined the Penguins after spending much of his long NHL career 
going against them. Boyle won a contract after attending camp on a 
PTO. And in camp, Boyle showed what the Penguins expected: He’s in 
NHL shape and is happy to fill a role primarily as a fourth-line center and 
group-penalty killer. His faceoffs should help, especially with Crosby’s left 
wrist issue. His size and willingness to play physical adds missing 
elements that management coveted. 

Breakout player: Teddy Blueger isn’t going to be interviewed by Wayne 
Gretzky or anything. However, Blueger is poised for a life-changing few 
months. Armed with the confidence of a new contract, Blueger will spend 
much of the first half as third-line center while Malkin recovers from 
offseason knee surgery. The No. 3 center has been a breakout player for 
the best Penguins clubs of the Crosby era. Blueger could inherit the 
spotlight previously stepped into by the likes of Jordan Staal, Nick Bonino 
and Carter. Also, Blueger will play in the Olympics for Latvia. A steady 
two-way center with offensive upside, Blueger is a player with a profile on 
the rise. 

Biggest offseason loss: It would be easy to say Brandon Tanev, whose 
speed and physicality can’t be ignored. But the answer is Jared McCann. 
He gave the Penguins great flexibility because he could play center and 
wing effectively. He’s fast. He has a great shot. He really added 
something to the power play last season. And now, he is gone. The 
Penguins never adequately replaced him and I believe they will miss him 
significantly this season and moving forward. 

Metro musing: I don’t mean to put all of us down, but I think this is the 
weakest we’ve seen the Metro in a while. The Penguins and Capitals are 
clearly on the back nine. I’m not sure the Devils and Rangers are ready 
for primetime. Carolina is still good but perhaps not great. The Flyers 
might be a mess. The Jackets certainly are a mess. And the Islanders 
being the gold standard is a little underwhelming. 

— Rob Rossi and Josh Yohe 

Sidney Crosby. (Charles LeClaire / USA Today) 

5. Washington Capitals (38) 

Reason for optimism: A couple of the Caps’ core players may be limping 
to the starting line but the gang’s (mostly) back together. Alex Ovechkin. 
Nicklas Backstrom. John Carlson. Evgeny Kuznetsov. T.J. Oshie. Tom 
Wilson. In fact, 16 of the team’s top 20 in minutes played last season are 
on this season’s roster. They may not be as deep (or spry) as they’ve 
been in recent seasons, but there’s no way Ovi and Co. are gonna miss 
the playoffs, right? RIGHT? 

Reason to worry: If you’re a diehard Caps fan, two things should keep 
you awake at night: aging legs and inconsistency in net. Backstrom’s 
nagging hip injury and Ovechkin’s lower body ailment are signs of things 
to come, because older players tend to break down more and take longer 
to heal. As for the goaltending, the decision-makers hope Ilya Samsonov 
and Vitek Vanecek will progress from adequate to good. “Hope” seems to 
be a risky strategy at the game’s most important position, though. 

Most important newcomer: Anthony Mantha isn’t totally new. He joined 
the Caps at the trade deadline last season. But for a team that didn’t add 
anyone this offseason, he’ll have to do. The massive 27-year-old winger 
scored in each of his first four games in Washington, then went the final 
15 without a goal, a concerning stretch that included the Caps’ five-
game, first-round loss to the Bruins. With Backstrom sidelined to start the 
season, they’re gonna need someone to pick up the offensive slack at 
even strength and on the power play. And that someone is Mantha. 

Biggest offseason loss: Sure, Zdeno Chara ran out of gas late in the 
season, but he still left an indelible mark in D.C. He led by example on 
and off the ice. He was a third assistant coach on the bench. And, even 
at 44, the rugged, towering blueliner served as a deterrent to would-be 
tough guys on other teams. (If you’ve ever seen Chara’s wide-eyed, 
maniacal-looking stare, you know what I’m talking about.) He also was 
the anchor on the NHL’s fifth-best penalty kill and a steadying influence 
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on defensive partner Nick Jensen. That’s a long-winded way of saying 
the big man will be missed in both obvious and not-so-obvious ways. 

Breakout player: With 13 goals in 42 games while averaging just 11:40 
per game last season, Daniel Sprong is one of the most efficient goal-
scorers in the league. He’s quick. He’s feisty. And, goodness, that quick-
release wrist shot. Coach Peter Laviolette is expected to give the 24-
year-old winger more responsibility this season, including a role in the top 
six and the increased playing time that goes along with it. And, if he 
performs, perhaps he’ll even get a shot on the second power-play unit. 
But the question that dogged him in Pittsburgh and Anaheim still persists 
in Washington: Can he be trusted in the defensive zone? Only he knows 
the answer. 

Metro musing: I know some pundits and fans are eager to write off a 
banged-up and aging Caps team that’s been bounced in the first round 
three straight years. I get it. I really do. On some days, I see more 
questions than answers, too. That said, I still think there’s enough skill, 
pride and fight on this roster to secure an eighth consecutive playoff 
berth. And besides, it’s not like anyone around them got a ton better, 
either. Winter is indeed coming for the Caps, and it’s already starting to 
feel a little chilly. But it feels like they’ve still got enough to stave off a 
deep freeze for a couple more years. 

— Tarik El-Bashir 

6. Philadelphia Flyers (32) 

Reason for optimism: In short, it’s not the 2020-21 season anymore. It 
really isn’t that long ago that the Flyers looked like an emerging power in 
the East, finishing 2019-20 on fire, and then earning the bubble playoffs’ 
No. 1 seed. Last season’s debacle (understandably) shifted the 
perception of the team dramatically, but it was an extremely strange year. 
At least on paper, the (healthy) Flyers are more talented now than they 
were in 2019-20, and if last year truly just was a one-off, Murphy’s Law-
type season, a rapid bounce-back isn’t outlandish. 

Reason to worry: There are lots of ways this Flyers season could go off 
the rails, but goaltending is at the top of the list. Carter Hart’s 2020-21 
results weren’t merely poor – they were truly awful. Hart could add 20 
points to his 2020-21 save percentage at still finish below 0.900. If Hart 
can’t return to past form, Philadelphia’s backup is Martin Jones, who has 
been one of the worst-performing starters in the league for the past three 
seasons. The Flyers are betting on a bounceback candidate and a 
reclamation project in net, and that’s a big risk. 

Most important newcomer: Ryan Ellis. In 2020-21, the Flyers tried to 
replace the retired Matt Niskanen via internal options, and it proved to be 
an utter disaster. So this time around, Chuck Fletcher acquired a true 
Niskanen replacement in Ellis from Nashville. They’re hoping that Ellis 
provides the same all-situations stability that Niskanen did, and that he 
can help to return Ivan Provorov (his projected partner) to peak form. If 
so, it will go a long way toward solidifying the blue line and the team 
defense as a whole. 

Biggest offseason loss: Jakub Voracek. Fletcher came to the conclusion 
this summer that the Flyers’ locker room needed a shake-up, and 
swapping Voracek for Cam Atkinson certainly served that purpose. But 
even though Atkinson’s shoot-first mentality is welcome, the Flyers will 
miss Voracek’s offensive creativity and his point production consistency. 
Perhaps Voracek’s time in Philadelphia had simply run its course, but 
that doesn’t mean he won’t be missed on the ice. 

Breakout player: Joel Farabee. One could argue that last season was 
actually Farabee’s breakout season – he led the Flyers in goals with 20, 
pacing for 30 over an 82-game slate – but if the Flyers have one player 
who could plausibly take another big step forward, it’s the 21-year old 
winger. He’ll be granted strong linemates at even strength and consistent 
power-play time, so he won’t lack for opportunities to score. And if his 
two-way game can take the leap this season as scouts have long 
anticipated it will, that means even more time spent in the offensive zone 
and in turn, more chances to light the lamp. 

Metro musing: The Islanders and Hurricanes strike me as the two best 
teams in the division on paper, with the Devils and Blue Jackets are the 
two worst. Everyone else? They could finish in any order from 3-6 and it 
wouldn’t shock me. I’m fully expecting another wildly competitive 
Metropolitan Division season in 2021-22. 

— Charlie O’Connor 

Ryan Ellis. (Eric Hartline / USA Today) 

7. New Jersey Devils (26) 

Reason for optimism: The Devils have a young, exciting forward corps 
and added significant upgrades on defense (Dougie Hamilton, Ryan 
Graves) and in net (Jonathan Bernier, to complement/push Mackenzie 
Blackwood). Hamilton, plus another step forward from Jack Hughes, plus 
a return to good health and form from Nico Hischier, should breathe life 
into an offense that created chances but couldn’t finish them last season 
and should rehabilitate a pretty dreadful power play. 

Reason to worry: The Devils have a young, exciting forward corps … 
which is filled with second-year players trying to prove last year wasn’t a 
fluke, players coming off career years trying to prove last year wasn’t a 
fluke and a couple of older players who are trying to prove a down year in 
2020-21 was a fluke. Also, this roster, when fully healthy, looks quite 
competent. They have not been healthy in camp, and particularly the 
defense corps looks to be an injury or two away from being in real 
trouble. 

Most important newcomer: There might be an argument for Bernier, for 
two reasons. First is that the Devils’ non-Blackwood goaltending has 
been terrible for three years, and second is Blackwood’s COVID-19 
vaccination status. But the obvious answer is Hamilton. He changes 
everything for this franchise, in both the short- and long-term, as the first 
true No. 1 defenseman they’ve had since Scott Niedermayer and Scott 
Stevens were here. 

Biggest offseason loss: There weren’t many, so let’s go with fourth-line 
wing Nathan Bastian. Devils coach Lindy Ruff really loved and trusted his 
“energy” line last year, giving Bastian, Miles Wood and Michael McLeod 
the third and sometimes even second-most minutes depending on how a 
game went. There isn’t an obvious like-for-like replacement, and we’ll see 
if the “energy line” can still function the same way. 

Breakout player: The obvious answer here is Hughes — our writers 
picked him as the breakout player for the entire league. But everyone 
knows about him and his potential. A better answer might be his 
wingman, Yegor Sharangovich. He might just be a real-deal 30-goal 
scorer who has some two-way chops as well, and this might be the 
season when the rest of the league finds out just how good and how 
lethal his whip-like wrist shot is. 

Metro musing: The Islanders are the safest bet to win the division and 
make the playoffs. The Hurricanes feel like a safe wager to make the 
playoffs, though having two older goalies with recent injury issues could 
be an issue. After that, no one is a safe bet to make the playoffs. Tell me 
who has the fewest man-games lost to injury among the Penguins, 
Capitals, Rangers, Flyers and Devils, and I’d pick those two teams to 
make it. Or maybe that won’t matter for the Penguins because it never 
seems to. 

— Corey Masisak 

8. Columbus Blue Jackets (10) 

Reason for optimism: The Blue Jackets have completely gutted the roster 
of the veteran group that led the way to four straight playoff berths before 
it all fell apart last season. But this club is not devoid of talent, as many 
assume. Wingers Patrik Laine, Jake Voracek, Gus Nyquist and Oliver 
Bjorkstrand flank the top two lines. Zach Werenski and Vladislav 
Gavrikov anchor the left side of the top two pairs. And with Elvis 
Merzlikins and Joonas Korpisalo, the Jackets think they have two No. 1-
caliber goaltenders. 
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Reason for worry: The Jackets are undermanned and unsettled at center 
ice, and it’ll likely be an issue most of the season. Rookie Cole Sillinger is 
quite possibly the most polished two-way center on the roster, and he’s 
only 18 years old. Look for him in the top six, but only if the difficult 
lessons ahead don’t stunt his development. The other options in the top 
six are Alexandre Texier, Jack Roslovic and Boone Jenner, but all of 
them have warts. Also, the Jackets are wide open on the right side of the 
defense, with newcomers Jake Bean and Adam Boqvist needing to grow 
up and settle in quickly. 

Most important newcomer: Voracek gives the Blue Jackets a playmaking 
element they’ve not had since Artemi Panarin left two seasons ago. The 
Blue Jackets brought him back to town, in part, to bring Laine’s game 
back to life after a dreadful 2020-21, and the two have shown instant 
chemistry. Meanwhile, Voracek has taken over the power play like an on-
ice coach, not just handling the puck but barking out instructions from the 
right half-wall. 

Biggest offseason loss: Nobody does offseason losses quite like 
Columbus, right? It continued this summer when Seth Jones was traded 
to Chicago and Cam Atkinson was traded to Philadelphia, but Jones will 
be the hardest to replace. Jones was one of the most respected players 
in the room, and perhaps the league. He was Werenski’s security blanket 
on the No. 1 pair. He was the coaches’ go-to player for big minutes and 
big moments. He was the first guy over the boards on the power play and 
penalty kill. You get the point. He was Mr. Everything. The world isn’t 
ending in Columbus, but there will be an adjustment period. 

Breakout player: At 21 years old, defenseman Adam Boqvist already has 
two NHL seasons under his belt, but he’s about to play a significant role 
with the Blue Jackets. Boqvist, acquired in the Seth Jones trade with 
Chicago, is likely to play big minutes next to Vladislav Gavrikov on the 
Blue Jackets’ second defensive pair, and he’s the point man on the 
second power-play unit. 

Metro musing: The Islanders feel like the class of this division, at least 
during the regular season, which still means a lot to them (unlike 
Pittsburgh and Washington). The Penguins and Capitals are past their 
primes, but I don’t have the guts to say they’ll miss the playoffs. Carolina 
feels diminished after their offseason, but that roster has extraordinary 
depth. The Rangers and Devils are on the come, but I don’t think they’re 
there yet. Philadelphia is just wildly unpredictable; they could win the 
Metro or finish 24th in the league. I stand alone in believing the Blue 
Jackets won’t finish last in the division. Can I take that to Vegas? 

— Aaron Portzline 

Beat writer predictions 

TEAM POINTS 

1 

Islanders 

70 (7 first-place) 

2 

Hurricanes 

62 (2 first-place) 

3 (tie) 

Rangers 

43 

3 (tie) 

Penguins 

43 

5 

Capitals 

38 

6 

Flyers 

32 

7 

Devils 

26 

8 

Blue Jackets 

10 
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2021-22 NHL predictions: Playoffs, Stanley Cup Final, MVP 

 

By Mollie Walker and Larry Brooks 

October 12, 2021 12:15pm  Updated 

 

The Post’s Larry Brooks and Mollie Walker make their predictions for the 
2021-22 season, which begins on Tuesday night. 

Larry Brooks 

East 

Metro 

1. Carolina 

2. Islanders 

3. Rangers 

Atlantic 

1. Florida 

2. Tampa Bay 

3. Toronto 

SEE ALSO 

Rangers season preview: Retooled roster makes team legitimate playoff 
threat 

Wild Cards 

1. Boston 

2. Washington 

West 

Central 

1. Colorado 

2. Winnipeg 

3. Minnesota 

Pacific 
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1. Vegas 

2. Edmonton 

3. Calgary 

Wild Cards 

1. St. Louis 

2. Dallas 

Conference Finals 

Islanders over Tampa Bay 

Colorado over Vegas 

Stanley Cup Finals 

Islanders over Colorado 

Anthony Beauvillier skates with the Islanders in the Stanley Cup 
Semifinals. 

Hart Trophy (MVP) 

Aleksander Barkov, Florida 

Norris Trophy (Defense) 

Cale Makar, Colorado 

Vezina Trophy (Goalie) 

Andrei Vasilevskiy, Tampa Bay 

Calder Trophy (Rookie) 

Cole Caufield, Montreal 

Jack Adams Award (Coach) 

Barry Trotz, Islanders 

First coach fired 

Craig Berube, St. Louis 

Mollie Walker 

East 

Metro 

1. Islanders 

2. Washington 

3.Carolina 

Atlantic 

1. Tampa Bay 

2. Boston 

3. Florida 

Wild cards 

1. Toronto 

2. Rangers 

Cale Makar skates with the Avalanche 

West 

Central 

1. Colorado 

2. Minnesota 

3. Winnipeg 

Pacific 

1. Vegas 

2. Vancouver 

3. Calgary 

Wild Cards 

1. St. Louis 

2. Seattle 

Conference Finals 

Islanders over Tampa Bay 

Colorado over Vegas 

SEE ALSO 

NHL preview: Breaking down all 32 teams — and one ticking time bomb 

Stanley Cup Finals 

Colorado over Islanders 

Hart Trophy (MVP) 

Connor McDavid, Edmonton 

Norris Trophy (Defense) 

Cale Makar, Colorado 

Vezina Trophy (Goalie) 

Connor Hellebuyck, Winnipeg 

Calder Trophy (Rookie) 

Cole Caufield, Montreal 

Jack Adams Award (Coach) 

Barry Trotz, Islanders 

First coach fired 

Mike Sullivan, Pittsburgh 
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Islanders season preview: Expectations are higher than ever 

 

By Mollie Walker 

October 12, 2021 8:00am  Updated 

 

The days of disregarding the Islanders are over. The Islanders’ days of 
being perceived as an underdog team are long gone. The expectations 
are higher than ever. 

And nothing will heal the sting of falling just short of competing in the 
Stanley Cup final the past two seasons, except for proving that the third 
time is indeed the charm by hoisting Lord Stanley in 2021-22. 

General manager Lou Lamoriello retained a majority of the Islanders’ 
core despite cap challenges this offseason. But it wouldn’t have been 
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possible without a few players taking team-friendly deals, which just goes 
to show how much this Islanders team has bought in. 

The Islanders lost one of their top wingers, Jordan Eberle, in the Seattle 
expansion draft and had to trade a minutes-guzzling defenseman in Nick 
Leddy in order to free up cap space. But Lamoriello brought in 
reinforcements, signing veterans Zach Parise and Zdeno Chara — in 
addition to bringing back Kyle Palmieri, who was traded to the Isles at the 
end of last season before signing a four-year deal in the summer. 

While the Isles possess the intangibles, including chemistry and 
camaraderie, the question is whether their aging lineup can go the 
distance of a full 82-game season and continue to play their grinding 
style through a third-straight lengthy playoff run. 

Offense 

Without Eberle, who scored the third most goals on the team last season 
(16), the Islanders will have a new-look top line. Throughout training 
camp, Palmieri slotted in on the right wing on a line with Anders Lee and 
Mathew Barzal. Lee’s return from ACL surgery should have a big impact 
on the Islanders, who severely missed their captain’s net-front presence 
both at even strength and on the power play. Barzal, the team’s top point 
producer the last four seasons, will have to keep being Barzal. Plus, 
Palmieri and Barzal connected for a couple goals the few times they got 
on the ice together last season. 

While players like Josh Bailey, Brock Nelson and Jean-Gabriel Pageau 
have consistently found ways to contribute, the Islanders will need more 
from streaky-scorer Anthony Beauvillier and the still-developing Oliver 
Wahlstrom. If either Beauvillier or Wahlstrom can generate offense 
consistently throughout the season, the Isles should be in good shape. 

Defense 

Considering the departed Leddy led all Islanders’ defensemen with 31 
points (two goals, 29 assists) last season, it’ll be crucial for the remaining 
defensemen, specifically Ryan Pulock and Noah Dobson, to fill that void. 
Dobson is overdue for a jump in both production and ice time, but the 
latter will be a must now that he’s in line to potentially receive second-
pair minutes alongside Zdeno Chara. 

Pulock and Adam Pelech remain one of the most notable defensive pairs 
in the NHL and they’ll likely continue taking a bulk of the matchups 
against opponent’s top lines. Scott Mayfield is also coming off a strong 
showing in the 2020-21 playoffs. But between the 44-year-old Chara and 
Andy Greene, who turns 39 at the end of this month, the Isles’ salt-and-
pepper-haired defense brings long-term concerns. 

Goaltending 

The Islanders own one of the strongest goaltending tandems in the NHL 
with Semyon Varlamov and Ilya Sorokin. Varlamov, however, is on 
Injured Reserve to start the season with an undisclosed injury. Sorokin 
will be the No. 1 goalie until Varlamov is healthy. Cory Schneider will 
presumably go on waivers in order for his contract to be filed with the 
league. If he clears, Schneider will likely serve as Sorokin’s backup. 

Sorokin is entering his second NHL season after a strong rookie year, in 
which he posted a 13-6-3 regular-season record with a 2.17 goals-
against average and a .918 save percentage. The 26-year-old Russian 
also went 4-1 with a .922 save percentage during the Isles’ playoff run 
last season. 

Coaching 

Since Barry Trotz arrived on Long Island, the Islanders have bought into 
the longtime head coach’s philosophy on how they will win the Stanley 
Cup: You climb to the top of the mountain together, or not at all. The 
message hasn’t changed. It’s just a matter of completing the mission. 

Most important offensive player 

Anthony Beauvillier. The 2021-22 season will be Beauvillier’s sixth in the 
NHL, and it’s time for some consistency. The Beauvillier who shows up in 

the playoffs will need to show up every single night in the regular season 
for the Islanders to compete offensively through a grueling 82-game 
season. 

Most important defensive player 

Ryan Pulock. With just a dash more offensive contributions, Pulock could 
make a major difference. Plus, No. 6 is playing for a new contract as he 
is set to become an unrestricted free agent at the end of this season. 

Top rookie 

The Islanders have no rookies expected to make a meaningful impact. 

Key coaching decision 

After losing Leddy, who averaged more than 20 minutes a game for the 
Isles, Trotz will have to figure out how he wants to approach distributing 
time among the defense. He’s been cautious of overworking Pelech and 
Pulock before, but Trotz will also have to be mindful of how Chara and 
Greene respond to their workloads. 

Prediction 

The Islanders will likely finish at the top of the Metropolitan Division and 
easily qualify for the postseason. Barring injury or just a tired lineup from 
their first full season in a while, the Isles are geared up to make a run at 
the Stanley Cup. 
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Brendan Burke is on the road again with the Islanders -- and now Turner 
Sports 

 

By Neil Best 

neil.best@newsday.com  @sportswatch 

Updated October 12, 2021 10:22 PM 

 

Islanders fans tend to have two reactions when they learn of Brendan 
Burke’s national television opportunities. 

The second goes like this: Good for him! But the first goes like this: Will 
he miss any Islanders games? 

The good news for fans of the team and its play-by-play announcer is 
that through the end of the calendar year, Burke is not scheduled to miss 
any of MSG Networks’ Islanders games for his new job at Turner. 

That might and probably will change at some point in early 2022, at least 
on occasion, for Burke’s role as No. 2 on TNT’s new play-by-play depth 
chart behind Kenny Albert. 

But for now, 2021 is clear of conflicts. Not that the logistics always will be 
easy. 

Burke is set to call the second half of TNT’s opening doubleheader on 
Wednesday night, with Chicago visiting the Avalanche, then take an 
overnight flight from Denver to Miami and go from there to Raleigh for the 
Islanders’ opener against the Hurricanes on Thursday night. 

It all is a small price to pay for the national TV exposure and for the 
chance to be back on site for road games after working the 2019-20 
playoffs and the entire 2020-21 season off monitors. 

"Oh, it is everything," Burke said. "It’s a game-changer. We kind of got, 
unfortunately, used to not being able to see everything the last year-plus. 
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Now to feel like you have the handcuffs taken off of you while you’re 
trying to do your job is amazing." 

Burke will be joined on the road by his longtime analyst, Butch Goring, 
but reporter/studio host Shannon Hogan and her Rangers and Devils 
MSG counterparts will not travel. 

Being back on the road is especially important this season, Burke said, 
because the Islanders play their first 13 games away from home. 

"Not being able to watch your team play in person for almost a quarter of 
the season would certainly feel odd and make you feel disconnected," he 
said. 

"To be able to follow them around on this 13-game road trip, which is 
going to be historic one way or the other, is kind of a perfect way to get 
reintroduced onto the road." 

No one in the NHL was surprised by Turner signing Burke, but he said 
there were no guarantees in his mind when the league's rights moved 
from NBC to Turner and ESPN. 

"I had no idea what it would mean for me," he said, "if that was going to 
be the last national hockey game I ever called. Broadcasting is so 
subjective, and there are so many talented broadcasters in the NHL." 

Turner was sold, though, and paired him with analyst Darren Pang. 

Burke, 37, is entering his sixth season on Islanders games. His contract 
was up after last season and he attracted interest elsewhere, notably in 
Chicago, but he opted to remain with MSG. 

"This was always my dream job," he said. "I was certainly flattered with 
some of the interest from other places during the offseason, but I always 
wanted to make it work here." 

He said MSG executives helped make it "a place where I can stay and be 
here forever, so really happy that it worked out where I was able to stay 
with the Islanders here long term." 

Burke has been popular with most fans from early on. He said he 
expected some growing pains and was unsure how he would be received 
as a little-known "American Hockey League radio guy." 

But he said fans quickly discounted where he came from and instead 
focused on his work. 

"The only thing I ever wanted from Islanders fans was for them to forget 
as quickly as possible that I was the new guy," he said. "That kind of 
happened even quicker than I expected it to happen." 
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Barry Trotz: 'Unfinished business' for Islanders is trip to Stanley Cup 
Final 

 

By Andrew Gross 

andrew.gross@newsday.com  @AGrossNewsday 

Updated October 12, 2021 5:39 PM 

 

The Islanders are owning the lofty expectations that accompany them 
into the 2021-22 NHL season. 

"There’s unfinished business," coach Barry Trotz said after Tuesday’s 
practice at Northwell Health Ice Center in East Meadow. "Our unfinished 
business is we’ve got to take the next step, be it getting to the finals or 

winning the Stanley Cup. Anything below that is going to be considered a 
failure within probably the group, probably myself and probably the fan 
base." 

The Islanders begin the regular season on Thursday night at Carolina to 
start a 13-game road trip before UBS Arena at Belmont Park opens on 
Nov. 20 against the Flames. 

The Islanders reached the NHL semifinals in each of the last two 
seasons, losing both time to the eventual Cup champion Lightning, 
including a 1-0 loss in Game 7 at Tampa Bay on June 25. Those close 
calls have certainly positioned the Islanders as consensus Cup 
contender this season as well as a Metropolitan Division favorite among 
many prognosticators. 

In 2019-20, the Islanders squeezed into the playoffs after struggling 
before the COVID-19 pandemic prematurely ended the regular season. 
They finished fourth in the eight-team East Division last season. 

"There’s going to be more pressure because people expect you to do 
well," Trotz said. "If you don’t get off to a good start, people start 
questioning everything. We’re built for the playoffs. I think it’s going to be 
a grind for us to get to the playoffs. The regular season doesn’t always 
play out as a playoff-style game." 

"The goal stays the same," left wing Anthony Beauvillier said. "We want 
to get to the Stanley Cup. We want to get to the playoffs. We definitely 
want to go back to where we were last year." 

Trotz, of course, was in a similar position in his last NHL stop. The 
Capitals had experienced numerous playoff disappointments in the Alex 
Ovechkin era before winning the franchise’s first Cup in 2018. 

"There’s internal pressure, there’s external pressure," Trotz said. "We’re 
mature enough to handle it. There’s a privilege to get this extra pressure. 
It’s a privilege to be in the playoffs. 

There’s nothing given. I can’t tell you how this season is going to play 
out. But if we stay healthy and we play close to our ceiling all year, I feel 
very comfortable with our hockey team." 

This season will be different in that the NHL plans to play a normal, 82-
game season after two shortened seasons, including limited travel last 
season. 

Notes & quotes: Goalie Semyon Varlamov (soreness) will start the 
season on injured reserve and Matt Martin (ankle surgery) is on the non-
roster/injured list. But Trotz said both will accompany the Islanders when 
the team departs for Carolina on Wednesday. "They’re close enough 
where they’re going to have to be part of the group for rehab," said Trotz, 
ruling out either for the season opener…Michael Dal Colle cleared 
waivers and can be re-assigned to the Islanders’ AHL affiliate in 
Bridgeport. 
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Anders Lee, the Identity Line and Robin Salo’s breakout camp: What we 
learned and what we still need to know about the Islanders 

 

By Arthur Staple  

Oct 12, 2021  

  

Training camp is over, the roster is official, for whatever that’s worth. 
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Let’s look at what we learned about the Isles in the preseason and what 
we still need to know about the team that’s finally moved into Stanley 
Cup contention status this year. 

Anders Lee will be a difference maker 

Not exactly breaking news that a guy with five 20-goal seasons could 
have a big impact, but seeing Lee in his two preseason games was a 
reminder of how much the Islanders missed their captain over the back 
half of last season. We all love to crack wise on Barry Trotz’s choice to 
essentially replace Lee with Leo Komarov but in hindsight, it’s easy to 
see why Trotz basically had no options: How do you replace your best 
goal-scorer, your leader and one of the more imposing players on the 
ice? 

You don’t, so the Isles ham-and-egged their way to within a game of the 
Stanley Cup Final. Impressive, but also frustrating when you think how 
different the Lightning series could have gone with Lee out there. 

Lee took some of his usual abuse at the net front in his two preseason 
appearances and scored two of his three goals from there. He was happy 
to get some of the rougher contact from opponents to help test his 
reconstructed knee ligament. And maybe he will benefit from the league’s 
cross-checking crackdown though, as Trotz pointed out, “he doesn’t 
really go down when you cross-check him.” 

His numbers at season’s end may not be big because the Islanders don’t 
do big individual numbers. But another 20-plus goals and full health will 
be more than enough. 

Trotz has said often that his vaunted fourth line is far better as a trio than 
as individuals. Matt Martin, Casey Cizikas and Cal Clutterbuck have said 
the same. So it’s incumbent on Cizikas and Clutterbuck to start this 
season as if Martin were there and not on injured reserve. 

Martin had ankle surgery a few weeks prior to the start of camp and 
didn’t play a preseason game. He’s been skating with the group for over 
a week now but he’s still not ready. Normally, that’s no big deal, 
especially for a 32-year-old who plays the way Martin does. But the start 
to this season is unique, with the Isles’ 13-game road trip that brings 
them to some skilled teams. The Islanders need to set a tone and the 
fourth line is usually the one to do so. 

Ross Johnston had a solid camp to win the job replacing Martin, beating 
out Richard Panik. Johnston has filled in for Martin decently well over the 
past few seasons, but not well enough to earn consistent minutes. If 
that’s still the case and Martin needs more than a week or two to be 
ready, the Isles’ identity will take a hit. 

Semyon Varlamov is also on IR to start the season, no surprise since his 
mystery injury kept him out basically all of camp, as he’s only recently 
begun skating on his own. Trotz said Varlamov “will join the group soon,” 
but the group has games to play and very little practice time coming in 
the next two weeks. 

So, it’s Ilya Sorokin’s net for now. After watching his NHL debut last 
season, that thought shouldn’t be too scary, but it’s still coming a bit 
sooner than you might have imagined. He was very sharp in his first 
preseason outings and then pretty dreadful in the last one, but it wasn’t 
exactly a game played at a high intensity level. 

Cory Schneider is a terrific presence, one of the best-liked players in the 
game. He may not be more than an emergency backup at this stage of 
his career, however, and Trotz may not be eager to get Schneider into 
the crease. 

The Isles’ first three games take place over six nights. The next three are 
over four nights. If Varlamov isn’t ready by the time the Isles hit Arizona 
and Vegas back to back next weekend, Sorokin may get a heavy 
workload to open this crazy schedule. Probably not an ideal scenario but, 
if Sorokin plays to his usual high level, the way we think about this 
exceptional goalie tandem could change before we get to November. 

Robin Salo didn’t make the opening roster, nor was he expected to — 
with so many players that need waivers, the waiver-exempt Salo would 

have needed to be amazing and have a few injuries on the left side to 
win a spot right away. 

There were no injuries, thankfully, but he was pretty, pretty good. At 22 
and coming to North America permanently for the first time, the Islanders’ 
plan all along was to ease Salo in with AHL games. He may get fewer of 
those than planned if there are any concerns on the left side with the 
Isles. 

The brain trust was so pleased with him that it didn’t make signing Erik 
Gustafsson a priority off his camp tryout. Gustafsson got a long look in 
the preseason, especially on the power play, but ultimately went back to 
Chicago over the weekend. That tells you how close the Islanders feel 
Salo is. Sebastian Aho won the No. 7 defense spot and Thomas Hickey, 
though having already cleared waivers, is on the 23-man as the No. 8 
(more for his cap hit than anything else). 

But Salo is the one to watch. He’ll still need to perform in Bridgeport and 
the AHL, though it should be a league with more skill than years past, is 
still the AHL. The games don’t have as much flow. So nothing is assured 
this first season. 

Early injuries to any of the lefties with the big club could bring him up, 
depending on how Trotz views Aho and Hickey — recent history tells us 
he’s not enamored of either one. 

The Isles declining to sign Gustafsson also seems to indicate that Lou 
Lamoriello’s assets are waiting to be spent on a defenseman at some 
point this season. A couple of the same candidates that Lamoriello likely 
investigated in the offseason following the Nick Leddy deal should still be 
of interest — the Ducks’ Hampus Lindholm is a pending UFA, as is the 
Preds’ Matias Ekholm, at least for now. A lot will depend on the Isles’ 
blue line health and effectiveness as this season unfolds. If there’s a 
need for a right-shot defenseman, there could be a couple of those to be 
had as teams fall out of the picture through the winter months. 

Lamoriello has his first-round pick and not much else in the cupboard. 
But you can be sure he’s willing to throw in for help in a season where his 
Islanders might be best positioned to win a Stanley Cup. 

Lou ‘makes his own rules’ — again 

The rollout of the Isles’ 23-man roster on Monday looked a little off. No 
Michael Dal Colle, who was on waivers earlier in the day? No Kieffer 
Bellows? No Schneider? All three of those guys signed contracts but 
didn’t have them filed with the league, so the official roster treated them 
as if they didn’t exist. 

Which, for cap purposes, was fine by Lamoriello. He and assistant GM 
Steve Pellegrini juggled the roster to fit almost perfectly under the Isles’ 
adjusted cap, coming within $6,645 of using all of the allowed $6-million 
of reserve cap space freed up by putting Johnny Boychuk on long-term 
injured reserve. That’s why Komarov and Hickey made the cut and why 
Jakub Skarek stayed on rather than Schneider, who likely would have 
easily passed through waivers — Skarek’s entry-level cap hit of $764,167 
eats up a bit more space than Schneider’s presumed $750,000 cap hit 
when his deal gets filed. 

Expect Schneider and Bellows to go on waivers shortly so their contracts 
can be filed. Once they clear, Skarek goes down to Bridgeport, Komarov 
likely gets waived and the Isles have the playing roster they want. And 
it’s likely they’ll clear since teams have already done their gyrations to 
make their own rosters cap-compliant and workable. 

“That’s Lou — he makes his own rules,” one opposing executive cracked. 
Whatever works! 

How long is Wahlstrom’s leash? 

Of all 20 Islanders who will dress on Thursday in Raleigh, Oliver 
Wahlstrom may be under the most scrutiny. Trotz didn’t love Wahlstrom’s 
game through the beginning part of the preseason schedule and 
Wahlstrom is the only forward who doesn’t need waivers. Trotz liked 
Panik quite a bit but the Isles are committed to Wahlstrom being part of 
the group to start. 
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So it’s worth keeping an eye on Wahlstrom and whether he fits well on a 
third line that has some higher expectations. Zach Parise and J-G 
Pageau didn’t light the world on fire in the preseason either — which is 
fine, no veteran with a job locked up is going full blast in the preseason 
— but that trio could be the key to a division title for the Islanders, who 
have struggled to find third-line consistency and production since Trotz 
arrived. 

If Wahlstrom starts slowly it’s not a stretch to think he’d end up back in 
Bridgeport for a spell while Panik gets a turn to play a more grinding, 
less-skilled style. If we’ve learned anything about the Islanders under 
Trotz and Lamoriello it’s that the veteran grinders are always lurking to 
find a spot. 
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Metropolitan Division preview: Islanders, Hurricanes should end Capitals’ 
five-year run 

 

By Aaron Portzline  

Oct 12, 2021   

 

The subway system that snakes beneath the United States’ capital city is 
one of the busiest in the country, but one could say the Metro has run 
through Washington D.C. in more ways than one. 

Before the COVID-19 pandemic busted up the Metropolitan Division for 
the 2020-21 season, the Washington Capitals had won five straight 
division titles dating back to 2015-16, an especially rare feat in the salary-
cap era. 

Alexander Ovechkin & Co. are no longer seen as the class of the 
division, however. It’s amazing how one season apart can change the 
whole landscape, eh? 

We brought together nine beat reporters who provide daily coverage of 
Metro teams for The Athletic, asking them to forecast their own club’s 
seasons — who’s new, who’s gone, who’s the next big thing, etc. — but 
also to predict the division standings. 

We compiled those votes (eight points for first place, seven points for 
second, etc.) knowing full-well that we all could look ridiculous by the end 
of the season. 

The New York Islanders earned seven first-place votes, while the 
Carolina Hurricanes earned the other two. Only one voter listed the Blue 
Jackets as something other than the division’s bottom-dweller. 

1. New York Islanders (70 points) 

Reason for optimism: The last two years have been weird, but they’ve 
also been mighty successful for the Islanders — at least the postseason 
parts. Given that the Isles are a bit deeper than in years past and have 
the best goalie tandem in the division, everyone is now buying into them 
as division title and Stanley Cup contenders. That might faze some other 
teams but not this one, which could be the league’s oldest when the puck 
drops on the season. 

Reason for worry: Did I mention they’re old? Zdeno Chara returning to 
the Island after two decades away is a neat story, but he’ll be 45 in 
March. Zach Parise coming on gives a similar jolt of nostalgia given his 
father’s place in Isles lore from 1975, but he’s 38. Of the 20 guys 
dressing for opening night, 11 are over 30. That’s not exactly a recipe for 
good health over a condensed season that begins with 13 consecutive 
games on the road. 

Most important newcomer: Big Z may not be the force he once was, but 
his decision to sign on just a couple of weeks before training camp is an 
indication that he believes this team can win. That belief might be 
stronger if the Isles had some better depth behind Chara on defense, but 
the goal is to get as much out of Chara while they can and possibly 
spend some capital to bring in a reinforcement later in the season. So the 
Isles need Chara to be solid, which he’s shown he can still be. 

Biggest offseason loss: Nick Leddy’s trade to Detroit may leave the 
Islanders searching for speed and offense from the blue line, but Jordan 
Eberle going in the expansion draft to Seattle could end up being a 
bigger blow. Eberle didn’t pile up points but he did fill a hugely important 
role, as a reliable sidekick for Mathew Barzal, whose unpredictable style 
could be confounding to a new right wing. 

Breakout player: Oliver Wahlstrom burst on the scene last season and 
gave the veteran Isles some youthful energy, plus a conscience-free 
shooter who rarely hesitated to let pucks fly. If Wahlstrom brings a similar 
style this season, he could be the answer to a meh power play and 
eventually find his way to the top line. 

Metro musing: I seem to be the only one bullish on the Flyers, but it’s 
hard to bet against coach Alain Vigneault missing the postseason twice 
in a row. If this is the year the Caps and Penguins take steps back, it’s 
better for the division as a whole that they do it in the same year to get 
some fresh faces into the postseason chase. And could we get an 
Islanders-Rangers playoff series, please? 

2. Carolina Hurricanes (62) 

Reason for optimism: Depth. The Canes saw some big-name players 
who directly contributed to their new perennial playoff status leave in the 
offseason, but they used the new cap space to create a roster full of 
options. Now, when the injury bug almost inevitably hits, they’ll have 
ample options at each position to turn to. That’s been an issue in past 
playoff runs — last year’s absence of Nino Niederreiter and Vincent 
Trocheck, for example. 

Reason to worry: It’s no accident that the Hurricanes’ painfully mediocre 
and “unlucky” power play magically improved upon the addition of Dougie 
Hamilton. It turns out sometimes “luck” just means “elite scorers and 
players who can finish.” With Sebastian Aho, Andrei Svechnikov, Martin 
Necas and most of the core still intact, it’s not too panic-inducing. But 
replacing Hamilton’s scoring will be something to watch as the season 
progresses. Also, two new faces in net will always raise some questions. 
Can Antti Raanta stay healthy? Will Freddie Andersen bounce back in a 
new environment? 

Most important newcomer: It depends on how you’re looking at things, 
but if you’re looking at the outcome of the actual games, it’s Andersen. 
No one will impact the game score like a new goaltender. 

Biggest offseason loss: Y’all remember Dougie Hamilton? 

Breakout player: The Hurricanes themselves seem to think it will be 
Martin Necas. 

Metro musing: It will be very interesting to see all the changes these 
teams have made put into action — especially after a season of not 
playing each other. The Islanders seem primed to make a compelling 
Cup run. I don’t really know what to make of the Capitals and the 
Penguins. Both cores are aging, but I’ll never be the one to bet against 
Sidney Crosby and/or Alex Ovechkin slowing down. The Flyers have 
been a disappointment — can they bounce back? 

Nino Niederreiter. (James Guillory / USA Today) 

3. (tied) New York Rangers (43) 

Reason for optimism: There are many reasons to be cheerful about the 
Rangers, starting with the obvious. They are still one of the youngest 
teams in the league and many of the skilled acquisitions they’ve made 
during the rebuild look ready to pop. They should have six first-round 
picks from 2017-20 in their lineup and contributing (or contributing more): 
Filip Chytil, K’Andre Miller, Nils Lundkvist, Kaapo Kakko and Alexis 
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Lafrenière. And yes, they’ve added some much-needed grit and grind. 
We’ll see how it blends for new coach Gerard Gallant. 

Reason to worry: Gallant wants to play a hard, straight-ahead game, as 
does the Rangers’ brass. As did the previous coach and previous brass. 
But the top two lines are virtually the same as they were last season, and 
the top nine features many of the same skilled players who were throttled 
by hard-playing defensive or neutral-zone-clogging teams last season. 
The other worry, of course, is in goal, where neither youngster Igor 
Shesterkin nor Alexandar Georgiev played to his expected level for much 
of 2020-21. 

Most important newcomer: The probable answer here is Barclay 
Goodrow, the two-time Stanley Cup champ who was the centerpiece to 
the beefing-up campaign during the offseason. But I’d argue it’s 
Lundkvist, the smooth and skilled (dare we say Adam Fox-like?) right 
defenseman who was the best D-man in the Swedish league last season. 
He can run the second power play and start on a solid third pair with 
dependable free agent Patrik Nemeth. 

Biggest offseason loss: The Rangers had to choose whether to keep 
Pavel Buchnevich as a de facto rental for this one season at $5 million-
plus — then let him walk as a free agent or trade him at the deadline — 
or trade him now. There was no way they were going to be able to afford 
him beyond this season with the Mika Zibanejad extension ($8.5 million 
per) or the expected Fox extension ($9 million is the going rate for top D-
men). There also wasn’t a market for Buchnevich, their top-line right-
winger, at that price. So they traded him to St. Louis for Sammy Blais 
(more grit) and a second-round pick. 

Breakout player: The departure of Buchnevich means more top-six ice 
time for both Kakko (starting with Artemi Panarin and Ryan Strome) and 
Lafrenière, who moved up to the top line late last season and flourished. 
Lafrenière, who looks leaner, stronger, bigger and faster, is starting with 
Zibanejad and Chris Kreider (who is shifting from left to right) and, while 
still only 20, looks like he’s ready to begin doing big things. 

Metro musing: While it’s cool that the old division is back together again, 
the return of “normalcy” also means a return to the ridiculous schedule 
after a year of yes-please division rivalries-only games. So, for example, 
the Rangers will only see the Islanders four times (twice over U.S. 
Thanksgiving weekend, twice in April) as the great Islanders stat man 
Eric Hornick pointed out, and will visit Washington (opening night) the 
same number of times they visit Seattle. All so the great fans in Buffalo 
can see Arizona once a year. 

3. (tied) Pittsburgh Penguins (43) 

Reason for optimism: Sidney Crosby isn’t going to miss as much of the 
opening month as one would expect from a mere mortal who had surgery 
on a left wrist in early September. Crosby is likely going to play within five 
weeks of the surgery, after it was originally said he would miss a 
minimum of six weeks. Having Crosby to anchor the top line allows Jeff 
Carter to slot into a second center role in which he excelled while Evgeni 
Malkin was injured last season. Even a Crosby coming off surgery will 
command the full attention of top opposing defense pairs, which should 
set up Carter and the second line for favorable matches. 

Reason to worry: You may have heard that Sidney Crosby and Evgeni 
Malkin are going to miss time to start the season. The Penguins finished 
second in scoring last season. Only Colorado scored more goals. 
Impressive, right? It’s hard to imagine them rivaling the Avalanche, or a 
lot of other teams, in scoring this season. Where will the goals come 
from? 

Most important newcomer: Brian Boyle is only new in the sense that he 
has joined the Penguins after spending much of his long NHL career 
going against them. Boyle won a contract after attending camp on a 
PTO. And in camp, Boyle showed what the Penguins expected: He’s in 
NHL shape and is happy to fill a role primarily as a fourth-line center and 
group-penalty killer. His faceoffs should help, especially with Crosby’s left 
wrist issue. His size and willingness to play physical adds missing 
elements that management coveted. 

Breakout player: Teddy Blueger isn’t going to be interviewed by Wayne 
Gretzky or anything. However, Blueger is poised for a life-changing few 
months. Armed with the confidence of a new contract, Blueger will spend 
much of the first half as third-line center while Malkin recovers from 
offseason knee surgery. The No. 3 center has been a breakout player for 
the best Penguins clubs of the Crosby era. Blueger could inherit the 
spotlight previously stepped into by the likes of Jordan Staal, Nick Bonino 
and Carter. Also, Blueger will play in the Olympics for Latvia. A steady 
two-way center with offensive upside, Blueger is a player with a profile on 
the rise. 

Biggest offseason loss: It would be easy to say Brandon Tanev, whose 
speed and physicality can’t be ignored. But the answer is Jared McCann. 
He gave the Penguins great flexibility because he could play center and 
wing effectively. He’s fast. He has a great shot. He really added 
something to the power play last season. And now, he is gone. The 
Penguins never adequately replaced him and I believe they will miss him 
significantly this season and moving forward. 

Metro musing: I don’t mean to put all of us down, but I think this is the 
weakest we’ve seen the Metro in a while. The Penguins and Capitals are 
clearly on the back nine. I’m not sure the Devils and Rangers are ready 
for primetime. Carolina is still good but perhaps not great. The Flyers 
might be a mess. The Jackets certainly are a mess. And the Islanders 
being the gold standard is a little underwhelming. 

5. Washington Capitals (38) 

Reason for optimism: A couple of the Caps’ core players may be limping 
to the starting line but the gang’s (mostly) back together. Alex Ovechkin. 
Nicklas Backstrom. John Carlson. Evgeny Kuznetsov. T.J. Oshie. Tom 
Wilson. In fact, 16 of the team’s top 20 in minutes played last season are 
on this season’s roster. They may not be as deep (or spry) as they’ve 
been in recent seasons, but there’s no way Ovi and Co. are gonna miss 
the playoffs, right? RIGHT? 

Reason to worry: If you’re a diehard Caps fan, two things should keep 
you awake at night: aging legs and inconsistency in net. Backstrom’s 
nagging hip injury and Ovechkin’s lower body ailment are signs of things 
to come, because older players tend to break down more and take longer 
to heal. As for the goaltending, the decision-makers hope Ilya Samsonov 
and Vitek Vanecek will progress from adequate to good. “Hope” seems to 
be a risky strategy at the game’s most important position, though. 

Most important newcomer: Anthony Mantha isn’t totally new. He joined 
the Caps at the trade deadline last season. But for a team that didn’t add 
anyone this offseason, he’ll have to do. The massive 27-year-old winger 
scored in each of his first four games in Washington, then went the final 
15 without a goal, a concerning stretch that included the Caps’ five-
game, first-round loss to the Bruins. With Backstrom sidelined to start the 
season, they’re gonna need someone to pick up the offensive slack at 
even strength and on the power play. And that someone is Mantha. 

Biggest offseason loss: Sure, Zdeno Chara ran out of gas late in the 
season, but he still left an indelible mark in D.C. He led by example on 
and off the ice. He was a third assistant coach on the bench. And, even 
at 44, the rugged, towering blueliner served as a deterrent to would-be 
tough guys on other teams. (If you’ve ever seen Chara’s wide-eyed, 
maniacal-looking stare, you know what I’m talking about.) He also was 
the anchor on the NHL’s fifth-best penalty kill and a steadying influence 
on defensive partner Nick Jensen. That’s a long-winded way of saying 
the big man will be missed in both obvious and not-so-obvious ways. 

Breakout player: With 13 goals in 42 games while averaging just 11:40 
per game last season, Daniel Sprong is one of the most efficient goal-
scorers in the league. He’s quick. He’s feisty. And, goodness, that quick-
release wrist shot. Coach Peter Laviolette is expected to give the 24-
year-old winger more responsibility this season, including a role in the top 
six and the increased playing time that goes along with it. And, if he 
performs, perhaps he’ll even get a shot on the second power-play unit. 
But the question that dogged him in Pittsburgh and Anaheim still persists 
in Washington: Can he be trusted in the defensive zone? Only he knows 
the answer. 
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Metro musing: I know some pundits and fans are eager to write off a 
banged-up and aging Caps team that’s been bounced in the first round 
three straight years. I get it. I really do. On some days, I see more 
questions than answers, too. That said, I still think there’s enough skill, 
pride and fight on this roster to secure an eighth consecutive playoff 
berth. And besides, it’s not like anyone around them got a ton better, 
either. Winter is indeed coming for the Caps, and it’s already starting to 
feel a little chilly. But it feels like they’ve still got enough to stave off a 
deep freeze for a couple more years. 

6. Philadelphia Flyers (32) 

Reason for optimism: In short, it’s not the 2020-21 season anymore. It 
really isn’t that long ago that the Flyers looked like an emerging power in 
the East, finishing 2019-20 on fire, and then earning the bubble playoffs’ 
No. 1 seed. Last season’s debacle (understandably) shifted the 
perception of the team dramatically, but it was an extremely strange year. 
At least on paper, the (healthy) Flyers are more talented now than they 
were in 2019-20, and if last year truly just was a one-off, Murphy’s Law-
type season, a rapid bounce-back isn’t outlandish. 

Reason to worry: There are lots of ways this Flyers season could go off 
the rails, but goaltending is at the top of the list. Carter Hart’s 2020-21 
results weren’t merely poor – they were truly awful. Hart could add 20 
points to his 2020-21 save percentage at still finish below 0.900. If Hart 
can’t return to past form, Philadelphia’s backup is Martin Jones, who has 
been one of the worst-performing starters in the league for the past three 
seasons. The Flyers are betting on a bounceback candidate and a 
reclamation project in net, and that’s a big risk. 

Most important newcomer: Ryan Ellis. In 2020-21, the Flyers tried to 
replace the retired Matt Niskanen via internal options, and it proved to be 
an utter disaster. So this time around, Chuck Fletcher acquired a true 
Niskanen replacement in Ellis from Nashville. They’re hoping that Ellis 
provides the same all-situations stability that Niskanen did, and that he 
can help to return Ivan Provorov (his projected partner) to peak form. If 
so, it will go a long way toward solidifying the blue line and the team 
defense as a whole. 

Biggest offseason loss: Jakub Voracek. Fletcher came to the conclusion 
this summer that the Flyers’ locker room needed a shake-up, and 
swapping Voracek for Cam Atkinson certainly served that purpose. But 
even though Atkinson’s shoot-first mentality is welcome, the Flyers will 
miss Voracek’s offensive creativity and his point production consistency. 
Perhaps Voracek’s time in Philadelphia had simply run its course, but 
that doesn’t mean he won’t be missed on the ice. 

Breakout player: Joel Farabee. One could argue that last season was 
actually Farabee’s breakout season – he led the Flyers in goals with 20, 
pacing for 30 over an 82-game slate – but if the Flyers have one player 
who could plausibly take another big step forward, it’s the 21-year old 
winger. He’ll be granted strong linemates at even strength and consistent 
power-play time, so he won’t lack for opportunities to score. And if his 
two-way game can take the leap this season as scouts have long 
anticipated it will, that means even more time spent in the offensive zone 
and in turn, more chances to light the lamp. 

Metro musing: The Islanders and Hurricanes strike me as the two best 
teams in the division on paper, with the Devils and Blue Jackets are the 
two worst. Everyone else? They could finish in any order from 3-6 and it 
wouldn’t shock me. I’m fully expecting another wildly competitive 
Metropolitan Division season in 2021-22. 

7. New Jersey Devils (26) 

Reason for optimism: The Devils have a young, exciting forward corps 
and added significant upgrades on defense (Dougie Hamilton, Ryan 
Graves) and in net (Jonathan Bernier, to complement/push Mackenzie 
Blackwood). Hamilton, plus another step forward from Jack Hughes, plus 
a return to good health and form from Nico Hischier, should breathe life 
into an offense that created chances but couldn’t finish them last season 
and should rehabilitate a pretty dreadful power play. 

Reason to worry: The Devils have a young, exciting forward corps … 
which is filled with second-year players trying to prove last year wasn’t a 
fluke, players coming off career years trying to prove last year wasn’t a 
fluke and a couple of older players who are trying to prove a down year in 
2020-21 was a fluke. Also, this roster, when fully healthy, looks quite 
competent. They have not been healthy in camp, and particularly the 
defense corps looks to be an injury or two away from being in real 
trouble. 

Most important newcomer: There might be an argument for Bernier, for 
two reasons. First is that the Devils’ non-Blackwood goaltending has 
been terrible for three years, and second is Blackwood’s COVID-19 
vaccination status. But the obvious answer is Hamilton. He changes 
everything for this franchise, in both the short- and long-term, as the first 
true No. 1 defenseman they’ve had since Scott Niedermayer and Scott 
Stevens were here. 

Biggest offseason loss: There weren’t many, so let’s go with fourth-line 
wing Nathan Bastian. Devils coach Lindy Ruff really loved and trusted his 
“energy” line last year, giving Bastian, Miles Wood and Michael McLeod 
the third and sometimes even second-most minutes depending on how a 
game went. There isn’t an obvious like-for-like replacement, and we’ll see 
if the “energy line” can still function the same way. 

Breakout player: The obvious answer here is Hughes — our writers 
picked him as the breakout player for the entire league. But everyone 
knows about him and his potential. A better answer might be his 
wingman, Yegor Sharangovich. He might just be a real-deal 30-goal 
scorer who has some two-way chops as well, and this might be the 
season when the rest of the league finds out just how good and how 
lethal his whip-like wrist shot is. 

Metro musing: The Islanders are the safest bet to win the division and 
make the playoffs. The Hurricanes feel like a safe wager to make the 
playoffs, though having two older goalies with recent injury issues could 
be an issue. After that, no one is a safe bet to make the playoffs. Tell me 
who has the fewest man-games lost to injury among the Penguins, 
Capitals, Rangers, Flyers and Devils, and I’d pick those two teams to 
make it. Or maybe that won’t matter for the Penguins because it never 
seems to. 

8. Columbus Blue Jackets (10) 

Reason for optimism: The Blue Jackets have completely gutted the roster 
of the veteran group that led the way to four straight playoff berths before 
it all fell apart last season. But this club is not devoid of talent, as many 
assume. Wingers Patrik Laine, Jake Voracek, Gus Nyquist and Oliver 
Bjorkstrand flank the top two lines. Zach Werenski and Vladislav 
Gavrikov anchor the left side of the top two pairs. And with Elvis 
Merzlikins and Joonas Korpisalo, the Jackets think they have two No. 1-
caliber goaltenders. 

Reason for worry: The Jackets are undermanned and unsettled at center 
ice, and it’ll likely be an issue most of the season. Rookie Cole Sillinger is 
quite possibly the most polished two-way center on the roster, and he’s 
only 18 years old. Look for him in the top six, but only if the difficult 
lessons ahead don’t stunt his development. The other options in the top 
six are Alexandre Texier, Jack Roslovic and Boone Jenner, but all of 
them have warts. Also, the Jackets are wide open on the right side of the 
defense, with newcomers Jake Bean and Adam Boqvist needing to grow 
up and settle in quickly. 

Most important newcomer: Voracek gives the Blue Jackets a playmaking 
element they’ve not had since Artemi Panarin left two seasons ago. The 
Blue Jackets brought him back to town, in part, to bring Laine’s game 
back to life after a dreadful 2020-21, and the two have shown instant 
chemistry. Meanwhile, Voracek has taken over the power play like an on-
ice coach, not just handling the puck but barking out instructions from the 
right half-wall. 

Biggest offseason loss: Nobody does offseason losses quite like 
Columbus, right? It continued this summer when Seth Jones was traded 
to Chicago and Cam Atkinson was traded to Philadelphia, but Jones will 
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be the hardest to replace. Jones was one of the most respected players 
in the room, and perhaps the league. He was Werenski’s security blanket 
on the No. 1 pair. He was the coaches’ go-to player for big minutes and 
big moments. He was the first guy over the boards on the power play and 
penalty kill. You get the point. He was Mr. Everything. The world isn’t 
ending in Columbus, but there will be an adjustment period. 

Breakout player: At 21 years old, defenseman Adam Boqvist already has 
two NHL seasons under his belt, but he’s about to play a significant role 
with the Blue Jackets. Boqvist, acquired in the Seth Jones trade with 
Chicago, is likely to play big minutes next to Vladislav Gavrikov on the 
Blue Jackets’ second defensive pair, and he’s the point man on the 
second power-play unit. 

Metro musing: The Islanders feel like the class of this division, at least 
during the regular season, which still means a lot to them (unlike 
Pittsburgh and Washington). The Penguins and Capitals are past their 
primes, but I don’t have the guts to say they’ll miss the playoffs. Carolina 
feels diminished after their offseason, but that roster has extraordinary 
depth. The Rangers and Devils are on the come, but I don’t think they’re 
there yet. Philadelphia is just wildly unpredictable; they could win the 
Metro or finish 24th in the league. I stand alone in believing the Blue 
Jackets won’t finish last in the division. Can I take that to Vegas? 
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New York Islanders ‘Unfinished Business’ is Quite Clear to Barry Trotz 

 

Published 10 hours ago on October 12, 2021 

By Christian Arnold  

 

Barry Trotz responded to the question exactly how you’d expect the head 
coach of a team that’s gone back to back Stanley Cup Semifinals, but 
hadn’t reached their ultimate goal to respond. The New York Islanders 
are entering the new season in a position they haven’t found themselves 
in since the 1980s. 

They are a Stanley Cup favorite and right now they are New York’s best 
hope at ending its championship drought. That means the weight of the 
world is on their proverbial shoulders. 

“I think this group feels very proud of what they’re starting to build and as 
they said there’s unfinished business,” Trotz said. “Our unfinished 
business is we’ve got to take the next step. Be it, getting to the finals or 
winning a Stanley Cup. Anything below that is going to be considered a 
failure within the group, probably myself and probably the fanbase. 
There’s internal pressure, there’s external pressure and we’re mature 
enough to handle it. 

“There’s a privilege to get this extra pressure.” 

It shouldn’t come as too much of a shock, considering Trotz knows the 
mentality it takes to win in the NHL. However, for some of the core 
players that are going to lead the Islanders this season, it will be a new 
feeling of the pressure that comes with the expectations of being a 
perennial contender. 

The Islanders have spent the majority of the last decade as an underdog, 
even as the fortunes of the franchise began to turn. Even after the 
Islanders Swept the Pittsburgh Penguins in 2019 and reached the 
conference finals for the first time since 1993 the following year, it wasn’t 
until their latest run that the team started to be treated as a favorite and 
not the underdog. 

“We want to focus on what we have to do,” Anthony Beauvillier said 
when asked about the new role of favorite the Islanders find themselves 
in. “Grow our game and focus on our team. I think people can say 
whatever they want. I mean It never really happens that way (how the 
season is predicted), so we’re just trying to focus on ourselves. Try to 
grow our game and get better every day, and we’ll see where that takes 
us.” 

The first task for the New York Islanders will be surviving a 13 game road 
trip to start the year, which begins on Thursday in Carolina. The trip is the 
longest in NHL history. 

It’s one of the many challenges the Islanders face in their first year as a 
cup favorite club. The start of the season is crucial for any team, but the 
Islanders have used strong starts to the year in the past to withstand late-
season slumps. 

The Islanders limped into the playoffs last season before turning the 
page and finding their game in the postseason. 

National Hockey Now Predictions: Playoffs, Stanley Cup, Awards 

Part of that has to do with the makeup of the team. New York is a team 
that’s built for the playoffs, but that hasn’t translated to consistency in the 
regular season at times. The Islanders dropped seven of their last 10 
games to end the 2020-2021 season. 

If that happens again this season, Trotz is well aware of the scrutiny that 
will come with it. 

“People expect you to do well and if you don’t get off to a good start then 
everybody starts questioning everything,” Trotz said. ‘We’re built for the 
playoffs and it’s going to be a grind for us to get to the playoffs. Once we 
get to the playoffs we’re built that way. The regular season doesn’t 
always play out as a playoff-style game, it just isn’t.” 

Trotz added: “I can’t tell you how this season is going to play out, but if 
stay healthy and we play close to our ceiling all year I feel comfortable 
with our hockey team.” 
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National Hockey Now Predictions: Playoffs, Stanley Cup, Awards 

 

Published 11 hours ago on October 12, 2021 

By Jimmy Murphy  

 

Who will win the 2022 Stanley Cup? 

Can the Tampa Bay Lightning three-peat? Can the New York Islanders 
finally get past the conference final? Will the Colorado Avalanche finally 
get over that playoff hump and win their first Stanley Cup since 2001? 
Could the Toronto Maple Leafs actually make it out of the first round of 
the Stanley Cup playoffs for the first time since 2004? Can the Boston 
Bruins win one more Cup for Patrice Bergeron? 

Will Connor McDavid clean house on the awards again or will Nathan 
MacKinnon finally become the new MVP of the NHL and win the Hart 
Trophy? Will Marc-Andre Fleury make the Vegas Golden Knights regret 
their botched handling of his trade to the Chicago BlackHawks and win a 
second-straight Vezina Trophy? What rookie will dazzle the NHL like Kirill 
Kaprizov did last season and win the Calder Trophy? 

It’s that time of year again; that time when we all really have no clue but 
try and peek into the crystal ball and sound smart with our NHL regular 
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season, Stanley Cup, and awards predictions. Here are some stabs at 
what may happen this season from the National Hockey Now panel: 
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DAILY LINKSNYHN Daily: Islanders Roster Moves, Season Questions & 
More 

 

Published 18 hours ago on October 12, 2021 

By Stefen Rosner 

 

We are two days away from the New York Islanders season-opener 
against the Carolina Hurricanes. The Islanders submitted a 23-man 
roster on Monday, and it should not come as a shock that there is 
confusion.  As we get set for the regular season to begin, what are the 
top question marks for Islanders this season? Will Sebastian Aho finally 
get a chance after a few years removed from the NHL? 

These stories and more in today’s daily links! 

The New York Islanders submitted a 23-man roster to the NHL, a roster 
that left many people wondering what was going on. The biggest news 
from the roster was that Semyon Varlamov and Matt Martin will be 
starting the season off on Injury Reserve. Two contracts, Kieffer Bellows 
and Cory Schneider have not been filed with the league just yet, as there 
will be more roster moves to come once those contracts are submitted. 
(NYI Hockey Now) 

Did the Islanders do enough to replace defenseman Nick Leddy this 
offseason? Is the Islanders lineup completed or is there more to come in 
the next few days? How much does the Semyon Varlamov injury impact 
the Islanders early on and can Anders Lee be the player he was before 
tearing his ACL? These are the big questions as we enter the 20201-22 
season. (NYI Hockey Now) 

Is this finally the chance Islanders defenseman Sebastian Aho has been 
waiting for? The frustrations of playing in the AHL never seem to phase 
Aho, who through hard work and dedication earned a spot on the 
opening night roster.  the frustration had never gotten the best of Aho, 
who went out this year and had a strong camp for the Islanders. It was 
his attitude that head coach Barry Trotz noticed and part of why he was 
on the Islanders 23-man roster that was submitted to the NHL on 
Monday. (NYI Hockey Now) 

In a panel of nine beat reporters who cover the Metropolitan Division for 
The Athletic, the New York Islanders received seven first-place votes. 
Given the depth of the Islanders, along with the best goaltending tandem 
in the division, there is a reason for fans to be rather optimistic. One 
cause for concern is age, as 11 of the 20 players that will play on 
opening night are over 30. The breakout player to watch for Islanders is 
Oliver Wahlstrom, who entered the spotlight last season due to his 
scoring prowess. (The Athletic) 

With the Islanders releasing Erik Gustafsson from his professional tryout, 
it seems that Sebastian Aho will remain with the club, acting as the 
seventh defenseman. After not playing many games since the 2017-18 
season, the 25-year old should see some action this season. Head coach 
Barry Trotz spoke about Aho’s strong hockey IQ and strong work ethic, 
reasons for why he is in the situation he finds himself in. (Newsday) 

The Boston Bruins announced their opening-night 23-man roster on 
Monday. Two NHLers, Chris Wagner, and John Moore did not make the 
final cuts, as both passed through waivers and will report to the 

Providence Bruins of the AHL. The Bruins will carry eight defensemen to 
start. (Boston Hockey Now) 

When the Pittsburgh Penguins submitted their 23-man roster to the NHL, 
there were little to no surprises. However, the roster does not seem to be 
finalized as Brian Boyle, who was brought in on a PTO, has not been 
officially signed, with reports coming out that a contract agreement was in 
place. The Penguins face the Lightning tonight, with their game kicking 
off the NHL season at 7:30 PM. (Pittsburgh Hockey Now) 

The Washington Capitals roster will be announced publically today. 
Nicklas Backstrom will start the season on IR. Forwards Beck Malenstyn 
and Connor McMichael were sent down to the Hershey Bears of the 
AHL. McMichael was a name that was expected to make the roster given 
his strong play last season in the AHL as well as at camp. Hendrix 
LaPierre remains on the roster and it looks like he will play opening night. 
(Washington Hockey Now) 

After returning to their respective teams for the season, Florida Panthers’ 
prospects are already off to a roaring start to the 2021-22 campaign. With 
college hockey starting this past weekend, Canadian junior hockey in its 
second week of the season, and the Charlotte Checkers starting their 
season later this month, there are a lot of Florida Panthers prospects to 
follow. Here are some of the best performances of the week. (Florida 
Hockey Now) 

The Detroit Red Wings have a lot of young talent looking to break into the 
NHL. It is important to surround that talent with veteran leaders. One 
veteran who played for the Red Wings last season was Bobby Ryan. He 
was brought into camp on a PTO, but was released on Monday and will 
not be back with the club. That points to rookie Lucas Raymond making 
his NHL debut on Thursday, when the Red Wings kick off their season 
against the Tampa Bay Lightning. (Detroit Hockey Now) 

The Vegas Golden Knights had a magical first season in the NHL. After a 
rather weird expansion draft, with little expectations for the first-year club, 
they made it all the way to the Stanley Cup Final, before losing to the 
Washington Capitals. This season, a new team enters the NHL, the 
Seattle Kraken. Despite the hype surrounding the newest NHL franchise, 
the Kraken will not be replicating the magic we saw from Vegas in year 
one. (Vegas Hockey Now) 

As we draw close to the Colorado Avalanche’s first game of the NHL 
season, here are some things to know. First, fans do not need to show 
proof of vaccination to enter Ball Arena, but will have to wear a mask. 
The Avalance play their first game on Wednesday, an 8 PM start, rather 
than the usual 7 PM. Check out the rest of the things to know here. 
(Colorado Hockey Now) 

The San Jose Sharks are in a need of a bounce-back season. Based on 
the 23-man roster sent into the NHL, this will be a year where the Sharks 
talent gets to show their worth. 2021 first-round pick William Eklund, 
2019 sixth-round pick Santeri Hatakka, 2018 fourth-round pick Jasper 
Weatherby, and Jonathan Dahlen are in line to make their NHL debuts 
on Oct. 16 when the Jets visit SAP Center for opening night. (San Jose 
Hockey Now) 

The Vancouver Canucks will be missing Brock Boeser to start the 
season, as he starts the year on IR. PTO candidate Alex Chiasson is not 
included, but that doesn’t prevent the club from signing him. It does 
appear for now that left wing Juho Lammikko, acquired Saturday from 
Florida, has replaced him on the roster. Lammikko is expected to skate 
with the club Tuesday morning for the first time. Here is the 23-man 
roster. (Vancouver Hockey Now) 

Auston Matthews will miss the first three games of the NHL season for 
the Toronto Maple Leafs. The centerman is not feeling 100% after 
offseason wrist surgery. The Maple Leafs open the regular season 
against the Montreal Canadiens on Wednesday at 7 PM. (NHL) 

The Seattle Kraken name veteran defenseman Mark Giordano as the 
first captain in franchise history. Giordano wore the “C” in Calgary since 
2013 before being selected in the expansion draft. Defenseman Adam 
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Larsson and forwards Yanni Gourde, Jordan Eberle and Jaden Schwartz 
will rotate as alternate captains. (NHL) 
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Is Sebastian Aho Finally Catching His Big Break with the Islanders? 

 

Published 20 hours ago on October 12, 2021 

By Christian Arnold  

 

It would have been easy to count Sebastian Aho out of making the New 
York Islanders opening night roster. It would have even been 
understandable if Aho himself felt that it was a long shot. 

The 25-year-old defenseman, who shares the same name as the 
Carolina Hurricanes star forward, has caught the short end of the stick 
since he was drafted in 2017 by the Islanders. While he got 22 games his 
first year after being selected, Aho has appeared in just three since the 
2017-18 season. 

All three of those came last year in which he averaged 13:21 of ice time. 

But the frustration had never gotten the best of Aho, who went out this 
year and had a strong camp for the Islanders. It was his attitude that 
head coach Barry Trotz noticed and part of why he was on the Islanders 
23-man roster that was submitted to the NHL on Monday. 

“You can’t play at a high level, you can’t keep improving unless you have 
a really good attitude,” Trotz said. “I think that’s where it starts with 
Sebastian. I mean real good attitude, it starts there. He’s got a good work 
ethic and he’s got a good hockey IQ. Those three things don’t get in the 
way of his situation. He just continues to do what he needs to do so he’s 
ready when we call upon him.” 

While Aho cleared one hurdle by just making the roster to begin with as 
the team’s seventh defenseman, his playing time will still be somewhat 
sporadic. Though he should see more playing as the Islanders navigate 
the waters of a full 82 game season with two defensemen who will likely 
need to have their minutes somewhat monitored. 

Part of the issue for Sebastian Aho had been that the Islanders’ 
defensive depth chart was so deep it was tough to a chance to get him in 
the lineup. Aho only saw ice time in 2021 because Noah Dobson found 
himself sidelined briefly. 

Even then Thomas Hickey eventually took that spot before Dobson 
returned. The Islanders also added depth defenseman, Brayden Coburn, 
at the deadline as well. 

“Unfortunately last year we didn’t have any injuries on the back end,” 
Trotz said. “It was tough. We were rolling pretty good, our pairs were 
pretty solid. So he didn’t get a lot of time, but it hasn’t diminished his 
enthusiasm to play.” 

What should keep the young defenseman motivated is the fact that he 
beat out Erik Gustafsson for a roster spot. Gustafsson, who was with the 
Islanders on a PTO, was viewed as the favorite to become the Islanders’ 
seventh defenseman. 

Part of that had to do with the gymnastics the Islanders have been doing 
to remain under the salary cap. They likely didn’t have any room to add 
another contract, but the Islanders also felt confident in Aho’s ability to 
turn to him for this season as their extra defenseman. 

Sebastian Aho hasn’t caught too many breaks when it’s come to his time 
playing on Long Island, but this season could be the turning point. Aho 

should see an increased role and more playing time, and the coaching 
staff has taken notice to what Aho has brought to the team since he was 
drafted. 
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What's new about No. 1 Nashville Predators goalie Juuse Saros with his 
idol Pekka Rinne retired? 

 

Paul Skrbina 

Nashville Tennessean 

 

Juuse Saros scored a goal once. 

Against himself. 

He was 13 years old when it happened. 

That was half a lifetime ago for the 26-year-old Nashville Predators 
goalie. He let out a half-smile while recalling the sequence, which is 
tattooed to his memory. 

A forward was barreling toward him and the loose puck he was chasing 
during a game in Finland. Saros panicked. Saros accidentally shot. Saros 
accidentally scored for the other team. 

"So I tried to do a spin-around and kind of slipped and I shot it right into 
my own net," he said while sitting in an empty dressing room after a 
recent practice at Centennial Sportsplex. 

That, Saros surmised, is the worst goal he's ever allowed. 

Saros didn't allow many goals last season, when he pretty much willed 
the Predators to the playoffs and cemented his title as No. 1 goalie. This 
season, which starts Thursday, he will try to do the same, but for a much 
different group than the one he's been used to. 

In many ways, Saros seems more grown-up now: He has a budding 
mustache. He has a fiancée. He has a new four-year, $20 million 
contract. He's no longer living in the shadow – or the house – of his 
mentor, friend and former roommate Pekka Rinne, who retired. He has 
tattoos. His confidence is peaking.  

Saros hasn't spared change, either. He changed his offseason regime, 
including hiring two trainers. He moved an hour from his hometown to 
Helsinki, Finland, to prepare with other NHL players for season in which 
his team will depend on him more than ever. 

"It all feels natural for me," Saros said. "It didn't come out of the blue. 
There was just a lot of things that kind of happened at the same time." 

Another bout with clumsiness 13 years after Saros scored on himself 
turned out better. This one didn't involve a puck or ice, but with rather a 
ring and fumble with Saros on bended knee by the sea. 

Saros and his longtime girlfriend Minna Varis were out for a walk when 
Saros proposed.  

"When I opened the box, the ring popped out and went onto the ground," 
he said. 

Varis made the save, though, by saying "yes" after Saros retrieved the 
ring. 

"My hands were shaking a bit," Saros said. 

The two have been together for more than eight years. Known each other 
for 11. They grew up in the same town, hanging out with same group of 
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friends. Saros' mother, Leila Saros, knew Varis long before her son met 
his future wife, having taught her in elementary school. 

When Saros wasn't training two or three times a week this summer with 
players such as Mikael Granlund and Eeli Tolvanen, he kept himself busy 
playing golf and padel, a tennis/squash hybrid that is popular in Europe. 

He and Varis also made plenty of time for their Siberian Husky, Kesa. 
Saros spent eight consecutive hours getting a portrait of her tattooed on 
his right arm. 

"I love her, pretty much," he said. 

Pekka Rinne's door was always open for Saros and many other 
Predators. Saros lived in Rinne's house during his first two training 
camps. He was suddenly roommates with one of the childhood heroes he 
used to marvel at while watching highlights on YouTube, along with 
Marc-Andre Fleury, against whom Saros earned his first career victory 
and from whom he was inspired to wear gold pads. 

An NHL world that seemed so far away when he was 13 and scoring a 
goal on himself was real. If all went well, the 2013 fourth-round draft pick 
would take the job of the man he admired: all under the shade of the 
shadow cast by the "face of the franchise," his fellow countryman who 
holds pretty much every franchise record for goalies, a guy who is first 
all-time in wins for a Finnish goalie. 

"I don't really think about it that way," Saros said. "I just felt lucky to be 
here at the same time with him and learn from him. I don't think there's 
anything negative about it. You can't replace a guy like that, so I'm just 
trying to do my own thing." 

Saros said it has been strange not having Rinne around. It's also been a 
rite of passage.  

"He's not there to look after me all the time," Saros said. "The whole 
journey, I tried to take everything as a lesson." 

The two continue to talk, as they always have. Saros surely will be 
cheering the loudest when Rinne becomes the first Predator to have his 
number retired. 

One of smallest goalies carried Predators to postseason 

At 5-foot-11, 180 pounds, Saros, one of the league's smallest goalies, 
came up big when his team needed him most. He led the NHL in save 
percentage (.939) from March 1 on last season, helping propel the 
Predators to their seventh consecutive postseason. 

He was 16-6-1 during that stretch that capped a year in which he set 
career bests in starts (35), wins (21), save percentage (.927) and goals-
against average (2.28). He tied, then broke, the franchise record for 
saves in a playoff game, first with 52, then with 58 in consecutive games. 

"Juuse has proven himself as one of the best young goaltenders in the 
NHL, and we are very pleased to have him remain our No. 1 goaltender 
for years to come," Predators general manager David Poile said. "While 
being mentored by Pekka Rinne, he has spent the last several seasons 
growing and taking steps physically and mentally to become a top goalie 
in this league. ... Juuse gives our team a chance to win in every game he 
plays." 

In the playoff bubble in 2020, Saros ended Rinne's streak of 89 
consecutive postseason games started. 

"He's a stud and he's going to keep doing his thing," center Ryan 
Johansen said of Saros. 

Juuse Saros practices seeing better 

And he'll do it quietly and matter-of-factly. The soft-spoken Saros won't 
be throwing sticks across the locker room or slamming his helmet off the 
wall. 

"We haven't seen it yet," Johansen said. "If he does I'm going to be 
scared." 

In addition to training with NHL players, Saros spend a lot of time trying 
to see better. He did various vision exercises on his iPad, others with 
colored balls, still others using white pucks during practice sessions. 

All those changes in preparation for this season haven't gone unnoticed 
by Saros' teammates, either. But for the most part not much else has 
changed. 

"Still the same old 'Juice,'" captain Roman Josi said. "We've seen it for a 
long time how good he is. We knew eventually his time was going to 
come. He's confident. You can tell already he's ready." 

Predators coach John Hynes has had that hunch for a while. 

"What's probably most sincere is I think he really knows he earned it," 
Hynes said. 

The job. The contract. The reputation. 

If only Saros could forget about that goal. 
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Here's who made the Nashville Predators' 2021-22 season-opening 
roster 

 

Paul Skrbina 

Nashville Tennessean 

 

Tongue deeply in cheek, Predators coach John Hynes joked late last 
week that Roman Josi would make the team's season opening roster. 

The same was true for many players still around after the team's final 
preseason game against the Carolina Hurricanes on Saturday at 
Bridgestone Arena. 

Monday, though, was final cut day. Josi survived. 

There were no big surprises Tuesday when the team announced its 
roster, which consists of 14 forwards, eight defensemen and goalies 
Juuse Saros and David Rittich. The Predators host the expansion Seattle 
Kraken on Thursday (7 p.m., NHL Network). 

There wasn't much sweating from rookie Philip Tomasino. 

He said planned to swerve his nerves in another direction after the team 
finished practice Monday. His afternoon, he said, would likely be spent 
working on his golf game on XBox. 

"I'm not too good," he said. "I've been trying to work on that. My game in 
real life stinks too." 

His game on the ice has left an impression on John Hynes and his 
coaching staff. Hynes said he sees the 20-year-old as a six through nine 
forward. Tomasino had 13 goals and 19 assists in 29 games last season 
in the AHL. He also had four goals and two assists for Canada's U20 
team. 

As of early Monday afternoon, Tomasino said he didn't know whether 
he'd made the team. 

"I'm a pretty relaxed guy outside of the rink," he said. "I come here every 
day and have worked as hard as I can, focus while I'm here, but once I 
go home I like to relax, whether that's playing video games or talking to 
my parents. Just something to keep my mind off the game." 

Hynes said he expects to find playing time for Tomasino and many other 
young players. He also anticipates changes to the roster early and often. 
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"You hope, but what are the odds that the group that starts Thursday is 
definitely the group that's going to play Saturday?" Hynes said. 

Predators season-opening roster 

Forwards (14): Nick Cousins, Matt Duchene, Filip Forsberg, Cody Glass, 
Mikeal Granlund, Rocco Grimaldi, Tanner Jeannot, Ryan Johansen, Luke 
Kunin, Mathieu Olivier (IR), Colton Sissons, Eeli Tolvanen, Philip 
Tomasino, Yakov Trenin. 

Defensemen (8): Matt Benning, Mark Borowiecki, Alexandre Carrier, 
Mattias Ekholm, Dante Fabbro, Ben Harpur, Roman Josi, Phillippe 
Myers. 

Goalies (2): David Rittich, Juuse Saros. 
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Is this it for Filip Forsberg? Plus more Nashville Predators storylines 
entering season 

 

Paul Skrbina 

Nashville Tennessean 

 

Two months after John Hynes took over for Peter Laviolette, the season 
was paused because of the COVID-19 pandemic. When it resumed few 
months later, the Nashville Predators' season quickly ended with a 
playoff play-in loss in front of no fans in a bubble in Edmonton. 

Nearly five months passed before the NHL began the condensed 2020-
21 season that included realigned divisions and an abbreviated schedule. 
Things looked bleak for Hynes and the Predators until they went on a 
stunning run to keep their postseason streak alive at seven. 

Now in the third and final year of his 2 1/2-year contract, Hynes begins 
his first full season as coach of the Predators. 

Ryan Ellis is gone. Viktor Arvidsson is gone. Calle Jarnkrok is gone. 
Pekke Rinne is gone. That's a lot of gone from a group that reached the 
Stanley Cup Final in 2017. 

Expectations from most pundits aren't high for the Predators in what 
figures to be difficult Central Division. Does that mean Hynes could be 
gone after this year or sooner too? Doesn't seem likely, but it will be 
worth watching. 

Here are some other storylines going into the season: 

Forsberg and his contract 

Or what's left of it, anyway. 

Filip Forsberg shrugged off questions about a contract extension during 
training camp, saying his mind was on this season. The man with the 
second most goals (178) and fifth most points (385) will be an 
unrestricted free agent after this season, should he opt to not sign an 
extension with the Predators. 

Forsberg, a $6 million cap hit, likely will command more on the open 
market than the Predators are willing to pay. He also could be a valuable 
piece of trade bait come deadline time if this team is not in contention for 
a spot in the postseason. On top of that, he also may not be interested in 
being part of what Poile labeled "a competitive rebuild." 

With his age, 27, and the money he may seek, him leaving wouldn't be 
the worst thing that could happen for the Predators. 

Olympics are back 

A lot of NHL players will have vacations scheduled between Feb. 3-22, 
when the league will pause the regular season to allow players to 
participate in the Olympics. 

We already know Hynes is going, as an assistant coach for the U.S. 
team. Mattias Ekholm (Sweden), Filip Forsberg (Sweden), Mikael 
Granlund (Finland), Roman Josi (Switzerland) and Juuse Saros (Finland) 
also are strong candidates to represent their respective countries, and 
Eeli Tolvanen also could be a candidate to make Finland's team. 

How much of an impact the long break will have on teams remains to be 
seen. 

Which young player(s) will emerge? 

Philip Tomasino, Yakov Trenin, Tanner Jeannot, Cody Glass, Tolvanen, 
the list goes on as the team got a lot younger. 

Tolvanen seems most primed to shine, given he'll be playing a lot more 
meaningful minutes this season. Tomasino, if he can find the minutes, 
could be an offensive threat. Trenin and Jeannot proved solid last 
season. Glass has plenty of upside. 

Will Ryan Johansen and/or Matt Duchene bounce back? 

The answer to that same question before last season was no. 

They'll be playing a lot together on the top line with Filip Forsberg. The $8 
million a year players also will have to bounce back from the last two 
seasons, when they combined for 40 goals and 73 assists -- 19 goals 
and 36 assists for Duchene; 21 and 37 for Johansen. 

If they do, and if Saros continues to play like a Vezina candidate he did 
late last season, that would go a long way toward the Predators keeping 
their postseason streak alive. 

Finnish to start 

Saros' finish last season put the Predators in the playoffs. But his starts 
to start seasons, historically, have not been nearly as good. He's a 
combined 17-17-3 during the first two months of the last four seasons. 

This will be his first full season as the full-time starter. His teammates 
and coaches echo what Saros has said about being more confident 
knowing he's the man now. Will a change in his offseason workouts in 
Finland, combined with job security, help him get off to a better start? 
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5 can't-miss Nashville Predators home games for 2021-22 season 

 

Paul Skrbina 

Nashville Tennessean 

 

For the first time in three seasons, barring unforeseen circumstances, the 
Nashville Predators will play 40 home games at Bridgestone Arena and 
one at Nissan Stadium. 

The plan is to play in front of fans, too, though still with COVID-19 
protocols in place. 

Fans in the stands will see plenty of video tributes throughout the 
season, which begins Thursday   against the Seattle Kraken. Surely the 
Predators will do something when Viktor Arvidsson comes to town. Ryan 
Ellis, too. And Pekka Rinne. 
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Here are five can't-miss Predators home games and some key dates on 
NHL schedule for 2021-22: 

Can't-miss games 

Oct. 14 vs. Seattle 

When: 7 p.m. 

Why? What's crackin' at Bridgestone that night? Well, it's the season 
opener against the expansion Kraken for one. Calle Jarnkrok returns to 
the place he called home for the first eight seasons of his career. 

Oct. 19 vs. Los Angeles 

When: 7 p.m. 

Why? Another homecoming for a former longtime Predator. Viktor "Arvi" 
Arvidsson will pull into Nashville to face his former team for the first time 
since he was traded during the summer. He scored 127 goals in seven 
seasons with Nashville, good enough for sixth in franchise history. 

Feb. 26 vs. Tampa Bay 

When: 6:30 p.m. 

Why? First NHL outdoors game in Nashville. At Nissan Stadium. Against 
the defending Stanley Cup champion. Under the lights. Enough said. 

March 27 vs. Philadelphia 

When: 5 p.m. 

Why? Another in a long line of reunions, this time Ryan Ellis returns to 
Bridgestone for the first time since he was traded during the summer. 
Ellis, the 11th overall pick by the Predators in 2009, played his first 10 
seasons with Nashville, appearing in 562 regular-season games, 10th in 
franchise history. He's also ninth in team history with 270 points. 

April 2 vs. Washington 

When: 7 p.m. 

Why? Former Predators coach Peter Laviolette finally makes his way 
back to Bridgestone more than two years after he was fired. Doubt he'll 
bring his bull mask, though. Oh, and watching Alex Ovechkin is usually 
worth the price of admission. 
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Takeaways from Predators' opening night roster reveal 

 

MICHAEL GALLAGHER 

OCT 12, 2021  

 

There were no real surprises when the Nashville Predators announced 
their 2021 opening night roster on Tuesday morning.  

Everything was essentially as expected. 

The Predators final opening night roster is listed below: 

Forwards (14): Nick Cousins, Matt Duchene, Filip Forsberg, Cody Glass, 
Mikael Granlund, Rocco Grimaldi, Tanner Jeannot, Ryan Johansen, Luke 
Kunin, Colton Sissons, Eeli Tolvanen, Philip Tomasino, Yakov Trenin, 
Mathieu Olivier (IR) 

Defensemen (8): Matt Benning, Mark Borowiecki, Alexandre Carrier, 
Mattias Ekholm, Dante Fabbro, Ben Harpur, Roman Josi, Philippe Myers 

Goaltenders (2): David Rittich, Juuse Saros 

The pieces to the puzzle may be laid out, but that doesn’t mean the 
puzzle is fully complete. That said, here are a few takeaways from the 
Predators’ opening night roster: 

1. Nashville is all-in on the youth movement 

Last season, the Predators had eight players 30 years or older play at 
some point during the season, and the team’s average age was 27.3. 
This year, Nashville’s average age is 26.5, and there are 10 players 25 or 
younger on the roster and only four players in their 30s. 

While line combinations aren’t known yet, the Predators could have as 
many as four players in their top six age 24 or younger, and half of their 
blue line will be age 25 or younger. The formula clearly worked last 
season as the Predators got nearly one-quarter of their total goals (37) 
and points (83) from their 25 or younger players — none of whom played 
a full-time top-six role. 

2. Predators coaches have full faith in Philip Tomasino 

General Manager David Poile went on record several times during the 
offseason to say that Tomasino would be given every chance to make 
Nashville’s NHL roster, and the 20-year-old didn’t let him down.  

During his first full season of professional hockey last year, Tomasino 
had 13 goals and 32 points in 29 AHL games, leading the Chicago 
Wolves in points, shots and plus/minus. He was also named to the AHL 
All-Rookie team. 

If there were any questions about Tomasino being NHL-ready he 
answered them in the preseason, when he scored two goals on eight 
shots in four games and averaged around 16 minutes of ice time per 
game. He also saw sizeable time on the power play as well.  

“I think Phil has come in and done a good job,” Predators coach John 
Hynes said. “He’s shown sometimes where he looks really good. What I 
really liked is his pace of play is strong. You see a player with offensive 
instincts and offensive ability, and that’s come out in almost every game. 
You’ve seen opportunities or chances that he’s had, he scored some nice 
goals.  

“I’ve been impressed with his ability to work every day in a demanding 
setting for a young guy to come in, it’s his first NHL training camp, and 
there wasn’t a day went by that it wasn’t a highly competitive practice. I 
think Phil has handled himself, professionally, very well, and he’s had a 
good camp.” 

3. There’s still some uncertainty with the third defensive pairing 

The Predators have always traditionally carried an extra defenseman on 
their roster given how often the team likes to mix and match and try to 
exploit as many favorable matchups as they can along the blue line.  

However, carrying eight D-men seems to be a bit of a peculiar move — 
even for the Predators. The top pairing looks to be Josi and Carrier while 
the second pairing will likely be Ekholm and Myers, leaving Fabbro on 
the third pairing with any random combination of Benning, Borowiecki 
and Harpur.  

On its face, this indicates that Hynes may not be sold on any of the three 
remaining players and he may look to rotate different guys in depending 
on the matchups he thinks will play into Nashville’s favor, or whichever 
can develop the best chemistry with Fabbro. 

Of the three, Benning played the most last year and could be the default 
first option. However, Borowiecki never really got to get his feet under 
him as he dealt with a severe concussion and mental health issues all 
year, and it’s no secret the Predators coaches like Harpur’s size (6-foot-
6, 230 pounds).  

The Predators may not have a traditional third pairing this season, as it’s 
likely all three players could see playing time at different points during the 
year.  
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Assistant GM promotion logical next step for Preds' Nichol 

 

MICHAEL GALLAGHER  

OCT 12, 2021  

 

It’s no secret that Nashville Predators General Manager David Poile 
thinks very highly of Scott Nichol. 

The 46-year-old played for Poile from 2005-09 and was hired as the 
Predators’ head of player development after his retirement in 2013 and 
worked his way up to general manager of the Predators American 
Hockey League affiliate, the Milwaukee Admirals, in 2018. 

On Monday, Nichol was promoted to assistant general manager of the 
Predators, joining a stable of assistant GMs that also includes Brian Poile 
and Jeff Kealty. Poile, David Poile’s son, oversees the hockey operations 
department, while Kealty heads up the team’s pro and amateur scouting. 

Nichol will remain the GM of the Admirals in addition to his 
responsibilities with the Predators. 

“In the last few years, he has taken on more and more responsibility — 
from running our player development to being in charge of our team in 
Milwaukee — and I feel this next step is right for both Scott and our 
organization,” Poile said in a release. 

“When you combine Scott’s work ethic and foundational understanding of 
what it takes to work in the NHL, you can see why he has been able to 
be successful at this level. With Scott joining our two other Assistant 
General Managers in Jeff Kealty and Brian Poile, I’m proud of the 
homegrown management staff we have assembled.” 

In Nichol’s two seasons in Milwaukee, the Admirals have a 77-38-19-5 
record with an AHL regular season championship, a Central Division 
championship, and a Calder Cup Playoff appearance. 

Twenty-one players from Nichol’s rosters have played for the Predators 
at some point over the last two seasons. 

The Predators pride themselves on the high number of players on their 
roster who have come through Milwaukee — 12 to be exact. With Nichol 
in charge of running the farm team, his promotion with the Predators 
seemed like a seamless transition. 

“I’m very excited and honored by this announcement,” Nichol said. “I 
think we have a really good management team here in Nashville, and we 
each bring a different skillset. I’d like to thank David for sharing his 
experience and knowledge with me. He has helped me work toward this 
point in my career, and he runs a team that has an inclusive environment 
with a lot of communication and trust.  

“I’ve been very lucky to have been able to join the Predators organization 
after the end of my playing career, and I’m excited to see what the future 
has in store.” 
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Canadiens sign centre Nick Suzuki to an eight-year, US$63-million 
extension 

 

Staff Report 

2-2 minutes 12/10/2021 

 

Montreal Canadiens centre Nick Suzuki skates with the puck during a 
playoff game against the Toronto Maple Leafs, at Scotiabank Arena, in 
Toronto, on May 27. 

The Montreal Canadiens have signed centre Nick Suzuki to an eight-
year, US$63-million contract extension. 

The deal will pay Suzuki an average annual salary of $7.875-million. 

Suzuki, 22, led the Canadiens in playoff scoring last season with 16 
points (seven goals, nine assists) in 22 games to help the team reach the 
Stanley Cup final for the first time since 1993. 

The five-foot-11, 205-pound native of London, Ont., had 15 goals and 26 
assists in 56 regular-season games. 

Suzuki has 28 goals and 54 assists in 127 career NHL regular-season 
games and 11 goals and 12 assists in 32 playoff games. 

Montreal acquired Suzuki, Tomas Tatar and a 2019 second round pick 
from Vegas in return for Max Pacioretty on Sept. 10, 2018. 

He was a first-round pick (13th overall) by the Golden Knights at the 
2017 NHL draft. 

“We are very happy to secure Nick’s services for the next eight seasons,” 
Canadiens general manager Marc Bergevin said in a statement. 
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Allen ready to step up for Canadiens with star goaltender Price out to 
start season 

 

Tristan D’Amours 

6-8 minutes 12/10/2021 

 

Jake Allen agreed to a two-year extension with the Montreal Canadiens 
back in 2020 to help alleviate the pressure on star goaltender Carey 
Price. 

He’ll be doing that more than ever when the Canadiens start their season 
Wednesday in Toronto. 

Allen is set to begin the 2021-22 campaign as Montreal’s starter for at 
least the beginning of the season. The Fredericton native knew he would 
fill in for Price early in the season because of an injury, but he will now be 
getting a lot more work after Price voluntarily entered the NHL/NHLPA 
player assistance program on Friday. 

The minimum leave of absence for those in the program is 30 days, 
which would make Price available as soon as Nov. 9 when Montreal 
visits former Canadiens centre Phillip Danault and the Los Angeles 
Kings. However, it’s uncertain if Price will be ready to return at that time. 

Price’s absence is compounded by the fact that captain Shea Weber is 
on the long-term injury reserve list and could be out for the entire season. 
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“With the recent loss of Price and without Shea here as well right now, 
it’s two big losses,” Allen said. “This is an opportunity for everyone else to 
step up and fill their void. You can’t replace a Carey Price or a Shea 
Weber but at the same time you can do the best that you can do.” 

Defenceman Jeff Petry expressed confidence in Allen and said the 
goaltender was a big part of the team’s run to last season’s Stanley Cup 
final. 

“I don’t think we’d be in a position to do what we did last year without him 
filling in for Price when he was injured,” Petry said about Allen. 
“Obviously, Jake is a very good goalie, he’s going to make the saves that 
we need him to make and it’s our responsibility to make sure we’re 
playing a strong game in front of him.” 

With Weber out, Petry becomes the leader on Montreal’s blue-line. The 
Canadiens will also be missing Joel Edmundson for the start of the 
season with an injury. 

Montreal added fresh blood in the likes of former Tampa Bay Lightning 
David Savard as well as Chris Wideman, who signed on as free agents. 
Former Winnipeg Jet Sami Niku also joined during the pre-season but 
will start the season as a healthy scratch. 

Despite the additions, Petry understands that it will be a challenge 
defensively. 

“Obviously with those guys being out there are holes to fill,” Petry said. 
“Other teams are going to go through it at different points of the year and 
for us it happened to be at the start. For us, everyone is going to have to 
step up a little bit. Everyone will have a little bit more responsibility.” 

Petry will be teamed up with Brett Kulak on Montreal’s top pairing. While 
Montreal head coach Dominique Ducharme knows that it isn’t the ideal 
situation, he mentioned how the two of them worked well together in the 
past. Kulak and Petry were paired up when Montreal eliminated the 
Pittsburgh Penguins during the 2019-20 post-season. 

“We know what we’re going to get with him,” Ducharme said of Kulak. 
“There are different reasons why last year in the playoffs he wasn’t 
playing at times but that’s the situation right now. There’s nothing we can 
change, there’s nothing we can do about it. There will be 20 players 
dressed and it’s our job to move forward and compete.” 

With the return of the Atlantic Division, the Candiens will be taking on the 
Boston Bruins, Tampa Bay Lightning and Florida Panthers on a regular 
basis. Ducharme realizes that very few think his team will be able to 
repeat last season’s achievements. 

“We’re almost in the same situation right now than we were near the end 
of last season,” Ducharme said. “There aren’t a lot of people that believe 
in us so we’ll make sure that it changes.” 

Goaltending duo 

Montreal claimed goaltender Samuel Montembeault off waivers during 
the pre-season. Ducharme said the plan will be for both Allen and 
Montembeault to share the action early this season while the team is 
waiting for Price. “You can’t ask Jake to play all the games in October 
and until Carey comes back,” Ducharme said. “It wouldn’t be fair or 
realistic so we’ll need both goalies and we trust that those guys will be 
solid.” 

An abundance of wingers 

Mike Hoffman agreed to a three-year, US$13.5 million deal during the 
summer but will not start the season due to an injury. Young sensation 
Cole Caufield will be entering his rookie season after an impressive post-
season. They join the already established corps of Tyler Toffoli, Josh 
Anderson, Brendan Gallagher and Jonathan Drouin, who has rejoined 
the team following time off from hockey for mental health reasons. The 
depth of the squad will push veteran Gallagher to the third line, but 
Ducharme stressed that every player bought into his plan. 

Suzuki signs extension 

Nick Suzuki agreed to an eight-year extension worth $63 million and an 
annual average of $7.875 million. Initially acquired in the trade that sent 
former captain Max Pacioretty to the Vegas Golden Knights, Suzuki was 
humbled by the opportunity to remain in Montreal long-term. “When I was 
first interviewed when I got traded, I said I wanted to prove Marc 
(Bergevin) right for wanting me as a part of the deal and I think I’ve been 
trying to do that as long as I’ve been here,” Suzuki said. 

Securing the centre 

Montreal acquired Christian Dvorak from the Arizona Coyotes to 
compensate for the loss of Danault and Jesperi Kotkaniemi, who 
accepted an offer sheet from the Carolina Hurricanes. Montreal also 
locked up the two other centremen that occupy their top nine. Jake 
Evans signed a three-year extension worth a total of $5.1 million with an 
average of $1.5 million annually. 

Schedule watch 

With the NHL returning to their regular conferences, the Canadiens will 
renew their rivalries with American teams. Montreal will travel to Boston 
for the first time since Feb. 12, 2020 to take on the Bruins on Nov. 14. 
Montreal will wrap up the 2021-22 season with two home games against 
the Buffalo Sabres on April 26 and the Florida Panthers on April 29. 
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Canadiens Notebook: Brendan Gallagher is happy for Nick Suzuki 

 

Stu Cowan  •  Montreal Gazette 

Publishing date:Oct 12, 2021 

 

Brendan Gallagher was 24 games into his third season with the 
Canadiens and was 22 years old in 2014 when he signed a six-year 
contract extension worth US$22.5 million, an average of $3.75 million per 
season. 

“It was weighing on me,” Gallagher recalled Tuesday about heading into 
the final year of his NHL entry-level contract that season with a 
US$650,000 salary. “It was something I was thinking about. As a hockey 
player it was never something I ever really enjoyed thinking about was 
the money. You always just played the game to play the game. So I was 
really grateful at the time to know that for six years I wouldn’t have to 
really think about that all that much. I remember at the time my parents 
just saying how happy they were, obviously, but how fortunate you were 
at the same time to be able to sign for — I know you said only $22.5 
million — but it was quite a bit of money for me. 

“I was pretty ecstatic with the amount and I knew I was going to be able 
to take care of myself and do what I love for a living,” Gallagher added. 
“So it was a pretty good day and to see (Nick Suzuki) enjoying that same 
feeling right now is pretty good.” 

On Tuesday, Canadiens GM Marc Bergevin signed Suzuki to an eight-
year contract extension worth US$63 million, an average of $7.875 
million per season. Suzuki, 22, is heading into the final season of his 
NHL entry-level contract with a $863,333 annual salary-cap hit. 

“I think it makes it easier for him personally to really feel comfortable with 
the role that he’s in and really block out those distractions,” Gallagher 
said about Suzuki signing a new contract. “He’s a leader and he is so 
mature for his age. But he is still a pretty young player. When you’re able 
to block out those distractions — especially playing in a market like this 
— it just makes it that much easier. Something that he doesn’t have to 
think about throughout the season. He knows exactly where he’s going to 
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be for the foreseeable future, he knows how important he is to our team 
and he can just go out there and be who he is and that’s all we ask of 
him. We’re pretty confident that we’re going to get the best of him this 
year.” 

Gallagher is heading into the first season of his new six-year, US$39-
million contract with an annual salary-cap hit of $6.5 million. Next season, 
Suzuki will pass Gallagher to become the highest-paid forward on the 
team. 

Working on the PP 

Gallagher has scored 187 goals during his career, but only 38 of them 
have been on the power play. 

Last season Gallagher scored only three of his 14 goals on the power 
play. A reason for that is he only ranked eighth on the team in power-play 
ice time with an average of 1:57 per game. 

At practice Tuesday, Gallagher was on the first power-play unit along 
with Cole Caufield, Tyler Toffoli, Suzuki and Jeff Petry. The second 
power-play unit had Christian Dvorak, Joel Armia, Josh Anderson, 
Jonathan Drouin and Chris Wideman. 

“The power play is like anything else,” Gallagher said. “You need some 
time together, you need reps. Usually, early on in the season you try to 
simplify it as best as possible and you go from there. We have two good 
units, two strong units we can put out there and hopefully count on a goal 
at any given time. That’s going to be the key. 

“You’re not always going to score … the best power plays in the world 
are usually somewhere between 20, 25, 30 per cent if you’re really 
good,” Gallagher added. “But there’s always a chance to go out there 
and create some momentum for your team. You just don’t want to be 
sluggish and you don’t want to do anything that’s going to take away 
momentum. You want to help the team every chance you get there. So 
we have two good units. Hopefully we can go out there and do our job 
early on and hopefully you see some results.” 

Last season the Canadiens ranked 17th in the NHL on the power play 
with a 19.2 per cent success rate. 

Walking wounded 

The Canadiens are going to be missing some key players when they 
open the regular season Wednesday night in Toronto against the Maple 
Leafs (7 p.m., SN, TVA Sports, TSN 690 Radio, 98.5 FM). 

Captain Shea Weber isn’t expected to play this season and his career 
could be over because of injuries. Goalie Carey Price is in the 
NHL/NHLPA player assistance program and is also recovering from a 
knee surgery and it’s uncertain when he might return to the team. 
Forwards Mike Hoffman (lower body), Paul Byron (hip) and defencemen 
Joel Edmundson (undisclosed injury), Sami Niku (concussion) and 
Mattias Norlinder (undisclosed) are also sidelined. 

“We’ve done it before … we’ve had to deal with bodies being out,” 
Gallagher said when asked about the abundance of injuries. “Usually it 
doesn’t happen right away at the start of the year, but it’s just one of the 
challenges, one of the obstacles you’re given, especially playing an 82-
game season, which we haven’t done in a while here. It’s one of those 
things where you’re going to go through highs and lows. 

“The teams that eventually are going to get into the playoffs here from 
our division are going to be the teams that are able to sustain their highs 
for the longest period of time and their dips and their drops and lulls in 
their season aren’t as long,” Gallagher added. “We went through that a 
couple of years ago as well. It’s all about learning from past experiences 
and you know how those losing streaks, things can build up. So be sharp 
throughout the season, keep good details, keep good habits, make sure 
those lulls aren’t very long. You snap out of it quick and string together 
some points. We know it’s going to be a grind. We’re in probably one of 
the toughest divisions in the league here. But it’s a lot of fun. It’s going to 
be a great challenge and we’re really looking forward to it.” 

Before Tuesday’s practice, Byron and Norlinder skated with two 
members of the team’s training staff. Hoffman skated after practice with a 
member of the training staff, while Niku took part in the main practice. 

Bring on the Leafs 

Wednesday’s game in Toronto will mark the 21st time the Canadiens will 
face the Maple Leafs since January, when last season started. 

That includes 10 regular-season games, seven playoff games in the first-
round series won by the Canadiens and three pre-season games. 

“It feels like home,” Canadiens head coach Dominique Ducharme said 
about playing in Toronto, where the playoffs were also held two seasons 
ago in a bubble. “We play more often there than at the Bell Centre. 

“It’s always exciting,” Ducharme added about facing the Leafs. “We want 
to be winning every game, obviously, whoever we’re playing — the Leafs 
or another team. It’s always something special, I think. Montreal and 
Toronto go way back and the number of games that we played against 
each other in the last year and a half just brings that to another level. It’s 
interesting and, for sure, exciting to be starting in Toronto.” 

Ducharme said he hasn’t watched the Amazon Prime documentary All Or 
Nothing — which follows the Leafs through last season, including their 
playoff loss to the Canadiens — but said he’s looking forward to watching 
it when he has time. 

“It’s going to be fun,” Gallagher said about facing the Leafs in the season 
opener. “It’s going to be a competitive game. We remember that series, 
they obviously remember the series. It was competitive, especially as the 
series went on. I’m sure we’ll pick up where we left off. 

“They’re a great hockey team, they do a lot of things well,” Gallagher 
added about the Leafs. “But we’re very familiar with their strengths and 
we’re familiar with the ways that maybe we can take advantage of 
(them). So you try to stick with what worked for us in that series. There 
will obviously be some adjustments along the way but, for us, we know 
we’re playing a top hockey team in the league. Might as well test 
ourselves right away and it’s going to be a fun challenge for our group.” 

What’s next? 

The Canadiens had a 2 p.m. flight to Toronto following Tuesday’s 
practice. 

After Wednesday night’s game against the Leafs, the Canadiens will bus 
to Buffalo, where they will play the Sabres Thursday night (7 p.m., TSN2, 
RDS, TSN 690 Radio, 98.5 FM). The Canadiens will fly back to Montreal 
following Thursday night’s game and play their home opener Saturday 
night at the Bell Centre against the New York Rangers (7 p.m., SNE, 
CITY, TVA Sports, TSN 690 Radio, 98.5 FM). That will be the first of four 
straight home games for the Canadiens. 
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Stu Cowan: Canadiens have a lot to be concerned about this season 

 

Stu Cowan  •  Montreal Gazette 
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The Canadiens have a lot of things to be concerned about heading into 
their NHL season opener Wednesday night in Toronto against the Maple 
Leafs. 
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Goalie Carey Price is in the NHL/NHLPA player assistance program and 
is also still recovering from knee surgery. It’s not certain when he will 
return to the team. 

Shea Weber, the team captain, won’t play this season because of injuries 
and his career could be over. 

Joel Edmundson, one of the four “Clydesdales” on defence last season 
along with Weber, Jeff Petry and Ben Chiarot, is expected to miss at 
least the first couple of weeks of the season with an undisclosed injury. 

Forward Mike Hoffman, a key off-season signing as a free agent, is also 
expected to miss at least the first couple of weeks of with a lower-body 
injury. 

GM Marc Bergevin is heading into the final season of his contract as a 
lame duck and there’s a very good chance he won’t be coming back. 

This is definitely not the same team that advanced to the Stanley Cup 
final last season before losing to the Tampa Bay Lightning. 

“I don’t know what my biggest concern is … we’ll find that out as we go,” 
Brendan Gallagher said after practice Tuesday in Brossard. “But in terms 
of what we like to see, I think looking back to last season — and this is 
probably the last time I’ll talk about it — you have to learn from all these 
experiences. 

“We were so close, but it just makes you that much hungrier to get back 
there and earn that opportunity once again,” Gallagher added. “It was 
something that sat with us all summer — it was tough at the start — but 
once you turn the corner and you get ready for this season I think we’re 
all better off for that experience. We all learned what we did well, what 
we need to do better, and we’re looking forward to showing it this year.” 

The Canadiens have a lot of wingers who can score goals, but they are 
thin down the middle following the loss of Phillip Danault (Los Angeles 
Kings) and Jesperi Kotkaniemi (Carolina Hurricanes). After Nick Suzuki 
and newcomer Christian Dvorak, Jake Evans has shown he can be a 
good fourth-line centre, but now he’s on the third line, which is a big 
jump. Mathieu Perreault will start the season as the fourth-line centre 
after playing mostly on the wing the last few years with the Winnipeg 
Jets. 

The biggest concern is going to be goaltending and defence. Jake Allen 
is a proven backup and was very comfortable in his role behind Price last 
season. Now he’s being asked to be the No. 1 guy with Samuel 
Montembeault — who has 25 games of NHL experience and spent most 
of the last two seasons in the AHL — as his backup. 

“We’ll need both goalies to play,” head coach Dominique Ducharme said. 
“We cannot ask Jake to be playing all games in October and until Carey 
comes back. It wouldn’t be fair, it wouldn’t be realistic, so we need both 
goalies. We trust that those guys will be solid. We don’t ask them to be 
stealing games, we don’t ask them to be somebody else than 
themselves, but themselves at their best.” 

The Canadiens relied heavily on Price and their four Clydesdales during 
their playoff run last season. Brett Kulak, who was a healthy scratch for 
nine of the 22 playoff games, will start this season on the top defence 
pairing with Petry. Alexander Romanov, a healthy scratch for 18 playoff 
games, is now on the third pairing with Chris Wideman, who hasn’t 
played in the NHL since the 2018-19 season. 

“When we talk about Brett we can look back also at the bubble (two 
seasons ago in the playoffs) where he was playing with Petry and we 
beat Pittsburgh and gave a pretty good run to Philly and he did a pretty 
good job,” Ducharme said. “We know what we’re going to get with him. 
There’s different reasons why last year in the playoffs at times he was 
not playing. But that’s the situation right now. There’s nothing we can 
change, nothing we can do about it. There’s going to be 20 players 
dressed and it’s our job to be moving forward and competing and winning 
that game.” 

That’s much easier said than done. 

On Tuesday, the BetOnline website had the Canadiens listed at 55-1 
odds to win the Stanley Cup. Nineteen teams were listed ahead of them, 
with the Colorado Avalanche the favourites at 4-1, followed by the 
Lightning at 7-1 and the Vegas Golden Knights at 9-1. Four of the teams 
listed ahead of the Canadiens — the Lightning, Maple Leafs (10-1), 
Boston Bruins (14-1) and Florida Panthers (18-1) — are with them in the 
Atlantic Division. 

Last season the Canadiens got off to a 7-1-2 start and were barely able 
to hang on for the fourth and final playoff spot in the Canadian Division. 

It’s hard to imagine the Canadiens getting off to a good start this season. 
It’s also hard to imagine them making the playoffs. 
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Canadiens' success rests on how they handle first quarter of season 
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Prior to last season, general manager Marc Bergevin said the Canadiens 
wouldn’t be happy with merely making the playoffs. 

It was a rare sign of bravado from someone who usually plays his cards 
close to his colourful haberdashery but, after squeaking into the post-
season, the Canadiens transformed Bergevin’s vision into reality by 
reaching the Stanley Cup final. 

There have been no bold pronouncements about the Canadiens’ 
prospects for the season, which begins Wednesday with a road game 
against the Toronto Maple Leafs (7 p.m., SN, SN360, TVA Sports, TSN 
690 Radio, 98.5 FM). 

That’s because the Canadiens go into the season surrounded by 
uncertainty and the best-case scenario has the team fighting to stay in 
contention for the fourth and final playoff spot in a strong Atlantic 
Division. 

The Canadiens’ success will rest on how they handle the first quarter of 
the season. They open without three important players — goaltender 
Carey Price, defenceman Joel Edmundson and forward Mike Hoffman — 
and the key is to stay within hailing distance of a payoff spot until the 
reinforcements arrive. 

The absence of Price is the biggest concern. He will miss at least 13 
games as he goes through the NHL/NHLPA player assistance program 
and Jake Allen should get most of the work in goal. He’s coming off his 
first sub-.500 season in the NHL and didn’t look good in his last two pre-
season games. He will also be backing up a defence that is riddled with 
question marks. 

While waiting for Edmundson to return — he’s out for a two weeks — Jeff 
Petry will be paired with Brett Kulak, who was in and out of the lineup 
during the playoffs. Ben Chiarot will be paired with newcomer David 
Savard, who’s a downgrade from Shea Weber, while Alexander 
Romanov, who wasn’t deemed good enough to play regularly in the 
playoffs, will start with Chris Wideman, who is trying to re-establish 
himself after being named the top defenceman in the KHL last season. 

The important thing for the defencemen is to play within their skill sets 
and try not to do things they can’t. Head coach Dominique Ducharme 
wasn’t happy with the overall defensive play during the pre-season, but is 
confident the Canadiens can be successful if they embrace the concept 
of playing in five-man units and support each other. 
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The forwards have the potential to be very good and Ducharme might be 
able to reach his goal of having scorers on each line. The top three lines 
have been set since the start of training camp and Hoffman, who has 
resumed skating and could play next week, is a wild-card. 

When he returns, he will be on the fourth line, which seems like a waste 
of a player with a US$4.5 million cap hit. But Hoffman will provide value 
on the power play and Ducharme won’t hesitate to move him up on the 
depth chart if Jonathan Drouin or Joel Armia fail to produce. He could 
also be pressed into service if the Canadiens find themselves trailing in a 
game. The knock against Hoffman is that he doesn’t pay a lot of attention 
to defence. In his most productive season with Florida in 2018-19, he had 
36 goals and 34 assists. 

It might seem counterintuitive, but the power play may be better without 
Weber and his booming shot. There was a tendency for the power play to 
become static as teammates tried to set up Weber. The current version 
has more options. 

The Canadiens are counting on the continued development of Nick 
Suzuki, Cole Caufield and Jake Evans, and Christian Dvorak is an 
upgrade over Jesperi Kotkaniemi. It might be unrealistic to think Tyler 
Toffoli can score at the same pace as last season, but he and Brendan 
Gallagher will benefit from the crackdown on cross-checking. 

With Tampa Bay, Boston, Florida and Toronto in their path, a playoff spot 
seems unlikely, but nobody expected the Canadiens to go as far as they 
did last season. 
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The Canadiens’ season that begins Wednesday will be a return to 
normal, with the first 82-game regular season since 2018-19. For 
Montreal fans watching on TV, the status quo remains for the most part, 
with the Canadiens’ English-language broadcasts split between TSN (50) 
and Sportsnet (32) and French-language games split between RDS (60) 
and TVA Sports (22). 

Sportsnet announced a few changes this summer: 

A new studio is being inaugurated this fall for national NHL broadcasts, 
based in the Rogers Campus in Toronto instead of the CBC’s Canadian 
Broadcasting Centre. 

The weekly Hometown Hockey broadcasts will return, but have moved to 
Mondays from Sundays. Monday evening broadcasts are national in 
English. Because of COVID-19 uncertainty, the Hometown Hockey event 
tour schedule is being announced on a rolling basis. 

Play-by-play announcer Jim Hughson has retired after sitting out the last 
season because of COVID-19. Sportsnet hired Chris Cuthbert from TSN 
last year to take over the main play-by-play duties. 

Sportsnet Now subscriptions, which let you watch Sportsnet online 
without cable TV, have dropped in price to $15 a month or $150 a year. 
TSN, RDS and TVA Sports online subscriptions remain at $20 a month 
without a cable subscription. The premium tier of Sportsnet Now, at 
$35/month, includes out-of-market NHL games, and a new free tier is 
available with “select live events.” 

The biggest change in broadcasting is happening south of the border. 
After 16 years with NBC as the national U.S. TV broadcaster, the NHL 
has signed seven-year deals with ABC/ESPN and TNT to share those 
rights, with streaming on Hulu and ESPN+. TNT and ESPN aren’t 
available in Canada, and ABC’s 10 announced NHL games don’t include 
any Canadiens games, but curious Canadians can watch ABC’s first NHL 
broadcast on Nov. 26 (Blues vs. Blackhawks) or the All-Star Game on 
Feb. 5. 

With the NHL agreeing to allow players to participate in the Olympics in 
Beijing, the league will take a nearly three-week break, returning Feb. 23. 

The same blackout policy applies: people outside the Canadiens’ region 
(Eastern Ontario, Quebec and Atlantic Canada) won’t be able to access 
the games broadcast on TSN2 and RDS unless they buy an expensive 
NHL Centre Ice TV package through their cable provider or NHL Live 
streaming service . 

For those outside the Canadiens’ region, NHL Live streaming is available 
for $200 for the season, and will offer all national games and out-of-
region games. (NHL Live is also included with Sportsnet NOW Premium , 
which costs $35 a month.) 

All Canadiens games will continue to be offered on the radio, on TSN 
Radio 690 in English and 98.5 FM and other Cogeco stations in French, 
without blackout restrictions. 

The Canadiens’ broadcast rights deal with TSN ends in 2022, the radio 
deal with Cogeco ends in 2023, and the national and RDS deals end in 
2026. 
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Imagine being 22 years old and signing a contract worth US$63 million. 

That’s what Canadiens centre Nick Suzuki did Tuesday, when he agreed 
to an eight-year contract extension with an average annual salary of 
$7.875 million. That’s more than a $7 million-a-year raise from his current 
three-year, NHL entry-level contract with an annual salary-cap hit of 
$863,333 that has one year remaining. The new contract, which kicks in 
next season, will pay Suzuki an average of $96,036 per game — up from 
the $10,528 average on his current deal — and will also make him the 
highest-paid forward on the team, topping Brendan Gallagher’s $6.5 
million annual salary-cap hit. 

“I don’t even know if I’ll ever even realize how much it’s going to be,” 
Suzuki said after practice Wednesday in Brossard when asked about his 
new contract. “I was saying to my brother that it’s like I was playing NHL 
20 (video game) and I just gave myself whatever contract. It’s definitely 
unbelievable and very thankful to the organization and everyone that’s 
helped me get here. My family have been supportive throughout the 
whole thing.” 

Suzuki said the Canadiens approached him and his agent just over a 
month ago about a new deal and that both sides wanted to get it done 
before the regular season started. 

“So we cut it pretty close,” Suzuki said, with the Canadiens opening the 
season Wednesday night in Toronto against the Maple Leafs. 
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Suzuki said it felt great to know the Canadiens are committed to him, 
including owner/president Geoff Molson, GM Marc Bergevin and the 
coaching staff. 

“They believe in me as a player and I want to prove them right,” Suzuki 
said. “I think I can be a good part of this team and help the team win for 
as long as I can.” 

Suzuki had 15-26-41 totals in 56 regular-season games last season and 
then led the Canadiens in playoff scoring with 7-9-16 totals in 22 games 
as they advanced to the Stanley Cup final. Suzuki has given the 
Canadiens every reason to believe he will continue to grow as a player, 
on and off the ice, and he will be an alternate captain this season. 
Locking him up long-term makes sense, especially after the Canadiens 
lost 21-year-old centre Jesperi Kotkaniemi to the Carolina Hurricanes on 
an offer sheet. 

The Canadiens acquired Suzuki from the Vegas Golden Knights on Sept. 
10, 2018, along with Tomas Tatar and a second-round pick at the 2019 
NHL Draft, in exchange for Max Pacioretty. The Golden Knights selected 
Suzuki in the first round (13th overall) of the 2017 NHL Draft. 

“I think in my first interview when I got traded I said I wanted to prove 
Marc right for wanting me in part of the deal,” Suzuki said. “I think I’ve 
just tried to do that as long as I’ve been here. Just want to keep 
continuing to get better. He’s putting a lot of faith in me and I want to do 
what’s best for the team and to help this organization win.” 
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The new guard: Nick Suzuki and Jeff Petry are ready to lead the 
Canadiens on offence and defence 

 

By Arpon Basu and Marc Antoine Godin  

Oct 12, 2021  

  

A changing of the guard is as normal a part of sports as wins and losses. 
Players age or move on to further their careers elsewhere, and they are 
replaced by others who have been preparing to take on that role. It is the 
circle of a sports team’s life. 

This circle has hit the Canadiens this season, with No. 1 defenceman 
Shea Weber unable to play this season due to a laundry list of injuries 
and No. 1 centre Phillip Danault taking the generous contract offered to 
him by the Los Angeles Kings in the offseason. But here’s where the 
circle gets somewhat unusual. 

Normally, the players who are asked to replace those important players 
are just hitting their prime. They have been groomed for a few years, 
happy to play a secondary role, and at the time of stepping to the 
forefront they are primed and ready to have the best years of their 
careers. 

The Canadiens, however, are leaning on one player who just turned 22 
and is being asked to step into the No. 1 centre role, preparing to begin 
his third year as a professional, but who has yet to play a full NHL 
season. The other is getting his first real opportunity to be the top 
defenceman on his team at age 33, about to start his 12th NHL season. 

Jeff Petry and Nick Suzuki are different in that way, but in many ways, 
the new leaders of the Canadiens are very much the same. They are 
both soft-spoken, quiet leaders who do most of their talking through their 
play. But most of all, the number one attribute each of them has is how 
intelligently they play, how smart they are in their decision-making and 

the way they are able to process the game at a level that sets them apart 
from the average player. 

Petry is entering the first year of a four-year contract worth $6.25 million 
a year. As for Suzuki, he signed a new eight-year contract Tuesday worth 
$7.875 million a season, a deal that kicks in next July. After the fiasco of 
Jesperi Kotkaniemi’s second contract negotiation, Canadiens general 
manager Marc Bergevin took a preventive, proactive step to avoid any 
problems with Suzuki, showing zero hesitation in committing to a young 
centre whose skill and smarts have been very convincing so far. 

The front office must be relieved Suzuki agreed to negotiate prior to the 
season, because another year of development and production might 
have provided him with more bargaining power next spring. Suzuki 
decided instead to settle this immediately, which is incredible news for 
the Canadiens. 

The new contract runs through the 2029-30 season, which means the 
Canadiens have purchased four potential years of unrestricted free 
agency. Looking ahead to 2026, when Suzuki could have become UFA, 
it’s easy to see how a contract worth less than $8 million a year could 
become one of the NHL’s biggest bargains by then. 

But for now, the contract simply makes official what had already become 
clear, that Suzuki is in line to become the Canadiens’ new leader up 
front. 

And in his own way, Petry is the new leader on the back end. 

Petry and Suzuki have travelled very different paths to arrive at this 
moment together, where each of them has the success of the Canadiens 
on their shoulders in unprecedented ways. But the common thread 
between the two of them is that their respective paths is what has 
prepared each of them for the challenge they are about to face. 

The Athletic spoke to Suzuki and Petry in separate interviews to retrace 
those individual paths and get a sense of how each of them prepared for 
their newly prominent roles on the Canadiens this season. 

Even if he never becomes an offensive wizard on the blue line, it is safe 
to call defenceman Kaiden Guhle the current jewel of the Canadiens 
pipeline. He is a young player the organization sees as a mainstay for 
years to come. 

But sometimes, the best way to maximize what a young player can offer 
in the long run is to avoid thinking about what he can bring in the here 
and now, hoping the experience gained elsewhere can be a benefit to 
you down the road. 

The Canadiens sent Guhle back to the Prince Albert Raiders of the WHL 
on Monday rather than having him start the season in Montreal as a 
seventh or eighth defenceman. The logic is that Guhle has more to gain 
as a leader for the Raiders, and perhaps as captain of Team Canada at 
the world juniors than he would as a stop-gap replacement for the injured 
Joel Edmundson. 

The last time the Canadiens were faced with a similar decision for a 
highly touted Canadian junior player, Suzuki was returned to the Owen 
Sound Attack of the OHL. He took part in the world juniors a few months 
later and, after a trade to the Guelph Storm, led his new team to the OHL 
championship and an appearance in the Memorial Cup. 

“His first year, after we made the trade with Vegas, he came to camp and 
a played a couple of preseason games and then went back to junior,” 
coach Dominique Ducharme said. “During that year in junior, I think he 
learned a lot in terms of both confidence and facing adversity. They won 
in Guelph, but they were down 0-3 and 1-3 in the playoffs … As a 
dominant player, as his team’s best player, as its leader, he needed to 
take charge in those moments, and I think that allowed him to grow a lot. 

“And I think today that growth is a benefit for him.” 

In the hours that followed the trade that sent Max Pacioretty to Vegas, 
and the annual preseason Canadiens golf tournament, it was widely 
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agreed they had just acquired a future top-six forward. But even Bergevin 
wasn’t sure whether that would be at centre or on the wing. 

Suzuki’s development path since that day likely influenced the 
Canadiens’ decision to send Guhle along the same path, because 
Suzuki’s experience at age 19 is paying off today as the Canadiens turn 
to him to become the team’s No. 1 centre and the principal driver of their 
offence. 

Suzuki does not yet hold the same importance with the Canadiens as he 
did with Guelph, but the message he’s being sent is the same: he is 
being looked upon to lead in times of adversity, and the team has the 
utmost confidence he can do the job. 

That can be a dizzying level of responsibility: a young player starting his 
third year in the NHL, flanked with a rookie in Cole Caufield on his wing 
who also symbolizes hope for the team’s future, being asked to face the 
NHL’s best players night after night. It is anything but a minor challenge. 

But when your name is Nick Suzuki, it takes a lot to make you dizzy. 

“I don’t know, I think last year teams saw that we were a good line and 
they had their top lines and top D pairs against us too,” he said. “So it 
wasn’t like I was just playing against second and third lines all year. I’m 
used to playing against all the team’s top lines, even throughout juniors 
and even a little bit in the NHL. So I’m not too worried. 

“As a line, whoever I play with, we can play against whoever.” 

Suzuki is not cocky, but he’s always had extreme confidence in his 
abilities. Becoming The Man in Montreal is not about to suddenly change 
that. 

But his teammates share that confidence in Suzuki as well. 

Last season, Ben Chiarot marveled at how well Suzuki was able to 
manage pressure and carry himself with the assurance of a veteran. 
Petry only added to that sentiment in our conversation with him. 

“I think he’s mature beyond the years that he’s played in this league,” 
Petry said. “He’s a smart player, he’s responsible at both ends of the rink, 
and I think he’s got the mindset. I played with young guys that put 
themselves over the team, and I think he’s a guy that puts the team first. 
Whatever is needed to help the team get better is what he’s willing to do. 

“And he’s a guy that communicates in the room, communicates on the 
ice what he sees, and that’s hard for a young guy to do. And that maturity 
that he shows proves to me that he’s ready for that increased 
responsibility. Phil (Danault) was a big part of our team, and I think Nick 
is a guy that can fill that role. And obviously, Dvorak coming in helps a 
lot.” 

The acquisition of Christian Dvorak will help lighten the load for Suzuki 
this season. The Canadiens found in Dvorak a two-way centre that has 
proven with the Arizona Coyotes that he can support Suzuki in taking on 
some of the heavy minutes, not to mention that the Canadiens see Jake 
Evans as someone who can take on the role Danault filled for the team. 

But that doesn’t change the fact the Canadiens saw two top-nine centres 
leave this offseason in Danault and Jesperi Kotkaniemi, and only one 
was added in Dvorak. So there are not only added responsibilities for 
Suzuki that go in line with his own progression as a player, there will also 
be new responsibilities that come out of necessity because of the 
personnel changes in the offseason. 

“I think I want to take more responsibility,” Suzuki said. “Obviously, Phil 
had a lot of opportunities for big faceoff wins, penalty kill … we relied on 
him a lot for that. I’ve always done that in juniors, so I want to step up 
that way.” 

Suzuki was already on the top power-play unit and he had the most ice 
time at even strength among Canadiens forwards last season, but he is 
now in position to become a bigger factor on the penalty kill as well. 

And if it wasn’t already made clear enough that Suzuki will play a much 
bigger role this season, he will also be part of a rotation of players to 

wear an ‘A’ on his sweater. By choosing not to name a replacement for 
Weber as captain, a committee of alternates will take on the task of filling 
the leadership void, and the 22-year-old centre will be a part of that 
committee. 

“It takes a group, and maybe the older guys aren’t going to look at Suzy, 
but there’s younger guys that are going to feel a lot more comfortable 
going to him than maybe going to an older guy like myself,” Brendan 
Gallagher said. “It’s just natural for them, and Suzy can take on that 
responsibility of being able to help out a few guys along the way. I think 
the older guys have a tremendous amount of respect for Suzy, but when 
you look at the type of example that it’s going to set, there’s just going to 
be different guys that are going to be able to look at him and say ‘OK, I 
can do that, look how far he’s come in his few years, the work that he put 
in, the attitude that he’s had.’” 

Even if Bergevin didn’t know three years ago whether Suzuki would 
become a centre or a winger, Suzuki himself has always known what 
kind of player he was. He didn’t need to search high and low to know 
what his identity would be. He’s refined certain elements of his game that 
needed work — his skating, his hesitancy to use his dangerous shot — 
but the player he is today is not far off from what he was in junior. 

This is why the points of reference are easy to find, and why Suzuki 
himself has the self-assurance to know that all he needs to do is follow 
the path he has already established for himself. 

This is why Petry says Suzuki is mature beyond his NHL years. 

He knows who he is. 

He knows he is ready. 

When Petry was 22, he had no idea who he was, or at least who he 
would need to be to have success in the NHL. He was entering his junior 
year at Michigan State, three years removed from being a second-round 
draft pick of the Edmonton Oilers. He had a great season for the 
Spartans with 29 points in 38 games, but when he arrived in Edmonton, 
Petry knew he needed to figure out what worked in the NHL. 

“In college, I was that offensive guy, and I could get away with a lot more 
there,” Petry said. “And when I came to the pro level, the defensive game 
is where I think I needed to improve on the most. Plays happen a lot 
faster, more mature players. Physically I needed to mature, and my 
defensive game needed to take priority there to become a better 
defensive player. And I think that I kind of put the offensive things to the 
side when I was there. And as I became more comfortable defensively, 
then I added in the offence and I think it wasn’t until I came here that 
everything kind of clicked as one, how to manage the offensive side of 
things without jeopardizing defensively.” 

This is part of the reason why Petry is so impressed with how Suzuki 
carries himself, because he’s able to look at his own time in Edmonton 
and know that he probably couldn’t have handled then what Suzuki is 
being asked to do now. 

“I think Nick’s game is more mature, he’s more rounded than my game 
was when I was there,” Petry said. “I was thrown into a lot of minutes, but 
I still hadn’t really found what worked for me in the league. Obviously, 
with him, he’s farther along than I was when I was at his age. And, I 
mean, there’s definitely room for everybody to improve. So I just think, for 
him, it was just the responsibility. He has that maturity level in his game, 
kind of knows what works for him, what doesn’t, what the team is 
expecting from him. So I think he’s in a better position than I was when I 
was his age.” 

There is one line in that answer, however, that shows why Petry has 
been able to reach this point in his career, a bonafide No. 1 defenceman 
on the Canadiens at age 33, and not simply by default. He has earned 
this because of how he is the embodiment of that one line. 

There’s definitely room for everybody to improve.  
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Petry was 27 when he was traded to the Canadiens at the 2015 deadline, 
an age when most NHL players start to at least plateau, if not begin a 
decline. Not Petry. 

It is a remarkable development curve that we rarely see, but for Petry it is 
not all that surprising. Because, again, unlike Suzuki, he needed time to 
figure out the NHL version of himself, and it was only once he found that 
identity that he was able to thrive. 

“I’ve always developed a little bit later at all levels,” Petry said. “And I 
think it took me time to find my game, my best game that works within 
our system and for our team. And then, being in a consistent spot for 
going on seven years, just developing in this league and learning the 
player I needed to be and what works for me. That’s it. And just 
continuing, trying to work on things that I need to improve on 
continuously. 

“As you get older, I think there’s still a lot of opportunities to improve and 
get better and learn, and I’m just trying to do those things.” 

For a long time, most of Petry’s time in Montreal, he was able to simply 
play his game, focus on his own improvement, without having to worry 
too much about the leadership aspect that comes with being a veteran in 
the NHL. This is one of the benefits of having Weber as a teammate, 
especially as a defenceman, because you can defer to him in that 
department. 

But with Weber gone, not only will Petry’s responsibilities on the ice 
increase, but there is a void off the ice he is uniquely positioned to fill. 
Petry prefers to look at it as something the group will have to do, just like 
he prefers not to look at himself as the No. 1 defenceman on the team, 
even though he clearly is. But this comes from the natural tendency of 
hockey players to be humble. However, when you ask about Alexander 
Romanov and how he appears right now to be in a position similar to 
what Petry experienced when he arrived in the NHL, like someone who is 
trying to figure out what will work for him in this league, Petry’s natural 
leadership instincts kick in. 

“I think it’s definitely something that, when the time is right, to talk with 
him,” Petry said. “He’s willing to listen and he’s willing to try things. His 
work ethic is unbelievable, he’s strong, he has all the tools. It’s on the 
coaching staff, guys around him to help him become a better player, and 
that’s not just him, that’s everybody. But there’s a lot of things that I see 
that remind me of when I was younger.” 

And those natural leadership instincts are something Suzuki is able to 
see in Petry as well. 

“Petey is a quiet leader, but I know most guys look up to him,” Suzuki 
said. “He plays a ton of minutes in every situation, and he does speak up 
in the room sometimes. Everyone listens to him. He’s one of the older 
guys, he’s been through a lot in the league, so he’s someone that a lot of 
younger guys go to as well for advice. He’s been huge for us since I’ve 
been on the team, and I’m sure he’s looking at having a pretty good year 
again.” 

Petry is clearly uneasy with the notion of him coming out from behind 
Weber’s shadow to a position of prominence on this team. He would 
prefer deferring to the group, the other Canadiens veterans who will help 
him make up for Weber’s absence as a leader. But Petry is also a 
competitive guy, a confident guy, and one who has been slowly building 
up to the point where he feels prepared to replace what Weber brought 
on the ice. 

Not in the same way, of course. Petry is a very different player. But his 
impact can be just as big, and he knows it will have to be this season. 

“I look forward to the opportunities with Shea not being here and the 
increased responsibility. I look forward to that opportunity,” Petry said. 
“And unfortunately, we’ve kind of been in a position the last couple of 
years with Shea out, and I’ve had to step into that for parts of seasons 
and things like that. So it’s nice, I guess, that I had that experience. It’s a 
bigger responsibility, but like I said, it’s not going to be on one guy. I think 

it’s something that our D-corps in general … each guy’s going to have a 
little bit more responsibility.” 

The same is true of Suzuki. He, too, is not alone in having to replace 
what Danault provided this team for years, but he is the most important 
part of that process. His new contract shows to what extent the 
Canadiens not only believe Suzuki can replace Danault, but that he 
represents a significant upgrade. 

The two of them have reached this common challenge very differently, 
but they are equally prepared to face it. 
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The Athletic / ‘What is a penalty now?’: Examining the state of NHL 
officiating through its past, present and future 

 

By Eric Duhatschek  

Oct 12, 2021  

  

NHL officiating is in the crosshairs every year, but the vitriol and 
unpleasantness soared to new heights during last year’s playoffs. And if 
one single moment capsulized the collective frustration, it occurred in the 
Stanley Cup semifinals when Islanders defenceman Scott Mayfield 
crosschecked the Nikita Kucherov by the boards and didn’t get called for 
a penalty. 

Afterward, the Lightning’s Steven Stamkos reported on Zoom that referee 
Chris Lee told him he declined to call a penalty because he didn’t believe 
the crosscheck was malicious. Injured on the play, Kucherov might have 
begged to differ, but since he was getting treatment, he wasn’t in much of 
a position to comment. 

“That was the smoking gun,” said TSN analyst Craig Button. “Because 
(Lee) had been instructed, unless it’s a malicious crosscheck, don’t call it. 
They revealed it right there. Tell me where it says ‘malicious’ in the 
rulebook on crosschecking.” 

It clearly doesn’t. But the degree to which force is applied will still be a 
factor in how the penalty is assessed. 

But if there was a silver lining to all of last year’s noise and angst about 
the state of NHL officiating, it is this: 

With the NHL about to open the 2021-22 season, the league is promising 
change. 

Under terms of a new crackdown on crosschecking that was already in 
the works even before the playoffs, the NHL acknowledged that the 
Mayfield crosscheck on Kucherov should have been a penalty and will be 
called in the future. 

As part of its explanation of how stricter enforcement is going to work, the 
NHL posted a video, showing six examples of crosschecking that went 
unpenalized last season, but will be called this year. 

Thus far, the NHL exhibition season has produced multiple examples 
illustrating the league’s new point of officiating emphasis. Though it’s 
difficult to predict if the crackdown will last, history suggests it will. Two 
other times in the recent past, when the league tightened the standard, 
the changes did stick. 

The first came out of the 2005-06 lockout when the league cut down on 
obstruction. More recently, the league got tougher on stick slashes to the 
hands of the puck carrier. In each instance, the NHL stayed the course 
and weathered the storm as the penalty counts rose. Eventually, the 
players adapted to the new, tougher standard and the pendulum 
eventually settled into an acceptable middle ground. 
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When it comes to officiating, if there’s a common goal shared by all 
stakeholders in the game — from players and coaches to managers and 
fans — it is the desire for more collective consistency. That the same 
standard in place at the beginning of the game, also be in place at the 
end of the game. That the same standard in place during the regular 
season, also be in place for the playoffs. 

According to former NHLer and long-time television analyst Ray Ferraro, 
that goal is eminently achievable. 

“I think officiating can be tweaked and I think officiating can be improved,” 
Ferraro said. “This is going to sound weird, but I don’t think it’s hard but I 
don’t think it’s easy either, and it’s going to take effort and commitment. 

In his perch between the benches for most of his broadcasting 
assignments, Ferraro has the best vantage point to see how officials, 
coaches and players interact. Ferraro believes the problem starts with 
perception and how “everybody has a different version of what a penalty 
should be.” 

“For a lot of us, our definition stems from when we were younger and 
how we used to play the game,” Ferraro said. “But none of that should 
matter today. The question should be: What is a penalty now, in 2021?” 

Ferraro’s answer is to precisely define what constitutes a penalty in the 
current era and then communicate that information to the players. 

“In my mind, there are eight or nine penalties that are called most 
frequently — hooking, holding, slashing, crosschecking, etc.,” Ferraro 
said. “So why not, in 2021, define the three main points to each of those 
eight or nine calls? Not 27 different things. Just three things. If you 
defined the penalties like that, for today’s world, people will have a more 
reasonable expectation as to what is, or is not, a penalty. 

“And then, you support the official to call penalties by those guidelines, 
so, if it’s a penalty in the first minute, just call it that way the whole game.” 

Let’s examine the issue of officiating through three prisms — past, 
present and future. 

What’s new for ’22? 

Prior to the start of training camps, NHL officials gathered in Buffalo. It 
was the first time in two years the officials were able to gather as a group 
and according to Stephen Walkom, the NHL’s director of officiating, it 
proved to be a valuable exercise and a refresher on penalty standards. 

“On the crosschecking side, we started with the video,” Walkom said. 
“We were pretty candid and open about some of the criticism that our 
team received last year and what’s going to change in the game to help 
us be better.” 

Back in June, NHL commissioner Gary Bettman delivered his state-of-
the-league address ahead of Stanley Cup Final and said all the things he 
usually says about officiating. Bettman reiterated his belief NHL officials 
are the best in the world, but included his traditional caveat — that as 
good as things are, the league always strives to be better. 

Putting personal feelings aside and striving to be better was a focal point 
at this year’s officials camp, said Walkom, as they reviewed some of last 
year’s more contentious plays. To illustrate the shift in emphasis, 
Walkom and his staff assembled a list of plays, none of which were 
called penalties in games, but which now meet the new standard. 

“We didn’t try to pretend we were perfect in that area,” Walkom said. 
“We’ve been talking about crosschecking for a long time — and why did 
we allow a different standard of crosschecking in front of the net and call 
it battling versus calling it (differently) along the boards and in open ice. 
So, we tried to break it down for the general managers and the 
competition committee and let them weigh in.” 

Almost every new point of officiating emphasis starts with NHL GMs and 
Button believes they can be complicated. 

“I think the problem lies with the general managers,” Button said. “I 
understand that the general managers have to operate in their own 
team’s best interests. I get that. That’s their jobs. But then we’re asking 
them to also operate in the game’s best interests and often those 
become opposite and contradictory at times.” 

In the end, the GMs and competition committee did agree that something 
needed to be done to wean excessive stickwork out of the game. 

Even with the new guidelines, Ferraro believes the vast majority of 
penalties will remain judgment calls and that, “there is still going to be 
that split second of decision from the official.” 

“This is the part, as I’ve gotten older, I’ve realized it’s an impossible job to 
get perfect,” Ferraro said. “We want perfect every game from the officials 
but it’s impossible to get. But I think a redefinition of each infraction — 
and then consistently calling it to that standard — is a great starting point 
and will eventually lead to more consistency.” 

Why an NHL superstar can’t get a call 

Beyond the Kucherov injury, one of the more egregious developments 
during last year’s post-season was the fact that Oilers’ star Connor 
McDavid did not draw a single foul, despite the fact that he was on the 
ice constantly, carrying the puck all the time. According to both Ferraro 
and Button, that simply made no rational sense. 

“It’s just not possible,” Ferraro said. “For however long Connor McDavid 
had the puck, it’s not possible that he wasn’t fouled at some point — 
because he’s faster than everybody else and he has the puck all the 
time. Some guys could be on the ice for 211 minutes and not get fouled 
because they don’t have the puck. Connor gets it and he’s skating up the 
ice with the puck. You mean to tell me nobody hooked him? Nobody 
tripped him? Nobody interfered with him? Nobody slashed him? 

“All this stuff about ‘the playoffs are supposed to be harder.’ Guess what? 
They already are harder. Because everybody contests every puck. Every 
play is contested. That doesn’t mean, you take the rule book and cut it in 
half. 

Button says what McDavid is going through today, Mario Lemieux went 
through three decades ago. It’s not exactly a new issue. 

“Ninety percent of the time Mario was on the ice, he was fouled in some 
way. But they just told him: ‘You’ve got to accept it.’ And in 10 percent of 
the cases, they called the penalty,” Button said. 

Walkom understood that crosschecking was a specific area that needed 
to improve. 

“We knew we had to be better in that area – and our team understands 
how important it is that we all buy in,” he said. “It created quite a 
conversation in our room because we don’t know what player behavior is 
going to be. 

“Will it increase embellishment? What we do know is, if we all collectively 
buy into enforcing a standard — where a crosscheck is used to strike an 
opponent, is used to eliminate an opponent, is used to punish an 
opponent – if we do it all together, it’s going to help the game of hockey.” 

Button and Ferraro believe players will adapt because they’ll have to 
adapt. 

“Say there are 10 minor penalties per game in the first month of the 
season. If I’m the coach, I go to my guys who are taking all these 
penalties and say to them: ‘Look, I can’t keep putting you on the ice if you 
keep taking penalties.’ And the guy learns – and if he doesn’t learn, then 
he isn’t playing,” Ferraro said. 

“The other thing we hear all the time is, ‘we don’t want the officials 
making a difference in the outcome of a game.’ But by allowing 
infractions to go unpenalized, they are making a difference. You’re 
dumbing the game down for less-talented players that can’t keep up, or 
get into a bad position because of the speed of the game. You don’t 
commit an infraction because you’ve got nothing else to do. In most 
cases, you commit one because you’re out of position.” 

Taking one for the team 

Few jobs in professional sport are subject to the level of criticism that 
officials face. Hockey is often described as a game of mistakes and even 
the best players in the game make them all the time. 

Generally, forgiveness comes quickly for players — they have to move 
on to the next moment in a hurry. But criticism of officials tends to linger 
and sometimes, can take on a unique life of its own. 
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During last year’s playoffs, a petition organized by Canadiens fan Olivier 
Tetrault — critical of Lee’s work in a Montreal-Vegas playoff game after 
Nick Suzuki took an unpenalized punch in the face from Brayden 
McNabb — secured 27,000 signatures in a day. Social media just 
pulverized his work. 

And while part of being a referee at any level requires someone to 
develop a thick skin, Kevin Muench, the senior director of officiating for 
the WHL, suggested that explaining the challenges of the job is 
something “we in the officiating world need to do a better job of doing.” 

“The official sees the game at ice level, not from the press box, or the 
upper bowl, which means you’re looking through bodies,” Muench said. 
“Officiating is about anticipating plays to get a proper sightline because 
things move so quickly at ice level. That’s why you need to be both a 
good skater and to have the ability to read the play so you can put 
yourself in a position to see what’s going on. 

“We really need to humanize officials and say: Officials are regular 
people… people who are productive in society who’ve also chosen to 
moderate hockey games, which the game needs. They’re there to serve 
the game. It’s challenging just like it is for the players.” 

The evolution: from one referee to two 

Scotty Bowman coached in the NHL from 1967 to 2002, which means he 
was there when the league began the two-year transition to the two-
referee system in 1998. Some believe the NHL officiating was more 
consistent when it was just a single referee making the calls. Bowman 
doesn’t believe it’s possible anymore. 

This past summer, Bowman spoke with retired NHL referee Wally Harris 
about the physical skills that a modern-day official needs in order to work 
effectively. Harris told Bowman he wasn’t much of a backward skater but 
didn’t need to be when he worked. 

Now? The referee’s edgework is as important to them as it is for NHL 
players. There’s an athletic component to NHL officiating that isn’t 
required in any other major sport. Basketball comes closest, but the 
physical demands of hockey — fitness, and simply the ability to skate 
well — sometimes does restrict the potential pool of NHL officials. 

“What Scotty says is true,” agreed Walkom. “If you can’t skate at a 
Division I level, you have no chance of being on the NHL team. ALSO: 
What Scotty said was also true in terms of sightlines. We call the game 
with such precision today. Sometimes that gets lost in the broadcast 
because if you’re looking at a TV view, you’re looking down on the game. 
Sometimes, it would serve everyone if they would look at it from where 
the official was. 

“We all know what the standard is, so it’s easy to point out the obvious 
(when a call is missed). It’s another to recognize how quick it happened 
and the precision necessary to make that call in real time.” 

The changing of the officiating guard 

According to the website Scouting The Refs, multiple retirements over 
the past two seasons, combined with the fact that no new hires were 
made ahead of the 2020-21 season, means almost a dozen new officials 
will be working NHL games this season. In their normal progression up 
the ladder, before a referee or a linesman gets a full-time NHL gig, they 
spend time, shuttling back and forth between the NHL and AHL. 

This year, three referees transitioned full-time to the NHL: Furman South, 
Corey Syvret and Michael Markovic. Their part-time positions, dividing 
time between the AHL and NHL, were filled with four new faces: Justin 
Kea, Carter Sandlak, Cody Beach and Jordan Samuels-Thomas (a 
former contributor to The Athletic). Additionally, five linesmen were 
promoted full-time from the AHL to the NHL and were replaced by five 
new recruits. 

Beach and Justin Johnson, one of the new AHL/NHL linesmen, were 
hired from the WHL, which Muench estimated has been graduating to the 
next level about an official a year for the past 10 years. 

Just as the WHL acts as a development league for players and coaches, 
it does the same for referees and linesmen. 

Nowadays, recruiting younger officials comes from two separate streams: 
Officials who start early and grow into it, and encouraging former players 
to give it a try. 

And while the ability to skate well is mandatory for any referee, Muench 
said it isn’t the most important quality. 

“When you look at officials, the best ones come as a package,” Muench 
said. “They can skate. They have good judgment. They have awareness. 
They carry themselves with confidence. They have the ability to take 
charge. And probably something we need to talk more about is 
communication. The best officials also know how to communicate 
effectively.” 

What’s next? 

According to Bowman, television — and specifically, the use of televised 
replays — is the main reason why the noise surrounding officiating has 
grown so much louder. 

“We, as spectators, are all getting more than one view of a play. We don’t 
make a judgment on a play with the initial call. We make it on the replay 
and seeing it three or four times. We can say, ‘oh, look at that. That was 
charging.’ But the referee on the ice doesn’t have that luxury. He has to 
see it in real time. 

“I always felt there should be some mechanism that gives the official the 
ability to look at a play again. You couldn’t do it continually because you 
want to keep the game moving along… But there should be some way.” 

Bowman’s point is hard to dispute: The person with the ultimate call also 
currently has the least amount of information to make the call. Referees 
usually don’t get a second chance to get a call right. More reviews might 
be the answer, but more reviews would slow the game down and 
according to Walkom, there is little appetite for that. 

The challenge thus becomes using the new technologies effectively to 
help get calls right, while keeping the games moving along. One 
possibility is to use Bluetooth technology to help officials communicate in 
real-time on the ice. That experiment could be coming to an NHL arena 
soon, said Walkom. 

“I can’t predict exactly what the future’s going to be, but we’re constantly 
reviewing technologies,” said Walkom. “We always look at: What can we 
do with technology that doesn’t disrupt the flow of the game but allows us 
to be better. 

“Plays where there’s a scramble at the net, and there’s a loose puck, 
wouldn’t it be great if the outside supporting official could say, in real 
time, ‘the puck’s loose.’ So, then we don’t have the quick whistle. Is there 
a way of having some kind of earpiece so that you can communicate on 
the ice that way?” 

One other possibility would be putting a senior referee, who may no 
longer be able to keep up with the play on the ice, in the press box, on a 
headset, to communicate with the officials on the ice and provide a bird’s 
eye view that would mirror what fans see. 

Ferraro isn’t sure how an official, directing traffic from above, could be a 
viable option, even if the technology were available. 

“It’s a nice thought,” said Ferraro. “A guy in the press box can say, ‘there 
was a trip back in the neutral zone.’ So, the referee on the ice puts up his 
hand and calls something that he didn’t even see himself? Can you not 
see the mess that might become?” 

The one thing the league cannot do, according to Button, is continue 
appealing to the lowest common denominator. 

“If you’re not good enough to defend against McDavid, it doesn’t mean 
you should get to hook and hold him and slash him,” said Button. “I’ve 
had this discussion with coaches and players and former players and 
they say, ‘well, how are we supposed to defend him? My answer is 
‘Better find a different way.’ 

“Brendan Shanahan had one of the best lines I ever heard, back when he 
was working for the NHL. He said, ‘the game we played is not the game 
the players are playing today.’” 
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As part of this summer’s officials camp, Walkom said referees were also 
given a primer on how to properly announce a penalty in front of the 
television cameras and to a live audience in the building. 

According to Walkom, it’s not something everyone on his staff was 
comfortable with. But they’re being asked to adjust to new realities 
wherever they may arise, small and large. 

“That’s the thing when you talk about officiating, you’re never perfect,” 
Walkom said. “There’s always something that needs to be tweaked and 
finetuned. We always have to be sensitive to where change happens in 
the game. You clean up hooking, then they start slashing. Then you get 
slashing cleaned up, but crosschecking is a little over the top. 

“We don’t know where the game is going, but we have to be conscious of 
the fact that it isn’t static. It’s dynamic. It’s always changing — and our 
group has to change with it.” 
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The Athletic / NHL 2021-22 Stanley Cup playoff chances and projected 
standings 

 

By Dom Luszczyszyn  

Oct 12, 2021   

 

Welcome to our NHL projections and probabilities page where you will 
find each team’s projected point total, its probability of making the 
playoffs, and its odds of advancing to each subsequent round, including 
winning the Stanley Cup. 

The projections are based on 50,000 simulations of the remainder of the 
season, which factors in each team’s projected strength, current health, 
and their strength of schedule (which includes opponent strength, venue 
and rest). Each team’s projected strength is based on the projected value 
of the players on its roster based on Game Score Valued Added (GSVA) 
and can be found at the bottom of the article, along with a link to team 
depth charts containing projected GSVA values for each player. You can 
read more about GSVA and the model here. 

The probabilities listed above are based on each team’s expected win 
percentage which is outlined below. The below percentages are based 
on a team’s healthy roster with injury timelines factored into the equation. 

For a closer look at how each team is currently rated and why, you can 
examine each team’s depth chart by division at the links below. Depth 
charts will be updated weekly and will reflect current injuries. 
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The Athletic / What to expect from ESPN’s NHL coverage: ‘A chance to 
be brand new’ 

 

By Sean Shapiro  

Oct 12, 2021  

  

For starters, the theme song is back. 

When it comes to ESPN and the NHL, one of the most pressing 
questions, both internally and externally, centered around whether the 

ESPN NHL theme would be making a return as the network re-embarks 
on its journey as the national TV partner for the first time since 2004. 

“The song will be back, guaranteed. Other than that, everything else has 
a chance to be brand new,” said Jeff Dufine, ESPN’s NHL producer. “It’s 
an exciting time around ESPN with this, everyone is feeling energized 
that we have hockey back.” 

Dufine has produced “Sunday Night Baseball” at ESPN and will be the 
lead producer for NHL game coverage, which kicks off Tuesday with a 
doubleheader featuring the Tampa Bay Lightning raising their 2021 
Stanley Cup banner before a game against the Pittsburgh Penguins, and 
the NHL debut game for the Seattle Kraken, fittingly, visiting their older 
expansion cousin in Vegas. 

“It’s gonna be exciting to get this kicked off,” Dufine said. “I think we’ve 
got a really good opportunity to start strong.” 

ESPN’s return to the NHL as the “A” package carrier has been one of the 
most-discussed topics since the league and network finalized a seven-
year deal worth $2.8 billion. The NHL also has a “B” package deal with 
Turner Sports, which will carry national games on TNT. As the season 
begins, The Athletic is taking a look at what to expect from each 
broadcast partner. Richard Deitsch has the details on Turner’s coverage 
here. 

There’s excitement in Bristol, Conn., and within the league offices in New 
York, and belief on both fronts that the new television deal will help better 
a sport that’s desperate to grab a larger audience share in the United 
States, especially coming out of the COVID-19 pandemic. 

“The TV money is probably less than we would have expected, honestly,” 
one NHL team executive said. “But the fact the games are on ESPN, and 
the other potential with that deal, that to me could have a huge impact for 
us as a sport.” 

Like it or not, ESPN is still seen as one of the standard-bearers for sport 
in the United States. Walk into any bar or restaurant, or look at the 
monitors in an airport, ESPN is the default sports offering. And since 
2004 the attitude toward hockey at ESPN has been laissez-faire — the 
sport exists, but there was no real effort to cover it or promote it. 

That attitude has changed. The night that ESPN secured the NHL TV 
rights there was an internal push to move hockey into the “A” block of 
SportsCenter, and with the new TV deal ESPN has launched an actual 
studio show dedicated to hockey — “The Point,” which will air on 
terrestrial TV. 

Yes, if you watch ESPN regularly, it’s clear hockey is still playing fourth 
fiddle to the NBA, NFL and MLB. On Monday, for instance, Penguins star 
Sidney Crosby was scheduled to appear at halftime of ESPN’s “Monday 
Night Football” broadcast before news of Jon Gruden resigning as 
Raiders coach broke and bumped the segment to postgame. But the 
sport at least has a seat at the table of coverage as opposed to being 
completely iced out. NHL commissioner Gary Bettman was on ABC’s 
“Good Morning America” on Monday, something that doesn’t happen 
without the ESPN-NHL deal. 

So what can we expect from ESPN’s coverage, which everyone at the 
network has already heralded as an opportunity, along with the new 
rivals at Turner, to change how the sport is viewed and covered? 

When talking to those at ESPN and the league, the buzzword and catch-
all phrase that often comes up is “access.” Access to the game, access 
to better camera angles, access to better technology, access to more 
viewers. You name it, you can find a way to fit the word access in front of 
it. 

“The way we document the game will be different than we did 20 years 
ago,” said Mark Gross, ESPN’s senior vice president, production and 
remote events. “Part of that is access to which we look to be in a good 
place right now with the league and with the players association, with 
more specifics to come.” 

Some of those specifics will be unveiled before our eyes on Tuesday 
during the opening-night doubleheader. According to Dufine, ESPN will 
get creative with camera angles to find what works, and while telling the 
game story, ESPN wants to be able to highlight speed and creativity 
within the sport. 
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“It’s the fastest game for a reason. Let’s make sure we are showing that,” 
Dufine said. “That’s something we can do with cameras and graphics, 
and to some extent analytics. These are incredible athletes, we want to 
make sure we are finding ways to highlight that.” 

Dufine and others at ESPN also admitted that the finished product is still 
to be defined. Their ethos will hold true, but what works and what doesn’t 
within the game broadcast will be up for interpretation and alteration as 
the season goes along. 

ESPN also says that it will try to better bring out personalities in players 
in broadcasts — a noble cause, but also something that’s likely more 
dependent on the players themselves than any broadcast or television 
network. Those at ESPN will say that players are excited about the sport 
being back on ESPN, but it’s more of a nice narrative than any true 
indicator that it’ll shake up how players talk with a microphone in front of 
them. 

There’s also a grand experiment going on within the studio, both on the 
pre-game and intermission shows and the studio show, “The Point.” 

Both ESPN and Turner are looking for hockey’s answer to Turner’s 
“Inside The NBA.” For ESPN, it meant hiring the likes of Mark Messier 
and Chris Chelios as analysts, while former NHL goalie Kevin Weekes 
will play a do-it-all role as both an analyst and insider. 

“I think that the NBA with (Charles) Barkley and (Shaquille O’Neal), they 
do an awesome job, partly because they’re really funny. But at the same 
time, they hit the topics. They have an opinion,” Messier said. 

Messier added that he felt it was something he will try to emulate on 
ESPN, while he also thinks bringing a more in-depth look at why a play 
happened would help educate viewers. 

“Something like that,” Messier said. “Maybe Xs and Os, maybe a little 
more entertainment, maybe a little more education.” 

“Hockey is such a great sport, live TV, it’s a little tricky because of the 
speed and cameras,” Chelios said. “Like Mess said, just explaining how 
things happen, breaking down for a person that doesn’t understand the 
game as well might be a good way to try and educate them and teach 
them, like Mess says, how the goal happened and why guys were getting 
beat out of the corner. 

“I don’t know what the word would be, but I think we can bring by playing 
— my knowledge on defense, I guess, might be able to make the fans 
understand a little better on what happened,” Chelios added. “That 
should be something I should be able to add a lot to.” 

Weekes, who still does work at NHL Network as well, noted that his faith 
in ESPN’s success starts with production behind the camera. 

“You can feel it: People at ESPN understand and get the sport. They may 
not have had the sport for a long time, but the people behind the scenes 
are hockey fans, and they get it,” Weekes said. “That’s big to me. That’s 
big that ESPN has people on the back end that understand the sport, 
people that will allow us on camera to be ourselves and talk about the 
sport we love.” 

Hopefully, it’s a contrast to what hockey fans have been used to on NBC. 
The NBC studio show was more formulaic and was required to check 
certain, rather vanilla boxes, while people within the league offices have 
also noted how it looked like NBC was “mailing it in,” after it decided not 
to match the national TV rights deal that was signed with ESPN and 
eventually Turner. 

Another thing that stands out about ESPN’s coverage plans is the 
flexibility within assignments and how the network plans to deploy talent 
across various shows and mediums. 

John Buccigross, for example, is hosting the studio show, but will also be 
doing play-by-play, including the second game of the opening-night 
doubleheader. Steve Levy will also be doing play-by-play and studio 
hosting, while Leah Hextall, Weekes and ESPN.com reporter Emily 
Kaplan will all be tackling various roles both in-studio and on in-game 
coverage. 

“I think that’s gonna be common, taking a bit of expertise and sprinkling it 
everywhere,” Buccigross said. “That’s how you build the best team, 
right?” 

There’s also flexibility within how ESPN will assign duties during a game. 
The between-the-benches analyst, one of the lasting legacies of NBC’s 
time with the league, will sometimes be a more traditional analyst, while 
Dufine says other times it’ll be better served having an expert reporter in 
that spot like Kaplan will be on opening night. 

It’s important to remember the ESPN+ component: 75 national TV games 
are exclusive to ESPN+ or Hulu subscribers (more on that here) and the 
out-of-market package is now housed within ESPN+, turning ESPN from 
an afterthought to a virtual necessity for hockey fans in the United States. 

If hockey is really going to get a boost because of ESPN, it probably lies 
in that streaming facet. The old NHL out-of-market package, NHL.tv, had 
less than a million subscribers and, frankly, only was marketed to the 
diehard hockey fan as opposed to the general sports fan. ESPN+ has 
more than 15 million subscribers, which is a larger market share of 
potential viewers than the league ever had before with an out-of-market 
package. 

Controlling the out-of-market package and the majority of national TV 
games also creates more crossover and synergy between the two than 
existed in the past. For example, according to Ilan Ben-Hanan, ESPN’s 
SVP of programming and acquisitions, there was heavy consideration of 
which games to make ESPN+ based on the out-of-market package. 

“Think about this with the Canadian teams. Since we have the out-of-
market package, in the United States any game featuring two Canadian 
teams is already a national TV game for us unless it’s on Turner,” Ben-
Hanan said. “So that’s why we didn’t put many of those on ESPN+ in the 
national window. That was big of us to think about how we could 
maximize the two parts (national TV and out-of-market) working 
together.” 

Overall the introduction of NHL coverage is being viewed as a boost for 
ESPN, and according to Buccigross, there have been employees looking 
forward to hockey coming back for “more than a decade” and there was 
real hope ESPN and the NHL would reconcile about five years ago after 
Disney and the NHL both had ownership stake in Disney Streaming 
Services. 

“It’s been rough, frankly, at ESPN, with layoffs a couple years back and 
other things, there have been times it’s been depressing, I think the fact 
hockey is back and we are with the NHL, it feels like it’s really brought 
back some excitement to the campus,” Buccigross said. “I think we are 
going to bring that energy to the air as well on Tuesday night.” 
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The Athletic / Can Turner do for the NHL what it did for the NBA? Here’s 
what to expect from Wayne Gretzky and Co. 

 

By Richard Deitsch  

Oct 12, 2021  

  

Turner Sports has an easy-to-digest goal when it comes to its inaugural 
season of broadcasting the National Hockey League: They want to be at 
the intersection of hockey and culture. 

Can they achieve it? Well, that is the challenge — and a significant one. 

“We want to respect the game and we want to make sure that we are 
fulfilling everything that the traditional hockey fan needs, but we also 
understand we have an equal obligation to the casual fan,” said Craig 
Barry, the executive vice president and chief content officer for Turner 
Sports. “This is reminiscent in our NBA coverage. We’re interested in 
informing and entertaining and making sure that we’re making a deep 
connection with hardcore and casual fans. And we do that through 
making sure that we can get closer to the game. There hasn’t been a lot 
of exposure for hockey players so we want to create more access. We 
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want to let people know who these guys are — what they listen to, what 
they wear, what they do when they’re not playing hockey, what their 
family is about. We want to give people an opportunity to be a little more 
emotionally connected.” 

The journey officially begins this week as Turner debuts its regular-
season coverage on Wednesday (TNT will air a doubleheader featuring 
the Rangers at the Capitals at 7:30 p.m. ET, followed by the Blackhawks 
at the Avalanche at 10 p.m. ET) after acquiring the NHL as a media 
property this summer. WarnerMedia reached a seven-year deal with the 
NHL for one of the two national media packages (ESPN has the other) 
following the conclusion of NBC Sports’ run as the league’s longtime 
broadcast incumbent. As the season begins, The Athletic is taking a look 
at what to expect from each broadcast partner. Sean Shapiro has the 
details on ESPN’s coverage here. 

Turner’s deal is worth $225 million per season and includes showing the 
Stanley Cup Final for three of those seven seasons. The inaugural 
broadcast schedule features 50 games, with exclusive coverage on 25 
Wednesday nights throughout the season. Starting in spring 2022, the 
network will add seven weeks of Sunday afternoon telecasts for March 
and April. TNT will also be the home of the NHL’s marquee outdoor 
games this season. Barry said Turner Sports has 200 staffers working on 
the NHL, including 100 that were hired over the past few months to work 
on the property. 

Turner’s on-air group includes many familiar faces to NHL fans. Kenny 
Albert is the company’s lead play-by-play voice and will work with analyst 
Eddie Olczyk. Both had long tenures with NBC Sports. Brendan Burke 
and Darren Pang form the other broadcast team. Keith Jones will provide 
ice-level analysis on games, with Jennifer Botterill, Jackie Redmond and 
Tarik El-Bashir contributing to telecasts. Former referee Don Koharski 
will serve as a rules analyst. 

The studio coverage features host Liam McHugh (another longtime NBC 
Sports alum), alongside analysts Anson Carter, Rick Tocchet, Paul 
Bissonnette and Wayne Gretzky. The NHL’s all-time leading scorer will 
appear on two dozen or so shows and be a regular fixture in the 
postseason. Turner has built a state-of-the-art studio set with projection 
technology across every screen featuring over 1,000 square feet of LED 
tiles, totaling over 400 tiles that reach up to 13 feet high and the ability for 
the audience to see a 360-degree set. 

“Building this thing from ground zero is exciting because you get to have 
your fingerprints all over what we’re trying to accomplish as a team in the 
studio,” Carter said. “It’s an opportunity to tap into different audiences. 
You’re on TNT, TBS and HLN. It’s a great moment for the game of 
hockey. I think it’s good for hockey fans that you have two networks 
going head-to-head trying to provide the best coverage period for the 
game of hockey. We’re not trying to be the ‘Inside the NBA’ show 
because there’s only one show like that. You can’t recreate ‘Friends’ or 
‘The Cosby Show’ or ‘Seinfeld.’ But what you can do is lean on people 
that have been involved in quality shows to help give you direction to 
hopefully create your own magic as well.” 

Carter lives in Atlanta, so Turner Sports is a geographical dream 
compared to his previous travel from Atlanta to Stamford, Conn. (the 
headquarters of NBC Sports). He now has a 15-minute commute by car. 
Carter said he had a number of practice shows with Turner during the 
summer after the Stanley Cup Final where he and McHugh would have 
discussions with potential analysts Turner had brought in for a tryout. 
That group included Bissonnette, who ultimately landed a spot. 

“We had conversations with coaches, insiders, former players,” Carter 
said. “A lot of new faces came through. I was pretty excited that whoever 
would be part of our group, they were fresh faces and they were going to 
have a different spin on what was happening in the world of hockey.” 

Gretzky, to be blunt, has never come off like a dynamic television figure 
in previous interviews, but he does possess a resume no other sports 
studio host can match. In short, he is not Charles Barkley (nor Kenny 
Smith or Shaquille O’Neal, for that matter) when it comes to a broadcast 
presence. The success of the studio show when Gretzky is on — at least 
it says here — will be in not deferring to him because of his star and 
finding opportunities where he can use his own reservoir of personal 
stories and experience in the game to help provide knowledge for 
viewers. Gretzky offered his reasons for taking the job in an interview 
with the Associated Press. 

“Look, I mean, I don’t think we’ve ever once even thought of that 
comparison (to Barkley),” Barry said. “I understand the comparison, but I 
don’t think we’ve ever once thought of that as a comparison. What’s 
great about Wayne is Wayne is unique. He was unique on the ice, and 
he’s going to be unique on our show. Wayne comes with an opportunity 
for us to look at a way to produce someone who sees the game 
differently. That’s his magic. He’s going to open the door for us where 
we’re going to have to take advantage of his passion and knowledge for 
the game. This is a situation where all of the talent have to be treated 
individually. You have to understand what their strengths and 
weaknesses are, and you really have to lean into them.” 

“He’s the Wayne Gretzky of hockey, he’s not the Wayne Gretzky of 
broadcasting,” Carter said. “Gretz is brand new at this too, and it’s up to 
all of us as a team to figure out how to make this work. You don’t get to 
that level without having a lot of pride and willingness to work. Gretz 
wants to be good at this. He wants to be invested in this. So it’s up to all 
of us to uplift one another during the broadcast. I don’t know what he’s 
going to be like when he comes on set for the first time and he opens his 
mouth but I know he’s Wayne Gretzky and people will be paying attention 
and tuning in.” 

Barry said he has spoken with his studio show analysts and has given 
them the choice if they want to attend preshow production meetings or 
not. The Turner Sports ethos has always been about organic reactions 
on the set in real-time. McHugh, like Ernie Johnson, will attend preshow 
meetings given his role as host. Barry said not to expect the Turner NHL 
studio show to run as long as “Inside The NBA” does after games. He 
predicted the NHL postgame shows would be closer to 30 minutes in 
duration. 

What is Turner’s philosophy on game presentation? Albert said that the 
ethos will be to entertain, educate, humanize the players and tell stories. 
Turner signed Albert to a multi-year deal and he will call the Stanley Cup 
during the years it airs on Turner. 

“One of the big takeaways that I’ve gotten out of conversations with our 
executives is that Turner is willing to try anything, even out of the box,” 
Albert said. “We’ve seen that with ‘Inside the NBA’ and on some of the 
other sports. It sounds like the mantra is to raise the coverage of hockey 
to an even higher level. I’m obviously biased regarding NBC’s coverage 
because I was there for over a decade and I was even involved with Fox 
for five years back in the late ’90s with the glowing puck, which was 
ahead of its time. To me, NBC did such a tremendous job, whether it was 
the quality of announcers or introducing the inside-the-glass position, 
which led to so many jobs both in the U.S. and Canada, to the outdoor 
games which NBC was such a huge part of. NBC certainly raised the bar. 
Again, I’m biased. I think Turner’s charge is to continue the legacy and 
raise the coverage to a higher level with both the game broadcasts and 
the studio shows.” 

How does ESPN see Turner’s upcoming coverage? Mark Gross, ESPN’s 
senior vice president, production and remote events, called them friendly 
competitors. 

“Ultimately, I think from a business standpoint, it helps all of us across 
hockey if we can grow the sport,” Gross said. “We know a lot of the 
people who work there and some of them used to work here. So I’m 
going to just call it kind of like a friendly competition. We’ll be watching 
what they do on Wednesday night. … Ultimately, everybody wins if our 
numbers are good and their numbers are good.” 

As the rights deal was being negotiated earlier in the year, Barry said he 
and existing Turner Sports production personnel were watching the 
Stanley Cup playoffs games nightly to get ideas on presentation. 

“The first thing I thought of was, how do you make the overall broadcast 
better at a higher quality?” Barry said. “That can come very passively 
where it is something as small as a way to do replays or the existing 
limitations of a REMI (Remote Integration Model). Could we do playoff-
level hockey, conference final-level hockey, for opening day or for the 
regular season? I watched how they directed games in Canada versus 
how they directed the games domestically in the U.S., and what I noticed 
was that the way the Canadian directors directed the game was faster. It 
was more innate. They cut into the corners. It just felt more immersive to 
me and I liked that. I brought that to our coordinating director, Steve 
Fiorello, to look at how the Canadian broadcasters were directed. So 
there is some of that in what we are doing. 
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“Then there’s the technology piece such as the free-flowing data coming 
in that we can utilize to help extend the game narrative,” Barry continued. 
“That could be dynamic line information, puck speed, a virtual power play 
clock, or being able to dynamically tag the players as they’re skating on 
the ice. These are all things that you have seen people touch and go on 
but not things that have been kind of utilized on a regular basis to create 
a more quality broadcast.” 

So you will certainly see Turner try new things including super-slow-
motion replays. They have opted for a minimalistic score bug and a new 
graphics package. There will also be hiccups — for instance, viewers 
could not hear Tocchet for a couple of minutes during the first-period 
intermission of an exhibition game between the Flyers and Bruins. In the 
same segment, Tocchet explained how he responded to cross-checking, 
which involved a skate in a place one would not want a skate. The 
chemistry between Carter and Tocchet looks promising. 

There are going to be viewers who naturally will compare Turner’s NHL 
coverage to its NBA coverage, but “Inside the NBA” is a once-in-a-
multiple-generation unicorn. The NHL is also a more regional game than 
the NBA, so Turner as a national carrier is going to have to develop its 
own unique presentation in order to attract fans to its product beyond 
hardcore fans of the teams playing. 

“What we do for the NBA is not a template,” Barry said. “It’s not 
something that we can pick up and put on hockey. But this idea to have a 
little bit more fun, to be entertaining, to be honest, to be imperfect, that’s 
a little bit in our DNA. For some networks, if you make a mistake, it is 
problematic. For us, it sometimes becomes part of the show. We feel 
there’s an opportunity to push hockey to a place that is a little bit more 
fun and a little bit more entertaining as long as you have the utmost 
respect for the game and understand historically the traditions of the 
game.” 

Some additional notes: 

• Carter said Turner’s studio group will not shy away from any topics of 
discussion including racism in hockey and mental health issues. 

“We’re going to address and attack these issues,” Carter said. “Turner 
Sports will be a place where we celebrate the game of hockey and we 
talk all things hockey. Sometimes that will be great and sometimes we 
will have to address things like what happened over in the Ukraine. I 
couldn’t be more thankful to be there on set with Liam and Toch because 
it doesn’t always have to be people that look like me, Black people, that 
are addressing these issues. It’s about time that we have White folks 
step up and be just as pissed off as I am about it. That’s exactly what 
happened with the broadcast last week. … 

“So we’re not going to shy away from this stuff. I can’t stress that 
enough.” 

• How does Turner view sports gambling talk during its coverage? 

“I think we kind of approach it the same way on all of our properties — 
we are most comfortable using it as an editorial resource,” Barry said. “It 
definitely drives a certain amount of engagement when you talk about 
who is favored or some of the prop bets. As long as it is part of the 
narrative for us, we feel really comfortable. Obviously, the league has its 
own position on betting. For us, it is an editorial content play. Sports 
betting continues to evolve, and we continue to see new iterations all the 
time of the integration of betting content. We feel really comfortable when 
we can have some fun with it and when it helps drive an editorial 
storyline.” 

• Obviously he’s biased, but Albert believes Gretzky can make an impact 
in broadcasting. He reflected on a memorable story from calling the 
Rangers on the radio when Gretzky played in New York. 

“When I heard Wayne Gretzky was hired, the first thing I thought back to 
was when he was with the Rangers back in the late ’90s and I was doing 
the radio, which I still am,” Albert said. “Wayne has never been a fan of 
flying, and that’s kind of well documented. He would always try to keep 
occupied on the flight so he would come up and sit in the area near the 
broadcasters and in particular, John Davidson, because they were really 
close. They would have great talks and we would just be flies on the wall 
listening to these chats during the flight. I remember being amazed at 
how much Wayne knew about everything. You could tell he followed 
hockey and watched games and really paid close attention to the other 

teams. But then he would start talking about football and basketball and 
baseball and non-sports subjects. He just seemed to know a little bit 
about everything. I remember back then saying to myself, ‘Wow, this guy 
is the greatest hockey player of all time, but he can host the sports talk 
show if you wanted to.'” 
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The Athletic / Down Goes Brown: Oddly specific predictions for every 
NHL team for the 2021-22 season 

 

By Sean McIndoe  

Oct 12, 2021  

  

Are you all predictioned out yet? 

By now you’ve read our staff picks. You’ve waded through Dom 
Luszczyszyn’s detailed projections. You’ve seen my attempt to figure out 
who’ll end up where. Hopefully, you’ve even made your own picks in the 
annual contest. And by now, you might have hit your limit. Just drop the 
puck already. 

If so, too bad, because there’s one last list of predictions to go, and 
longtime readers know what it is. Yes, it’s my annual attempt to nail a 
way-too-specific prediction for each team. This is the column in which I 
don’t just tell you who’ll be good and bad but exactly how it will happen. 
Like, in way too much detail — to the point my odds of being right about 
anything are close to zero. 

Why? Well, my predictions are always wrong anyway, so I might as well 
score some style points. It’s also fun when the occasional prediction 
comes true, which has happened a few times. And mostly, this is an 
excuse for me to dig up some weird stats on a few teams, troll a few 
others and just have some fun with this whole prediction business. 

Sound good? Let’s do this. We have 32 teams, 32 predictions and maybe 
even a correct call or two buried somewhere below. 

New York Rangers 

We set it up a few weeks ago, so let’s make it official: This is the year 
when Artemi Panarin breaks my cherished record for the most assists in 
a season by a left winger. And since that’s not oddly specific enough, 
let’s also give him a date to do it. How about April 23, when the Rangers 
visit record-holder Joe Juneau’s old team in Boston. 

Washington Capitals 

Speaking of New York, the Caps are featured in one of opening week’s 
most anticipated games, as they face the Rangers on Wednesday night 
in what many of us assume will be some sort of Tom Wilson revenge 
game. If the past few years have taught us anything, it’s that the villains 
always win, so let’s go ahead and pencil in Wilson for his inevitable 
winning goal in that contest. 

Anaheim Ducks 

One of the most amazing stats from the 2020-21 season is that the 
Ducks scored only seven goals all season at five-on-four. That seems 
like it should be impossible — it was less than half of the next-worst 
team’s total — and it shows what you can do when you combine ranking 
31st in power-play efficiency and 30th in penalty minutes drawn. Will they 
be better this year? They pretty much have to be, so let’s predict they 
manage to match those seven five-on-four goals by the time their season 
is one month old. 

New York Islanders 

The Islanders didn’t allow a single short-handed goal against last season, 
the only team in the league for which that was true. Meanwhile, the Red 
Wings were the only team in the league that didn’t score a short-handed 
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goal. They play each other three times this season, so of course Detroit 
will get a shorty in one of those games. 

Buffalo Sabres 

Remember when the Sabres and Coyotes were very bad back in 2014-
15 and they met in Buffalo, where Sabres fans cheered when the 
Coyotes won? That was fun. Both teams seem to be back to blatantly 
tanking aggressively rebuilding this year, and they face each other in 
Buffalo on Saturday. This time, the Sabres get some revenge by doing 
something they were the only team in the league never to do last year: 
win in overtime. 

Ottawa Senators 

The Senators’ first game against the Flames comes on Nov. 14, and the 
winning goal will be scored by a Tkachuk brother. But which one? Well, 
the only one who’s playing in the game, obviously. 

Chicago Blackhawks 

The Marc-Andre Fleury trade still feels like one of the offseason’s most 
shocking moments, and his first head-to-head meeting against Robin 
Lehner and the Golden Knights will get all sorts of hype. It’s going to end 
in a shutout … for Lehner. 

Arizona Coyotes 

Phil Kessel is probably getting traded this year, which isn’t really an 
especially bold prediction. But maybe this is: Whichever team acquires 
him goes on to win the Stanley Cup. 

Tampa Bay Lightning 

The last time Nikita Kucherov played a full 82-game season, he led the 
league with 128 points. He had a respectable 85 in 68 games during the 
COVID-19-shortened 2019-20. Then he didn’t play at all in the 2020-21 
regular season, although everyone was cool with that so you probably 
didn’t hear about it. What can he do this season? Let’s appeal to our love 
of nice round numbers (and tantalize those prediction contest entrants) 
by saying he ends up with exactly 100 points on the season. 

Columbus Blue Jackets 

We’re expecting a season of transition in Columbus, but how much 
change will we see? Enough that every player who gets a point on the 
Blues Jackets’ first goal of the season is no longer on the roster by the 
end of the season. 

New Jersey Devils 

Another first-goal prediction: Whoever scores the Devils’ first goal of the 
season also scores their last. 

Dallas Stars 

Do you know who Joel Hanley is? Maybe not, but the 30-year-old depth 
blueliner has been in and out of the league since 2015-16 and is on his 
third NHL team, and he holds a unique distinction: He’s the leader among 
active players for career games without scoring a goal. He’s at 81, and 
he might not play much to start the season, but let’s dip into the archives 
by saying he breaks the shutout with his first goal in his 100th career 
game. 

Detroit Red Wings 

One of the weirdest minor subplots of the season will be Alex 
Nedeljkovic’s quest to win rookie-of-the-year honors one year after he 
was a finalist for rookie-of-the-year honors. Yeah, it turns out that his 23 
games last season and previous career totals fall just under the Calder 
cutoff, so despite this being the fifth season in which he’ll appear in the 
NHL, he’s still eligible. Can he pull off the seemingly impossible feat of 
being a Calder finalist two years in a row? No, because he finishes 
fourth. 

Edmonton Oilers 

Connor McDavid, over/under 150 points on the season — what’s your 
bet? You’re wrong, because he’s going to finish with exactly that many. 

Los Angeles Kings 

The Kings were one of two teams to go through the 2021 season without 
scoring a goal at six-on-five. They make up for it in the drama department 
this season, when at some point they score a six-on-five goal with one 
second left in regulation. 

Carolina Hurricanes 

One of the early highlights of the schedule comes on Oct. 21, when the 
Hurricanes and Jesperi Kotkaniemi visit the Canadiens. I predict he will 
be booed. Not specific enough? OK, I predict he will be told he sucks in 
two official languages. Still not enough? OK, fine, let’s put him down for 
two assists while we’re at it. 

Vancouver Canucks 

Conor Garland has the sort of debut season in Vancouver that every 
Canucks fan is hoping for, playing all 82 games while posting 22 goals 
and 38 assists for 60 points. 

Minnesota Wild 

Jared Spurgeon finished second in last season’s Lady Byng voting after 
taking just three minors. Those penalties were a holding call and two 
delay-of-games, meaning he went the whole season without committing 
a single stick foul. So of course we have to have him taking one during 
the season’s first week, courtesy of the new cross-checking crackdown. 

Florida Panthers 

The Panthers certainly look like a playoff team, but there are some 
questions about whether they can break into the Atlantic’s top three or if 
they’re instead destined to finish fourth. Spoiler: It’s both, as they finish 
the season tied in points with the division’s third-place team. 

Calgary Flames 

I’m sorry. I can’t resist seeing if I can manifest yet another Jacob 
Markstrom shutout since it seems to be about the only prediction I can 
consistently get right. Let’s go ahead and give Markstrom a goose egg on 
(spins wheel) Dec. 23 against the Kraken. 

Nashville Predators 

The Predators moved a few key pieces during the offseason but still have 
a handful of big names. So, will they steal the show on deadline day? No 
… because they’ll make their biggest trade of the year the day before. 

Toronto Maple Leafs 

Auston Matthews captured the Rocket Richard by scoring at a 65-goal 
pace last season. That will be difficult to sustain over a full season, but 
he’s a favorite to break Rick Vaive’s single-season Leafs goal-scoring 
record of 54. Here’s a bigger question: Can he set the franchise record 
for the most goals in a season and postseason combined? That’s 58, 
held by Dave Andreychuk from 1993 to 1994. Let’s say Matthews ends 
up matching that record exactly. 

Boston Bruins 

The Bruins were the only team last year that never lost a game in 
regulation when they led after one period and also never lost in 
regulation when they led after two. You know where this is going. They 
lead at both intermissions in the opener against Dallas, then lose in 
regulation. 

Seattle Kraken 

We have to do a “first goal in franchise history” prediction, right? 
Normally, I’d say I should up the difficulty level by avoiding any obvious 
offensive threats, but I’m not sure the Kraken have any. So let’s go with 
Brandon Tanev. 

Colorado Avalanche 

The Avalanche had just one shootout last season, and the hockey gods 
bless them for it. The only team that had fewer was Edmonton, with zero. 
The two teams play three times late in the season, starting on March 21, 
and let’s say two of those games will go into shootouts. 

Philadelphia Flyers 
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Carter Hart was very bad last season. Flyers fans might have heard 
about that. I have no idea if he’ll be any good this year, but he’ll at least 
tease us with some early hope, as he posts a shutout in his first start. 

Winnipeg Jets 

I get the sense I’m higher on the Jets than most heading into the season. 
How high? Let’s go with them finishing fifth overall. 

St. Louis Blues 

It’s an annual tradition for this column, so let’s make the Blues our pick 
for the team that some people think will be much better and some people 
think will be much worse and instead just annoys us by posting the same 
record as last year. Prorated over a full season, that means they finish 
with 92 points. 

San Jose Sharks 

I think the Sharks will be bad this season, but they have a chance to be 
respectably bad. That’s my nice way of saying they’ll lead the league in 
loser points. 

Vegas Golden Knights 

Here’s a fun Golden Knights fact: They were the only team to go through 
the 2020-21 regular season without giving up an overtime goal, and then 
the very first goal they allowed in the playoffs came in overtime. That’s 
cool, right? No? It might just be me. Anyway, they’re losing to the Kraken 
on Tuesday night in overtime. 

Pittsburgh Penguins 

The Penguins trading for a goalie during the season doesn’t really qualify 
as a bold prediction, and saying it will be Fleury just smacks of wishful 
thinking. So let’s pick someone else. We want a veteran with a Cup ring, 
a low cap hit and pending UFA status, preferably one who’s playing on a 
team that might be looking to move a goalie during the season. We’d 
also like him to be good, but this is a Brian Burke team, so that part is 
optional. Wait … is that Braden Holtby’s music? 

Montreal Canadiens 

Finally, I apparently have to tread carefully with my Habs prediction since 
I mentioned them twice last year and got both predictions right. No, that 
wasn’t a good thing. Thanks for asking. I’m going to use my powers for 
good this year by manifesting a moment that would be a feel-good story 
and also just genuinely cool: This is the year when Carey Price scores a 
goal. 
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The Athletic / NHL Player Tiers: Top 100 skaters ranked in groups from 
Connor McDavid to Ivan Provorov 

 

The Athletic NHL Staff  

Oct 12, 2021   

 

Our aim at The Athletic back in January was simple, perhaps deceptively 
so: Meld analytics and the eye test to determine where NHL skaters 
rated heading in the truncated 2021 season. The top 100 to be exact. 

Now, with another Lightning Stanley Cup behind us and a hopefully 
normal slate of games ahead, our endgame is the same. We want this to 
be more than one person’s player rankings. We want it to be more than 
the results of a mathematical model. We want it to be more than the 
collated opinions of Hockey People. 

We want this to be the most complete, contextualized collection of who 
matters most in the NHL that you can find. Anywhere. 

Starting as a conversation between Dom Luszczyszyn, Corey Pronman 
and Sean Gentille, with Dom’s model as a baseline, we spent hours on 
Zoom shifting players up and down, debating the merits of each player’s 
individual value. Then, as the responses arrived from scouting staffs, 
analytics departments and front offices, we shifted again. We debated 
again. We merged quantifiable data with our own intuitions and 
observations. Again. 

Nobody has all the answers. No model, nor any set of eyeballs, is 
beyond reproach. Different people value different characteristics. 
Synthesizing all of that here — the data, the debates, the conclusions — 
is, in fact, the point. And that doesn’t mean the debate is over either, as 
we’re sure you’ll let us know in the comments. 

The result, below, is our final version of many. 

Before we get to our tier-by-tier look at how each player fell where he did, 
let’s get a few bits out of the way. Game Score Value Added, or GSVA, 
listed as the first stat in the charts, is the resulting metric of Dom’s model, 
a one-stat-fits-all valuation of a player. The other stats are projected stats 
for the 2020-21 season — goals, assists, points, individual expected 
goals, penalty differential and five-on-five (offensive and defensive) 
impact, plus an adjustment for the difficulty of each player’s minutes. 

As for the groupings themselves: Tier 1 is the MVP-caliber best-of-the-
best. Tier 2 is franchise players Cup contenders are built around. Tier 3 
is made up of All-Star difference-makers. Tier 4 are bonafide top-pair and 
top-line guys. 

Each tier is divided into two (or three) sub-tiers. The gap between 
lettered groups is smaller than the ones between numbered groups. In 
other words, the difference between players in 1A and 1B is less 
significant than 1B and 2A. 

Let’s dive in. 

The Big Debate: Tier CMD? 

We would never deviate from our structure. Never. NEVER. But when 
Seth Partnow first assembled his NBA tiers, the inspiration for this 
project, he noted a theoretical Tier 1A-plus. It’s for the truly special 
talents. The ones so far above the rest of the league that simply having 
them with the rest didn’t feel quite right. They were in a tier of their own 
within that top tier. Not just elite — ultra-elite. 

The question before last season was whether Connor McDavid deserved 
that treatment. Specifically, it was about whether his defense held him 
back enough to call his “undisputed, lock-down best on the planet” status 
into question. 

A regular season for the ages gave us the answer we needed. McDavid 
scored 105 points in 56 games. He was a two-way force. His defense 
was strong. “Holy shit” goals weren’t a question of “if,” they were a 
question of “when” and “how many.” On balance, he played close to an 
absurd seven-win pace. Naturally, he was the league’s unanimous MVP. 
No one was better, and no one was close. By projected GSVA, there’s a 
massive gap between McDavid and the rest, a 0.7-win difference. 

Despite it all, there are those that aren’t yet convinced. 

Several NHL sources didn’t feel McDavid had separated himself enough, 
particularly from Nathan MacKinnon. “(MacKinnon) has so much power in 
his game, he’s shown he can translate it into playoff performance, which 
we’re still waiting for from McDavid,” one said. 

Edmonton’s inability to surround McDavid with the same level of talent 
that Colorado has with MacKinnon probably shouldn’t be held against 
McDavid. Still, some analysts agree the separation isn’t as stark as, 
perhaps, you’d think. 

“I think his season last year was clearly ahead,” one said, “but looking 
ahead to this year I wouldn’t put him in that status.” 

Matthews proves he belongs 

With a consensus Big Three at the top, it’s tough to have much debate 
over Tier 1A. There weren’t many on our panel who argued against 
McDavid and MacKinnon as the league’s two most impactful players, or 
that Auston Matthews belongs right next to them. 
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The trio finished 1-2-3 in Hart Trophy voting last season, which was in 
line with our preseason rankings. There wasn’t too much debate from the 
panel then, though some fans felt Matthews had some work ahead of 
himself. It was an argument he quickly silenced with an incredible 
season, scoring at a torrid 65-goal pace. 

Thanks to his elite goal-scoring and offensive ability, Matthews is 
projected to be the only other player besides McDavid to deliver five wins 
of value next season. But MacKinnon is right there with him by GSVA, 
due to his duel-threat, play-making ability. Still, Matthews’ finishing is 
unparalleled. That helped make their on-ice numbers eerily similar, with 
both posting expected and actual goal numbers well north of 60 percent 
at five-on-five last season. Matthews’ defensive game grew as he 
became a much better two-way player, even if scouts don’t think that’s 
ever going to be what he’s known for. 

MacKinnon has obviously shown much more in the playoffs so far, and 
that’s a major hurdle left to be climbed for Matthews. But that’s a 
discussion for a different day. 

The Big Debate: Is Makar alone? 

By GSVA, no defenseman has ever been projected to deliver four wins of 
value until Cale Makar. He’s a smooth-skating puck-mover who can do 
magical things to score and drive play. No defenseman can do what he 
does with the puck, and his ability to both skate and break the puck out 
and up the ice is second-to-none. If not for an injury last season, it 
would’ve likely been his name on the Norris Trophy in 2021. 

Like McDavid’s overall stranglehold on the rest of the league’s skaters, 
there is distinct separation between Makar and the rest of the league’s 
defensemen, according to GSVA. That argument held less water for our 
panel and us. 

Was Makar truly worthy of his own tier? Should he share the spotlight 
with last year’s actual Norris trophy winner, Adam Fox? What about 
Victor Hedman, last year’s undisputed best defenseman? The reviews 
from the panel were mixed. 

“I love Makar as much as anyone but I’d have a hard time saying he’s 
clearly above those two, particularly Hedman,” one executive said. 

Contextualizing Hedman 

One of the big issues with leaning purely on analytics, let alone a model 
that attempts to distill it all down into one number, is a lack of context. No 
analyst would deny it, and it’s a crucial bit to remember, particularly in the 
case of Hedman. 

If not for a late-season injury that he chose to play through, he’d be right 
there with Makar in terms of value. His projected GSVA at the end of late 
March was roughly 3.5 wins. As TV owners, we know what he’s capable 
of come playoff time, so he would’ve been worthy of the extra reverence. 
The Stanley Cup champion bump is real. Though Hedman’s season, on 
the whole, wasn’t as strong as, say, his 2019-20, the injury made it 
difficult to justify moving him down from 1B. We tried — one or two of us 
did, actually — but were rebuked by the panel. 

None of the NHL sources we polled held Hedman’s regular season 
against him. They unanimously felt he deserved to be right at the top of 
the list: “The playoffs answered any concerns.” 

Now Hedman is 30, so the new concern will be age. There’s a chance 
that was in play last season — not just his injury. His five-on-five 
numbers weren’t as dominant as usual, even when he was healthy, so 
the 2021-22 campaign will be very telling. 

Draisaitl and Kucherov stay put 

If there’s a case for anyone to join the Big Three it’s Leon Draisaitl and 
Nikita Kucherov, two players who have actually won Hart trophies. Can 
MacKinnon and Matthews say that? Nope. 

Still, there wasn’t much of any pushback from the panel to include either. 
With Draisaitl, the scoring remains exceptional, but the defensive 
numbers — plus playing with McDavid — override that. His scoring likely 
wouldn’t be nearly as prolific without playing with McDavid, and his two-
way play does lag behind Tier 1A. That’s the main thing holding him 
back. 

For Kucherov, the last two playoffs have been full-stop exceptional, 
perhaps enough to provide the necessary bump. Our preference for 
centers over wingers ultimately hurt him, as did his lesser defensive 
numbers. Playing with Brayden Point, who does a lot of the puck-carrying 
legwork for the line, didn’t help either; it was difficult to discern who the 
“true” driver was. Is there any similar debate among Tier 1A? Another 
nope. 

Sticking with Sid 

“In a big game, Crosby is still the player I want the most on my team,” 
said one scout. 

“I think you’re pushing it with Crosby, but I get it,” said an analyst. 

This is a forward-focused approach for 2021-22. To have 34-year-old 
Sidney Crosby still in the highest tier shows the respect in NHL circles 
that still exists for his game and his ability to elevate it when it counts. 
The time is coming where he’s no longer in the league’s upper echelon, 
but that will be decided by him and no one else. 

His determination is what has always set him apart, and even though 
there are signs of decline in his game, it’s not enough to doubt him as a 
bonafide top 10 player. The difference in GSVA is pretty clear between 
him and the rest of the tier, and it’s why this placement was indeed 
pushing it. But he’s Sid. You don’t bet against Sid. 

The Big Debate: Who drives Boston’s bus? 

Trying to rank the three members of “The Perfection Line” was a tough 
exercise. We called various NHL sources and had at least one say each 
of Patrice Bergeron, Brad Marchand and David Pastrnak were the 
engine. “It’s Bergeron’s line,” said one executive. “When you have an 
elite two-way center with his brain and motor it makes the wingers that 
much better.” 

The case for the goal-scorer: “Pastrnak took a small step back last 
season, but you look at what he’s done the last few years combined, the 
tremendous skill, vision, goal-scoring ability, he has to be the top guy on 
that line,” said another executive. 

Ultimately, we decided to nudge Marchand a half tier ahead of his 
linemates. He’s been so dominant over a significant period of time, one 
of the game’s best play-makers with a reliably high level of skill, pace and 
competitiveness, and a big-time playoff reputation. He’s a large part of 
the line’s play-driving excellence. 

Though some NHL folks agreed, they weren’t overly convinced. “I think 
Marchand is probably the top of those three, but it feels weird to have 
them separated,” said one source. “That was interesting that of the three 
Boston guys you had Marchand clearly ahead of the other two guys. I 
don’t know that I necessarily disagree with it, but it wouldn’t have been 
my first instinct,” said another. 

McAvoy crashes Fox’s party 

Through our various drafts we had Makar, Hedman and Adam Fox as the 
clear top three defensemen. But as we went through the process and 
solicited opinions, Charlie McAvoy crept his way up, and eventually, the 
two former U.S. NTDP and Long Island Gulls defender ended up in the 
same group. 

The panel thought McAvoy was closer to Fox than he was to the other 
defensemen in 2B, where he was initially slotted. He’s a great skater who 
plays hard, makes a lot of stops and can do whatever is asked of him. 
Beyond that, he’s one of the game’s best puck-movers and has shown 
he can be a true top two-way defenseman in the NHL. 

The initial argument against bumping him up was on offense, as he’s 
rarely been used on the top power play. He’s always been good but not 
amazing at creating offense, but he showed in the playoffs last spring he 
had much more to offer. Some NHL people thought he should’ve been 
elevated even higher. “My instinct says that if I’m building a D-core, I’m 
starting with McAvoy over Fox,” said one source. 

Fox deserves a jump upward after starting last season in Tier 4B. 
Analytically, he was close to both Makar and Quinn Hughes in his rookie 
season, but many thought he still had a lot to prove. The proof? A Norris 
Trophy. 
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Fox’s combination of skill and vision is truly elite and might make him the 
best passer in the league. He makes unique plays consistently and that 
produced some eye-popping point totals last season. Early criticisms of 
his size and skating have not held him back, and he’s even shown he 
can add “competent NHL defender” to his tremendous offensive profile. 
He delivered incredible two-way impacts in tough, shutdown minutes. 

There were some big Fox advocates in the NHL world, too. “He’s closer 
to Makar, Hedman than those other players for me, even if I wouldn’t 
necessarily have him there,” said one scout. 

We debated elevating Fox. Some scouts thought he belonged in the top 
tier with Makar and Hedman. Most evaluators see a small gap between 
him and Makar and Hedman due to skating ability (which Fox, for all his 
gifts, can’t match) that allows them to accomplish different things on the 
ice. 

Mitch and Mikko: Running mates 

Matthews and MacKinnon are their team’s superheroes, but it never 
hurts to have a sidekick. That’s Mitch Marner and Mikko Rantanen, elite 
enough to be worthy of 2A in their own right as consistent top scorers 
and dynamic, difference-making wings. 

Rantanen has great size, skill, vision and finishing ability. Marner is an 
elite playmaker with solid two-way play. “He is one of those guys who just 
makes your power play better immediately. And he can do it while also 
bringing it at even strength. That’s worth a lot,” said one source about 
Marner. 

Marner is the subject of the ultimate “but the playoffs” debate. In the 
regular season, he’s a superstar, a leading scorer in the league last 
season. But he hasn’t scored a playoff goal since 2019. There were 
scouts adamant about lowering him due to his playoff performances. 

“It’s such a small sample, I know. But it’s hard to unsee the playoffs, and 
I have a hard time seeing him ahead of a couple of those guys in 2B,” 
said one source. 

Others didn’t think we should place such huge emphasis on his 
postseason. We thought the talent level was too high to drop him any 
lower. 

Almost Tier 1 … but not quite 

There were three players from 2A who got serious consideration for the 
MVP tier: Artemi Panarin, Aleksander Barkov and Brayden Point. 

“Did your panel watch any of the playoffs the last two years?” said one 
executive when he saw we had Point at 2A. 

“You don’t have Barkov in MVP caliber? If it was me, I might have him 
higher,” said another source. 

“I have a very hard time arguing with someone who had Panarin there,” 
said a third source. “I think Kucherov is clearly ahead of him, but I might 
have him in the same tier as Draisaitl and Crosby. If somebody were 
going to move up, that’s who I’d move up.” 

The arguments for all three are reasonable. Panarin makes plays 
whenever he touches the puck, and his ability to create high-danger 
chances is nearly unparalleled. His point production last season was 
identical to the season before, when he was a Hart finalist. Point is a 
leading reason for Tampa’s two Cups, bringing a ton of speed, skill and 
compete to every shift. He’s one of the game’s best at carrying the puck 
up ice. Barkov is one of the best all-around players in the league, 
capable of elevating players picked up off the scrap heap into top-line 
talents. 

The argument comes down to whether we felt comfortable putting any of 
those three names next to Draisaitl and Kucherov. We didn’t see Point or 
Barkov creating enough offense by themselves to be elevated to Tier 1B, 
even with Barkov coming off a bulldozer of a season. Panarin, a dip in 
five-on-five impacts aside, might have been the toughest call. As Sean 
asked during our deliberations, “Why did he drop, exactly?” The 
rationale: We were more comfortable with him in the Barkov-Point group. 
If one got the bump, shouldn’t all of them follow? 

There was uncertainty with all these players, though, and if you leave an 
angry comment insisting they should be higher, we won’t necessarily 
disagree. Much. 

Gem Stone 

When Mark Stone’s name came up, both within our panel and among 
NHL sources, there was no hesitation. He’s been a leading player on a 
top team and has established himself as one of the very best wingers in 
the league, with outsized impacts at both ends of the ice. When young 
forwards come up with size, skill, two-way ability but so-so skating, 
almost every NHL scout brings up Stone. 

The Big Debate: Is Dougie Hamilton really a franchise player? 

Oh, the Dougie wars – will they ever end? No. The answer is no. 

Every question ever posed about Hamilton and his game was debunked 
shortly after. Can he handle opposing team’s best players? Can he 
quarterback a top power play? Can he eat big minutes? Can he play 
defense? 

Answered. Answered. Answered. Answered. For those dubious about 
that last one, he’s led Carolina in expected and actual goals against per 
60 in two seasons running — even if he hasn’t looked great doing it. 

Last year’s big question: “OK, he had a Norris-caliber season, can he do 
it again?” 

Answered. 

And so we left him in Tier 2B, exactly where he was last season and 
already a step down from where the model had him at the start. We 
anticipated “The Dougie Tax,” in other words, but preemptively dropping 
him still wasn’t enough. Every source had an opinion one way or another, 
with many veering towards the negative. 

“Dougie is not a player I trust,” said one executive. “For every two great 
offensive plays he makes, there’s a bad turnover or an iffy defensive play 
going with it. That still adds up to a very good player but not a franchise 
guy.” 

“I think some people would tell you that for his whole career, he’s always 
been the second-best player on his pairing,” added another executive. “I 
don’t know if I believe that, but it might be true. That makes it hard to 
know exactly what he is.” 

“He’s a very frustrating player to watch even though he’s great 
offensively,” said one scout. 

“I thought (Jaccob) Slavin was the better one between him and Dougie at 
times,” said another scout. 

“That is too high, Dougie’s overrated by the public,” said an analyst. 

“Playing with Slavin he can get away with not playing defense,” said 
another analyst. “I think he’s got holes defensively, but he is so up in the 
play and dynamic offensively that I think he’s in that category.” 

Hamilton is a very interesting case — the moment’s biggest line in the 
sand between analytics and eye test. He’s a unicorn, which entails a 
whole lot of focus on what he is and isn’t vs. what he actually does. He’s 
the classic renegade detective; the chief might not like his methods, but 
damn it, he gets results. Elite production, elite play-driving at both ends, 
tough minutes – what more do you want? 

“How do people explain him getting results?” one analyst asked. “He’s 
done well regardless of who he plays with, they’ve done better with him, 
and it’s not like Dougie does badly away from any of his partners either. 
Ultimately it’s about results and he gets results.” 

There are obviously concerns about how he’ll look on a new team away 
from Slavin; concerns about his off-puck play are real. Can he truly carry 
his own pair without a safety blanket? That’s this year’s question. He’s 
answered every other one he’s ever faced just fine. 

People’s champs 

Toward the opposite end of that spectrum is Miro Heiskanen, a player 
most analysts accept as elite despite data that doesn’t always agree. 
Everyone loves Heiskanen, a big favorite among those inside the game. 
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Though he was initially bumped down to 3A, that was corrected after 
talking to literally anyone in hockey. Scouts, executives, analysts — they 
all have incredible respect for what Heiskanen brings to the table. 

“He’s a top-five defenseman in the NHL for me,” said one executive. 

GSVA doesn’t see it that way, ranking him much lower than the other 
defensemen in this tier, but all it knows are Heiskanen’s two-way 
impacts, which took a step back last season, and his production, which is 
limited so far. Whether he has the kind of elite offensive skill that leads to 
big numbers remains a question, but individually he does a lot with the 
puck thanks to his great skating and hockey sense, attributes that also 
contribute to a strong defensive presence. He’s elite at moving the puck 
through all three zones and has shutdown ability to match. Heiskanen’s 
tools and youth make us comfortable in projecting improved results. 

In the case of Shea Theodore, nobody needs to argue his results. 
They’re good. It’s his smooth skating ability that makes him a front-office 
favorite. Few defensemen drive offense from the back-end as well. 

“He’s an elite puck-mover without being a defensive liability,” said one 
NHL executive. 

“Everybody who has to watch him every week in the late games 
understands he firmly belongs in that group,” said another Western 
conference executive. 

The guys of the future 

There’s a treasure trove of young elite centers that are probably best 
described as “not as good as Brayden Point.” They’re amazing talents 
who can be The Guy on a championship team but have a few more 
question marks than those above them. 

Jack Eichel? That’s an obvious one. He was pushing for 1B just last 
season, but his injury status scares everyone. With Sebastian Aho, Elias 
Pettersson and Mathew Barzal, there’s no question they can be 70-to-80 
point centers with positive impacts, but to move up the ladder they’ll need 
to show a bit more. 

Barzal is closer to the 70-point spectrum of that scale, and that’s why 
GSVA isn’t quite as high on him as it should be. Like Heiskanen, it 
doesn’t do his play justice, particularly when accounting for how much he 
individually impacts the game with the puck on his stick, one of the 
game’s absolute best in transition. His skating ability is high-end, and he 
makes a ton of plays. He started the process in 3B, same as last season, 
as bait for our panel to see how much appetite there was to move him 
higher. 

It wasn’t unanimous, but it was close, with one source putting it best: 
“Their team has made back-to-back conference finals, supposedly 
without a franchise player, which is kind of a funny idea.” 

Pasta v. Patrice 

“The Perfection Line” debate rages on. Bergeron is the elite two-way 
force. Pastrnak is the sniper. There’s an argument for both to be in 2A, 
but some tough choices had to be made. We thought it was important to 
elevate Barkov and Stone over Bergeron since his offense took a step 
back last season. Off puck he remains elite, but these days that line’s 
play with the puck mostly runs through the other two. Pastrnak remains 
an elite scorer, but he’s the defensive third wheel on that top line and 
saw his production drop a fair bit last season. That was enough to bump 
him down a tier. 

The Big Debate: Has Kirill Kaprizov shown enough? 

The Minnesota Wild had better hope so, as 55 games was enough for 
them — after months of negotiations — to sign the electric 24-year-old 
winger for five years and $9 million annually. That, to coin a phrase, is 3A 
Money. At minimum. No other first-year player saw a bigger debut. 
Kaprizov started out in that spot and stayed there after our info was 
gathered. 

“I don’t want to bet against him,” one source said. “But (that’s) a little 
high.” Fair enough. What’s also high: Kaprisov’s projected GSVA of 3.3 
for 2021-22. It’s the best of the group, and a number befitting a player 
with Kaprizov’s buffet of game-breaking skills. Playmaking? A great shot? 
Speed? Creativity? Competitiveness? He’s got that all in spades. 

Kaprizov’s ability to drive play isn’t immediately evident from his expected 
goals rates, but it’s obvious from watching any given shift and that shows 
up a lot more in his microstats. He’s excellent off the rush, enters the 
zone with control as good as anyone and has the vision to create high 
danger plays. He looks like a player who can elevate shooting 
percentage, not unlike some other crafty wingers in this tier. It’s easier to 
imagine him jumping up a tier than falling. All he needs is time. 

Svechpectations 

There’s so much to like about Andrei Svechnikov. He’s a scoring-chance 
machine who plays with a flair that’s more uncommon than it should be. 
He has all the attributes you want: Size, speed, skill, physicality and 
sense. It’s not that his production has been poor, or even disappointing; 
we’re just waiting for him to level up (as a finisher) before we bump him 
up any further. Over the past two seasons, he’s 13th in expected goals 
with 44, but has only scored 39. This might be ambitious placement for a 
player who scored as many goals last season (15) as Anthony Beauvillier 
(in eight more games), but the chances are there. If the finishing ability 
follows? Look out. 

Vote for Gabe 

In our initial discussion, the Avs captain was firmly in Tier 3B, which is 
where he was last season. That wasn’t meant as a knock on him. The 
numbers were there, but the thought was that his offensive game lacked 
the dynamism of the players ahead of him. He’s a finished product, the 
thinking went, and there was an argument he was partially a product of 
his superstar linemates. 

That changed after our discussions with NHL people who consistently 
pushed for him to get an upward bump. He’s a very intelligent, extremely 
competitive player with a unique skillset, and team sources advocated for 
him quite a bit. So, up he went. That’s just as good as $56 million for the 
captain of one of the league’s best teams — and an equal partner on one 
of the league’s best lines. He’s the defensive conscience of that trio. 

The craftsmen 

We just alluded to it regarding Landeskog, this tier is home, in part, to the 
playmaking winger. Patrick Kane was a Hart Trophy candidate when the 
Blackhawks were at their math-defying peak last season and finished at 
a 97-point pace. His set-up ability, especially with Alex DeBrincat as a 
linemate, is as good as ever; 51 assists in 56 points is serious business. 
Kane’s pure skill level and offensive creativity are among the very best in 
the NHL.  There’s no doubt expected goals underrates his offense, but 
his defensive limitations do hamper his overall play. The Hawks allowed 
three expected and actual goals against per 60, something Kane’s 
offense wasn’t able to cover up. That keeps his GSVA projection a little 
lower than you’d guess (2.6 for 2021-22), but we still debated placing him 
in 2B to start due to his incredibly unique ability with the puck. 

As for Jonathan Huberdeau, his passing skills — his 101 primary assists 
over the past three seasons are sixth in the NHL, and his assist rate in 
that span is equal to Crosby’s — is a trump card for the Panthers. That 
allowed to plug in players like Alex Wennberg and Sam Bennett as 
Huberdeau’s centers and watch their production jump. He’s similar to 
Kane in terms of expected goals not quite capturing his offense (and 
being defensively limited for that matter). Over the past three seasons, 
the Panthers have scored 0.85 more goals-per-60 than expected with 
Huberdeau on the ice. For Kane, that number is 0.9. 

Still Selke 

Here we’ve got two complete centers likely to make Team Canada but 
coming off seasons that dropped them out of Tier 2. Ryan O’Reilly had 
one of the most productive offensive runs of his career, scoring at a 
nearly point-per-game level for the Blues. That was partially driven by a 
sky-high shooting percentage and a career season by David Perron, and 
it came with a step back in his defensive impacts. O’Reilly remains an all-
around force, but his 46 percent expected goals percentage was notably 
out of character. It was average relative to teammates. 

Sean Couturier is one of the best play-drivers in the league. He doesn’t 
have the raw offensive output of a true franchise player, but good things 
happen when he’s on the ice, especially relative to the rest of the Flyers. 
He’s coming off a bit of a strange season — as are most in Philadelphia 
— that saw him finish 15th in Selke Trophy voting. The only thing that 
really changed about his numbers were the goals against results, and it’s 
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difficult to fault him much for that. It’s easy to see him in the top 10 come 
this summer, especially if the Flyers’ team results improve. 

Do-it-all D-men 

Tier 3A, it seems, is the home of well-balanced, Norris-caliber 
defensemen born during the George H.W. Bush administration. Roman 
Josi might not be a true “franchise” guy, but he’s close, and the Preds 
ask him to do as much as any blueliner in the game. Several scouts said 
he should be both higher and lower on the list, which led us to believe 
our initial placement was correct. He had a rough first half last season, 
but looked closer to his Norris form from a season prior down the stretch. 

John Carlson’s scoring took a step back last season, but his defense was 
much improved from a season prior. He did have a miserable playoff 
series against the Bruins, but that could be attributable to a broken 
kneecap. Workload could be an issue for him moving forward. 

Alex Pietrangelo’s first season in Vegas was fascinating. He dealt with 
several injuries and a COVID-19 break, and he was open about the early 
adjustment period, but he rounded into shape for the playoffs. There’s 
also some microstat evidence that his poor underlying numbers didn’t do 
him justice. Against tough competition he was still elite at breaking the 
puck out, denying entries and contributing to Vegas’s offense. His GSVA 
projection (2.1) is the lowest in the tier, but given some context and his 
all-world pedigree, he couldn’t slide any further than this. 

TIER 3B 

The Big Debate: What’s left for Alex Ovechkin? 

The best goal-scorer most of us will ever see started out holding steady 
at 3A, but ended up down a level after our first meeting. Our panel 
agreed. “I don’t know how much traction you’re gonna get on lowering 
Ovechkin,” one said, “but that’s an obvious one.” 

The concern is that Alex Ovechkin, at 36, is a goals-only player and the 
returns in that department are starting to diminish. “It’s got to be more 
than a shot,” one voter said. “And at this point in his career, I’m not sure 
he’s bringing anything else.” 

Now, is that shot still great? Sure, and Ovechkin still finds ways to 
generate it at an elite level. He’s a physical force with a history of 
bouncing back from so-so seasons. But he’s still 36, with declining 
numbers on defense and as a playmaker. That’s enough to land him 
here. The 45-goal projection will have to suffice. 

Sure, they score, but … 

If Aaron Ekblad hadn’t torn his ACL last season, there’d be less debate 
over his placement (a jump from 4C before last season). A right-shot 
defenseman with size, mobility and legit offense goes a long way. The 
Panthers didn’t miss much of a beat with him out of the lineup, though — 
more on that later. Is that what you’d expect from a top-10 defenseman in 
the NHL? 

“He fits into the Brent Burns, Zach Werenski, Darnell Nurse category,” 
one source said. “He scores a bunch of goals as a defenseman, so he 
gets overrated.” 

Arizona’s Jacob Chychrun is in a similar boat. He can skate, move pucks, 
defend well and led NHL defensemen with 18 goals last season, and 
they weren’t empty calories. Similar to Ekblad, Chychrun drove play in 
very tough minutes and showed strong two-way ability. But he also might 
be paying for the sins of Oliver Ekman-Larsson. 

“We don’t need to pretend that Arizona’s No. 1 defenseman is good,” one 
source said. “We did it for years with Oliver Ekman-Larson and we’re just 
doing it now with the next guy.” 

Upper-middle 

Are you a completely cromulent first-line center? Come on down to Tier 
3B. Mark Scheifele has terrific production and terrible defensive 
numbers. John Tavares had a down-up-and-down season in Toronto. 
Mika Zibanejad was a shell of himself early in the season after a COVID-
19 battle but rounded into form. 

Wings with upside 

For all Matthew Tkachuk brings to the table, he was at a sub-60-point 
pace until the last 15 games of the season. That lack of production, for 
him, is the difference between his 3A placement last season and 3B. 

Alex DeBrincat is on the upswing, landing in this spot after being 
unranked last season. Scoring at a 50-goal pace — fueled in part by a 
shooting percentage that normalized after a miserable 2019-20 — will 
have that effect. He works wonderfully with Kane. An 82-game replay of 
last season will push him farther up the list. 

Substance first 

If Chychrun and Ekblad are divisive topics due to gaudy goal totals, the 
group of Jaccob Slavin, Jared Spurgeon, Adam Pelech and Devon 
Toews is the inverse. “(Several) players who had a bunch of points were 
rated higher than I would have them and several players who didn’t have 
as many points were rated lower than I would have them,” one source 
said. 

Slavin is a defensive beast who could be a Heiskanen comp, but there 
are concerns that he benefited significantly from playing with Hamilton — 
though the same thing was said in spots about Hamilton himself. He and 
Pelech are widely regarded as the league’s best defensive defenders, 
though only Pelech has the (public) numbers to back up that assertion. 

Several scouts advocated for Toews to be higher, and several thought he 
was too far up the list. One source said Team Canada would be “making 
a big mistake” if they left him off the Olympic team. He’s a big reason 
Colorado took such a massive step last season. He can do it all and 
analytically grades out much higher than this tier. The same goes for 
Spurgeon. 

The Big Debate: Are we still arguing about Seth Jones? 

In the case of Seth Jones, water appears to have found its level. All it 
took was a brutal final season in Columbus. We placed him in 4A without 
much internal debate. “I don’t have a problem with where he is, to be 
honest,” one source said. “I’m very interested to see when he gets out of 
that system.” One thought was that he’ll benefit on a team that doesn’t 
force him to sag on defensive zone entries. Jones allowed a 66 percent 
carry-in rate, the worst mark on Columbus. 

On a larger level, little seems to have changed. He’s huge, mobile, smart 
and has all the tools to be an elite defenseman, but his on-ice results 
could not be farther from that reputation. For three straight seasons, the 
Blue Jackets controlled the scoring chance share less with Jones on the 
ice and last season was a low point for him. 

That makes for a repetitive, annoying debate. “The perception between 
Jones among writers and people on Twitter could not be further from the 
perception of almost every NHL team,” said one NHL source. Yep, we 
know. Hence, 4A, a spot for a guy who probably isn’t as good as Hockey 
Men say and isn’t as bad as Hockey Nerds believe. A fresh start on a 
new team should be very telling for both sides. 

“I think there’s an argument for 3B,” one source said. “But I think we got 
to see how he does in the new environment. I think he’s got some 
questions he has to answer.” 

Tick, tick, tick 

Evgeni Malkin and Steven Stamkos find themselves in similar boats: Elite 
players in the recent past with real questions moving forward. Malkin 
rebounded from a miserable first-half to finish with per-minute stats on 
par with previous seasons, then he had a multi-ligament, surgery-
necessitating knee injury in the playoffs. Stamkos remains a GSVA stud 
(3.1 projection for 2021-22) but seems to be moving into a 
complementary star/power-play weapon phase of his career. And not for 
nothing, he didn’t look great in the playoffs. 

Enough Roope 

“Where to place Roope Hintz” was a fun question. He was unranked last 
year, started in 3B initially and then dropped to 4A after discussions with 
the panel. Scouts love big, skilled centers with great skating ability who 
produce at an 86-point rate and several NHL sources advocated for 
pushing him up. Imagine that. A couple remarks that helped drop him 
down to his final spot: 1) “Roope Hintz in Tier 3 — is that a typo?” 2) “I 
liked Roope Hintz before it was cool, and now it’s just gone way too far.” 
Fair enough. Let’s see if he can run it back (or at least come close). 
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Hi, buddy 

We were wondering if we’d get pushback on Tomas Hertl’s placement 
here. He drags around teammates on a nightly basis, finishing second in 
expected goal difference relative to teammates, and still managed to 
finish 33rd league-wide in points per 60. And we indeed got chirped — in 
the other direction. “Do you guys go to bed at 10 p.m. every night?” 

In Dallas, Hertl’s former teammate had himself a bit of a renaissance. 
Joe Pavelski meshed perfectly with Hintz and Jason Robertson as a 
play-driving, defensive-minded presence. With Pavelski on the ice, Dallas 
allowed just 1.26 goals against per 60 and 1.75 expected goals against 
per 60. 

Co-frontmen 

In Mackenzie Weeger and Ryan Pulock, we’ve got the second half of 
outstanding pairings. Pulock takes a backseat to Pelech, whose 
defensive ability — entry denial, play in his own zone — leads to elite 
impact numbers. Pulock is no slouch, and if his offensive numbers tick 
upward, he could find himself in 3B with his partner. 

Scouts prefer Ekblad to Weegar partially for his physical traits, which is 
understandable, but Weegar added some serious shine with his play 
after Ekblad’s injury. “Aaron Ekblad gets hurt, Mackenzie Weegar starts 
playing with Gustav Forsling and they don’t really drop off,” one source 
said. Weegar’s actual and expected goals rates improved with Forsling, 
in fact. Another, upon seeing Ekblad’s initial 3A placement, said there 
was “way too much space” between the two. So, we split the difference. 
This is one to watch. 

Riding shotgun 

GSVA can sometimes struggle with allocating credit when linemates are 
stuck at the hip and too often defers to the shooter. Max Pacioretty’s 
finishing ability makes him a great running mate for the Mark Stone line 
in Vegas, though there should be no doubt as to who drives that bus. 
You could similarly characterize Jake Guentzel. He’s a productive player 
who benefits from being stapled to an all-world player in Crosby but still 
manages to hold his own. Crosby, famously, can be tough to play with, 
and Guentzel has the brain and skillset necessary to make it work. 

Wing sauce 

The craftiest winger is in 3A. If that’s your bag, you can find a few nice 
ones here. William Nylander, Nikolaj Ehlers and Johnny Gaudreau are 
smart players with chance-creation bonafides, though Gaudreau needs 
to show that he’s not in decline. 

There was some buzz around moving Ehlers up and Nylander got some 
love in that regard too, but the lack of trust from their coaches to earn a 
bigger role is concerning – albeit puzzling. The things they can do with 
the puck are extraordinary, and both are elite in transition. 

Choose your adventure 

The 4A defensemen are a grab bag. Kris Letang remains an offensive 
force, but will his game age well as he hits 34? His underlying numbers in 
minutes without Crosby and Malkin are in decline. Morgan Rielly seems 
like a finished product who creates a lot for his team, but also a bit too 
much for the other team. Sam Girard started out on 3B, but the 
consensus was that separation between him and Toews was necessary. 
His playoffs weren’t great. Quinn Hughes looked like a future franchise 
player at the end of his rookie season, but he had a nightmare season 
defensively that warranted a drop from his 3A status. “I like where you 
have Quinn Hughes, he hasn’t been consistent enough of an all-around 
player to be any higher,” said one executive. 

TIER 4B 

The Big Debate: How far can Taylor Hall fall? 

On some level, it felt like Taylor Hall dropped from 3B because he made 
the mistake of signing with the Sabres. Still, those 37 games were brutal, 
and we at least gave consideration to dropping him off the list entirely. 
Input from our sources took him from 4C to 4B. Our thought process, 
ultimately, was that he deserved the benefit of the doubt — both for the 
player he’d been until Buffalo and the talent he flashed in Boston. A lot of 
his issues in Buffalo were poor luck and bad teammates, both of which 
were quickly addressed as a Bruin. He looked like the Hall of old. 

Robertson, Take II 

Jason Robertson is in for a fascinating second season in Dallas. 
Robertson’s production is undeniable, but he was the third man on the 
Hintz/Pavelski line and still has something to prove. “He will need to back 
it up this season to show he deserves to be higher on this type of list, 
especially with his skating,” one source said. 

The two Tkachuks 

Two separate quotes on Brady Tkachuk, 4B for a second straight season 
after our brief flirtation with moving him up, encapsulate the debate. The 
skeptic: “He can’t really pass or play-make, he’s not the world’s best 
skater. Doesn’t really play defense. He shoots the puck but he doesn’t 
score, so it’s like, what is supposed to be impressive about him as a 
player?” The believer: “He’s a culture builder, he’s so competitive, 
physical, so good around the net, and has offensive skill and vision to go 
with it.” 

Remember some guys 

Anze Kopitar. Nicklas Backstrom. Tyler Seguin. Claude Giroux. They’re 
still very good — and they used to be elite. Throw Hall in the mix there, 
too. It might not be 2016 anymore, but you could do a whole lot worse. 

Still, as one source put it: “This is just a nice reminder of the ongoing 
march towards death.” 

You are what you are 

Part of the task here is determining when players are finished products. 
Kyle Connor is a prolific scorer with five-on-five numbers that don’t keep 
pace. Dylan Larkin is a very good, but not a true No. 1 center. Filip 
Forsberg is likely to rebound from a tough-luck season, but there is 
reason to wonder whether his best play-driving days are in the past. 

No. 1 defensemen … sort of 

An interesting cluster here of defensemen with something to prove. Zach 
Werenski, Darnell Nurse and Thomas Chabot all have the offensive 
profile (and contracts) of No. 1 defensemen, but some elements remain 
works in progress. Werenski is getting his shot to be The Guy. Chabot 
regressed a bit last season. Nurse is particularly divisive; is he a real top 
guy, or is he there by default because he plays in Edmonton? Are his 
offensive results a product of playing with two of the best players in the 
world? Are his defensive issues because of lesser partners? 

“I think he’s a really good player, don’t get me wrong,” one source said. 
“It just screws up your evaluation sometimes based on the minutes they 
have to play.” All three, coincidentally, are being paid like they can 
handle those minutes. We’ll see. 

Underrated two-ways 

Acquiring Ryan Ellis was a no-brainer for the Flyers. He’s a top-pair guy 
whose pedestrian 2020-21 was likely due to a hand injury. Mattias 
Ekholm, Ellis’ former teammate in Nashville, is huge and solid. Jake 
Muzzin eats brutal minutes and posted the best expected goals rate of 
any Maple Leafs defenseman. 

TIER 4C 

The Big Debate: Where to, Nick Suzuki? 

Nick Suzuki might be the most interesting player in the group. The hype 
train, deservedly, is rolling for the Canadiens’ young star. If he makes 
another jump, it’ll be because his production catches up to his underlying 
numbers. That’s the difference between “great” and “really good.” 

Suzuki is probably worthy of inclusion already based on what he’s done, 
but this close to the bottom there’s much more debate about who should 
be in and who should be out. Everyone had a guy they liked a little more 
than others, and while Suzuki was always pretty safe in our books, a part 
of that was projecting forward. He earned the benefit of the doubt on the 
basis of a breakout being likely. It’s similar to the reason we bumped 
Svechnikov up half a tier. 

Suzuki has flashed a lot of potential already to warrant inclusion, 
whereas we’re still waiting and seeing with guys like Jack Hughes and 
Rasmus Dahlin. They might make us look stupid this time next season, 
but aren’t they worthy just yet. Suzuki is. 
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Prove it, Provorov 

We initially had Ivan Provorov in the “just missed” group, but scouts and 
executives liked him enough to force a change. Last season represented 
a step back for him, partially because of Matt Niskanen’s retirement, and 
particularly in his offensive numbers. In fact, it’s the second post-
breakout backslide he’s had in his career, despite being just 24. This 
season is a big one for him, and he’s this low is because it’s clear he 
needs help. His best seasons are when he’s played with a competent 
partner. Thankfully, this season he has Ellis. 

A vote for Gio 

On one hand, Mark Giordano is still only two years removed from his 
Norris Trophy. On the other, he’s 38 and changing teams for the first time 
in his career. We think that, despite a step back last season, he’s got 
time left, particularly since his planned partner in Seattle (Jamie 
Oleksiak) is better than his last one in Calgary (Rasmus Andersson). 

Pick your center 

Bucket 1: Shutdown types with some upside. Joel Eriksson Ek had 
outstanding expected goal rates driven by his defensive play, and now he 
may get to run with Kaprizov. Bo Horvat is in a perfect spot behind 
Pettersson. William Karlsson is a great passer who may still have some 
offensive meat on the bone. Elias Lindholm showed that he deserves a 
regular spot with Tkachuk and Gaudreau. Nico Hischier had a bit of a lost 
season, and his numbers have steadily dipped without Hall, but he’s still 
just 22. 

Pick your winger 

Bucket 2: Wingers with skillsets. David Perron is coming off a career year 
(58 points in 56 games!), and we wondered openly if he was too low. 
Brendan Gallagher is an outstanding five-on-five player, both in expected 
and actual goals, and is an analytics darling, but his offense dried up in 
the playoffs. Teuvo Teravainen had a down year, but he’s got enough 
history to believe that a rebound is in the cards. It’s a similar situation for 
Travis Konecny, who was one of the best five-on-five goal scorers in the 
league in 2019-20. 

Pick your No. 2 

Bucket 3: Defensemen who aren’t the best on their team but deserve a 
spot. It’ll be interesting to see whether Carolina pairs Brett Pesce with 
Slavin or goes for two balanced pairs. He could account for some of 
Hamilton’s lost play-driving. Colton Parayko has struggled with injuries 
the last couple of years but still has a solid skill set. Ryan McDonagh has 
thrived as a matchup D-man on two Cup teams. Jonas Brodin has long 
been one of the best shutdown defensemen in the league, but the play at 
the end of his season with the Wild was uncharacteristically porous. 

… and we end with an outlier 

It makes sense that Mikhail Sergachev doesn’t fit in any of our 
categories. Not many players in the league are used the way Tampa 
uses him. Left-side first pair is taken (see Tier 1B). Left-side second pair 
is taken (by McDonagh). That leaves Sergachev to feast on third-pair 
minutes and generally do as he pleases. Not a bad deal for a 23-year-
old. 
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What it’s like to play an NHL expansion franchise’s inaugural season 

 

Staff Report 

 

Y ou only get one first step. For the NHL’s Seattle Kraken, this is it — 
October 12, 2021 will forever mark the first game in the first season in 
franchise history. And for every single player granted the opportunity to 

don a Kraken jersey, the year ahead will be one to remember, no matter 
how it goes down. 

Only a select group of players is fated to wind up in that oddly exclusive 
club, to go on the unique ride that comes with being a franchise’s very 
first team. Only those who’ve worn the jersey and stepped on the ice in 
those games can understand the experience of playing an inaugural 
season, of planting NHL hockey where it had never been before, of 
turning strangers on the ice and in the crowd into a big-league family. 

From Ottawa to Anaheim, Columbus to Tampa Bay, Minnesota to San 
Jose, this is what it feels like to be part of the First Year, from those who 
were there and lived to tell the stories. 

F or some, the news comes out of nowhere. Others get the chance to 
make the decision themselves. But it all leads to the same message: 
Leave behind your team, your teammates, your city. You’ve been 
selected. You’re headed into the unknown. 

NORM MACIVER (First Ottawa Senators season, 1992–93): I got a 
phone call saying that I was left unprotected in the waiver draft, and 
Ottawa had selected me. That was like two days before the season 
opened. That’s how I found out I was going to Ottawa. And I honestly 
didn’t know anything about it — hadn’t really paid much attention to it or 
who was on the team. I was pretty naive to the whole situation until I got 
there. 

ROBIN BAWA (First Mighty Ducks of Anaheim season, 1993–94): We 
didn’t know too much about the expansion draft. I just watched it on TV 
and I found out, ‘Oh, I got picked up by Anaheim.’ That’s how I found out 
[laughs]. I didn’t get a phone call. I had no idea. You didn’t even think too 
much about it at the time. 

STACY ROEST (First Minnesota Wild season, 2000–01): You know, 
you’re sad that you’re leaving your old team that you went through the 
minors with, played three years with. But then you’re really excited, 
because you know it’s going to be a young team. 

KEVIN DINEEN (First Columbus Blue Jackets season, 2000–01): It was 
twofold because I actually was part of an additional franchise in Carolina 
as well, so I had a little experience of that. The Whalers had talked about 
moving and Columbus had come up on the radar. It was kind of like, 
“Columbus, Ohio?” You know, not much in the action. I think it was one 
of these places at the time that you wouldn’t have known a heck of a lot 
about. You might have heard of Cincinnati or Cleveland, but Columbus 
really wasn’t on anybody’s radar. And then sure enough, a couple years 
later, Mr. McConnell was able to get an expansion franchise. And I tell 
you what, I was very excited about it. 

ADAM CREIGHTON (First Tampa Bay Lightning season, 1992–93): I 
had a chance to either stay in New York or be put on waivers knowing 
that I was going to get picked by Tampa. It really came down to where I 
was going to be the most comfortable and most happy. I thought I’d have 
a better chance in Tampa and it would be a little bit better for my family, 
so I took the opportunity to play for the expansion team. 

PERRY BEREZAN (First San Jose Sharks season, 1991–92): I was with 
the North Stars for training camp that year and was being pushed out of 
the lineup. It wasn’t going well over there [laughs]. Jack Ferreira, who 
was the GM at the time in San Jose, was the former GM of Minnesota, 
and he wanted to bring me into San Jose, so he traded for me. I arrived 
for game two or three, right at the beginning of the season. The team had 
already gone through training camp and the exhibition season, and I 
arrived at the luxurious Cow Palace in San Francisco. 

Part of the group that brought hockey back to Minnesota, Roest 
describes the atmosphere ahead of the Wild’s debut as “just incredible” 
(Kellie Landis/Allsport). 

E ventually, the unknown becomes known and the question of what the 
everyday is going to look like is answered: These are your teammates, 
these are your fans, this is your building. This is your team. What do you 
think? 

BEREZAN, Sharks: They created a beautiful jersey and logo and colours, 
and people were loving that. But you know, being there, we were the 
misfit toys, for sure. There were a lot of nice guys on that team, character 
guys, but we weren’t exactly deep [laughs]. We were a bunch of players 
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who were just kind of outsiders. We really had no star power, and we 
were just outmatched, absolutely every single game. 

CREIGHTON, Lightning: Hockey was not real big down here, but the 
chance to play for a guy like Phil Esposito and his brother Tony, who was 
one of my favorite players as a kid growing up — I don’t know why, but it 
just seemed like it was more of a family-type situation with the team. 

BEREZAN, Sharks: I was just happy to have a job, quite frankly. I saw it 
for me as a second chance. I just wanted to prove I still belonged in the 
National Hockey League, and I wanted to prove I could play. And I was 
getting opportunities that I never got before, to play in different situations, 
to play every night, not to be the 13th or 14th forward. I wanted to be the 
guy I thought I could be earlier in my career [Berezan was going into his 
eighth NHL season], and looking around that locker room, there were a 
ton of guys like that. 

CREIGHTON, Lightning: The fairgrounds where we played, it was sort of 
ragtag. I think they could only fit 8,500 people in there and, you know, it 
was sort of makeshift. I always remember pulling up to the rink and there 
was a pond out back and some guys would be fishing and other guys 
would be throwing a baseball around or a football. It was just things that 
you’d never experienced with hockey. And it was kind of a unique, fun 
situation. 

“The fans had no idea what they were watching — they were cheering for 
icings. They were just excited we were there.” 

MACIVER, Senators: I had never been to the Civic Centre before, so I 
was unfamiliar with the rink. You know, it was a very unusual rink. [It was] 
connected to the football stadium, so it only held like 12,000. 

DINEEN, Blue Jackets: I think we all knew that they were building a 
brand new rink. Not only a rink but they were planning on a lot of 
infrastructure, a whole arena district around the rink downtown. You walk 
into the rink, brand-new facility — boy, they did a fabulous job. You kind 
of went in there with eyes wide open, not really sure what to expect. 

BAWA, Ducks: We had a brand new building, The Pond — it was 
beautiful. Dressing room was beautiful. Everything was top notch. We 
had a lot of movie stars hanging around the arena, too. So after the 
games it was neat to see people coming in the dressing room, talking to 
them. 

CREIGHTON, Lightning: I mean, I kind of laughed. You think about the 
way it was and the fairgrounds. Now they have all these nice places — 
we had a tent that they put up for our fans. And it was kind of neat 
because you got to go in there and play bingo, interact with the people, 
and a lot of them have never seen hockey before. It was kind of unique. 

There weren’t too many complainers — they all worked hard and they 
were willing to sacrifice a few of the finer things in the building or with 
what went on with the team as far as, you know, taking a bus from 
Toronto to Montreal instead of flying. Those are the things the players 
sort of had to put up with. But I don’t think guys complained that much. 

ROEST, Wild: We had a brand new rink. It was just unbelievable. They 
flew us in there. We got to go tour the rink, it was still being built. And 
then the fans — you go around and do a couple of dinners and you see 
the excitement with all the people in the city. It was just incredible, just 
the whole atmosphere, and the whole hype to have hockey back in 
Minnesota was awesome. 

BEREZAN, Sharks: We were playing in the Cow Palace, which was not 
meant for the NHL — not even close. But that’s what made it amazingly 
fun, because that place had a ridiculous amount of character. 

CREIGHTON, Lightning: That’s kind of how the hockey was back then. I 
don’t think that they were prepared for the NHL, as far as the building 
size and half the guys dressing in the parking lot. You know, it was a little 
different. But it was fun. 

A fter the expansion draft, the off-season, the early practices, the pre-
season, you wind up here: Opening night. Fans in the building. The 
beginning of a hockey season like any other, and like no other, all at 
once. 

MACIVER, Senators: Things happened pretty quick. I got there the day 
before the season and it was the one and only practice I had. I didn’t 
have training camp. I was back in Minnesota kind of on my own and 

hardly even skated much during training camp. And I kind of got thrown 
right into the fire. 

ROEST, Wild: I was nervous because I didn’t know too many guys on the 
team. And then you show up at the camp and you’re kind of wondering, 
you’re trying to make a good first impression. You want to get off to a 
good start. It was a really competitive camp. We had a bunch of young, 
hardworking guys — guys that were in the NHL, also some guys that 
were looking to get into the NHL. 

DINEEN, Blue Jackets: A couple days in, we were there for training camp 
on a Saturday afternoon and it was like you could hear crickets chirping 
downtown because there wasn’t a person around. So you’re like, what 
the heck is going on? Of course, that’s because there’s 100,000 people 
in the Horseshoe watching the Buckeyes game. So you realized fairly 
quickly how passionate they were about sports. And in a very short time, 
we found out they were about hockey as well. 

ROEST, Wild: Going in, you don’t know how it’s going to go because 
we’ve never really played together. When you’re on a different team, you 
kind of know you have a good team and maybe you make a few changes 
or maybe some of your better players leave. But this is a team where we 
were all brought together and you’re just getting to know each other and 
know the staff and the whole league as a team. So it was a little bit of 
unknown. 

“As the year went along, you realized, yeah, this was going to be weird 
— because we sucked.” 

MACIVER, Senators: Everything happened really quick. All of a sudden, 
you know, you practice one day and the next day you’re playing the 
home opener against the Montreal Canadiens. I remember the 
introduction for that game, the Senators did an amazing job in the pre-
game introductions. There was a whole ceremony. It was really cool — I 
remember that — but just leading up to it was kind of a blur. 

ROEST, Wild: It was a lot of fun. Just how much the team meant to the to 
the city and the people around there was just incredible. Once you got to 
play your first game, it was just wild. The fans and the ovation they gave 
to the team to be back in Minnesota — yeah, I’ll never forget that. 

You know it’s going to be loud. You know, because of the pre-season 
and stuff, everybody’s just excited. You know the horns are going to be 
going off. It was just a lot of anticipation. The atmosphere in that rink 
when you scored or when there was a hit or any kind of excitement was 
very impressive. 

DINEEN, Blue Jackets: It was just the enthusiasm. You’re in front of a 
sold out crowd and you’re like, “Oh man, this is fabulous.” I just think the 
whole newness of a franchise and exposure for the fans to the players, 
and the players to the fans, there was an immediate connection there. 

CREIGHTON, Lightning: I can just remember how hyped up the players 
were and the crowd was. There were only 8,500 people there but it felt 
like 20,000, the rink was so small. We played Chicago, which was one of 
my old teams, and I just felt like it was such a good experience as far as 
dealing with the first game of a franchise. I guess you don’t really think of 
it at the time — you do and you don’t. I just remember the players were 
all ready to go and we ended up going out there and, you know, 
everything came together. It was kind of easy that night [the Lightning 
won 7–3]. But after that, it wasn’t so easy. 

BEREZAN, Sharks: The fans had no idea what they were watching — 
they were cheering for icings. I mean, they didn’t really know what 
hockey was all about, they were just excited we were there. I remember 
a game ending, I think we lost 8–2. And I remember walking under the 
tunnel, it was early in the year, and hearing the fans go, “We love you 
Sharks! You’re the best! You’re the best!” I’m like, “Wow, this is going to 
be interesting.” 

MACIVER, Senators: After maybe a quarter of the way through the 
season, you know, I think teams around the league realized what we 
had. We saw pretty much everyone’s back-up goalie for the last three 
quarters of the year. 

BEREZAN, Sharks: As the year went along, we realized that, yeah, this 
was going to be weird — because we sucked [laughs]. I mean, we just 
weren’t any good. So, you’re trying to show your best but when you’re 
getting your butts kicked, it’s not easy. 
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ROEST, Wild: We were young. Most games we were outmatched a bit. 
But we were so, so disciplined the way we played and the work ethic and 
the goaltending we got that year, that it kept us in a lot of games. We 
knew every game we had to be on our best and play a tight game. And 
for sure, we had to outwork the other teams, you know, just to keep it 
close. And for most games, we did. 

“I stayed at the Disney hotel for a month and a half. You know, seeing 
Mickey and Minnie every day, after a while it got to you.” 

BAWA, Ducks: We did have a pretty good team, actually. We had some 
success that year, so it was a fun year. It was just the overall picture of, 
you know, being a new team, in a new arena, the fans are all hyped up 
every day because hockey was just getting big in California. L.A. was a 
big rivalry. You know, we had a big, tough team. The fans liked that. 

DINEEN, Blue Jackets: It was interesting because I don’t think the home 
games two through five or six or seven were sold out, but boy, word was 
starting to spread. We had more and more fans coming, and the next 
thing you know, I think we sold out the last 30 games in a row and it was 
a heck of a place to be. It was always rocking in there and the 
enthusiasm level was through the roof. 

MACIVER, Senators: The season went along, and obviously we were not 
having any success, then all of a sudden the comparisons came to the 
Washington Capitals in their expansion year. You know, “Are we going to 
be the worst team of all time?” The last part of the year, we felt the 
pressure, you know — we didn’t want to go down in history as statistically 
the worst team of all time. I think we started to feel that. 

I just remember the fans were so great. You know, we won the first 
game, and then honestly I don’t remember how many in a row we lost 
after that. It was quite a few. But the fans were just so excited to have 
NHL hockey, and they just treated us amazingly. You’ve lost 10, 12 
games in a row and then you go out for warm-ups and you just feel the 
energy and the excitement of the building — people in Ottawa were so 
excited to have a team. 

A n NHL franchise isn’t born quietly. It’s all about making an entrance, 
making a splash, announcing your presence — and figuring it all out as 
you go along. There’s a hefty dose of “fake it ‘til you make it” in the early 
days, which also makes for some truly wild experiences along the way. 

BAWA, Ducks: I think the first week we had to do a parade a day. Every 
day we were in that Disney parade. I stayed at the Disney hotel for, I 
think, a month and a half. You know, seeing Mickey and Minnie every 
day, after a while it got to you [laughs]. 

DINEEN, Blue Jackets: I know they were tossing different names around 
for the building — it was on the site of an old jail. They hadn’t started with 
the cannon going off yet, but there was that little bit of a patriotic feel 
being the Blue Jackets. 

BAWA, Ducks: Going on road trips, people always would want Mighty 
Ducks stuff — back then, the memorabilia was selling like hotcakes, oh 
my goodness. You know, you’d go for autographs and there’s line-ups 
everywhere. Hockey was coming to California, so it was something new. 
It was exciting. Disney was promoting us every day. The movie star of 
The Mighty Ducks — Emilio Estevez — he was at our games, behind our 
bench. It was like a big show. It was like a Vegas show, basically. 

BEREZAN, Sharks: We played in this building for those first two years 
that was terrible. Like, it was literally embarrassing for anyone else. I 
remember Montreal coming in there, and of course the Canadiens, just 
like any of the big-name teams, are treated like gold everywhere they go. 
Well, they show up to the Cow Palace — our dressing room is this two-
by-four put-together dressing room that was suspended in the air, and 
you had to climb up these rinky-dink plywood stairs to get up there. It was 
just all temporary, everything in there was temporary. And after the 
warm-up skate just before the game, the Zamboni driver proceeded to 
somehow not see the peg from the net still in there, and dragged it about 
halfway across the ice. It delayed the game at least an hour, maybe an 
hour and a half. 

I remember us laughing so hard in our dressing room going, “Patrick Roy 
and the Canadiens, those guys have got to be losing their minds.” 
They’re in this ridiculously bad dressing room, in this old piece-of-crap 
arena, and now the Zamboni driver’s just destroyed the ice and the game 
is delayed. This is going to be fun. 

We might’ve actually tied them that day because we were using that as 
motivation. We’re like, “Yeah, we’re used to this. This is our life.” They 
just wanted to get on a plane and get the hell out of there. 

CREIGHTON, Lightning: I mean, I’m not sure what the price tag was on 
the players’ salaries, but I’ve heard stories that Phil ran the team, the 
whole organization, for $5 million a year. That was his budget and that 
was the payroll, for the whole organization. You do look back now and 
sort of laugh about it, how far sports have come, and I guess it’s kind of 
unique to be a part of that type of atmosphere. 

You know, there’s probably a lot of guys who have played on that team 
that could sit down with some of the players today and tell them what 
they went through, and I think half of them wouldn’t believe what they did, 
and how they did it. 

E very juggernaut, every champion, every dynasty, they all had to start 
somewhere. Each one needed that first group of players who took the 
reins and kicked things off. But in the moment, amid that groundbreaking 
chaos, it’s tough to see the trail you’re blazing. 

CREIGHTON, Lightning: I never thought about the history of what we 
were doing, you know? It was just another hockey team. I mean, it was 
different. 

ROEST, Wild: When you’re going through it, you don’t really have time. 
Now looking back, you almost wish you would have taken it all in a little 
bit more. But at the time, you’re so focused on doing your job and 
producing and performing as a player that you don’t really have time to 
sit back and take it all in. You’re busy trying to be a pro. 

MACIVER, Senators: Certainly you’re proud of it years later. We went 
back a few years ago for the 25th reunion of that original team. They 
brought back as many of the original players as possible, and that was 
really cool. You definitely felt a sense of pride just being back there, just 
feeling that you were part of that original team, part of that franchise 
bringing NHL hockey back to Ottawa. I definitely felt it years later — 
certainly, you weren’t thinking that when you’re in that first year. You’re 
just trying to survive on a day-to-day basis. 

“Looking back, you almost wish you would have taken it all in a little bit 
more.” 

DINEEN, Blue Jackets: You know, you look at a guy like Lyle Odelein 
who was the captain — to be the first captain in franchise history is a 
pretty cool thing. I think you feel like it’s special. It’s not the same as a 
team that wins the Cup and you celebrate that forever, but it’s something 
that, as a group of players, we have a very strong memory to hold on to 
— that first year and the work ethic that we put in and the fun that we 
had. It was a great thing to be on the ground floor. 

CREIGHTON, Lightning: It doesn’t really sink in the first year. I guess as 
you get older, it’s nice to reminisce about it and talk about it. It is kind of 
the unique thing that you get to play on a franchise that just started and 
now, 30 years later, it’s a flourishing franchise. 

DINEEN, Blue Jackets: We made friends that have been lifelong friends. 
And those people, they were sports fans, but really they were Buckeye 
fans, they were NFL fans. And now, here we are, 20 years later, they call 
me up and they’re like, “What do you think of Jarmo doing this deal? 
What is going on here?” There’s just a passion for the game that certainly 
wasn’t there. People have really taken to it. 

ROEST, Wild: You get to see your name on the first Minnesota Wild 
roster and be part of the expansion draft — you’re proud of that. You look 
back and go over that with your kids and your family. You know, I still 
have the first team picture down in my basement, some of the pictures 
with all of us. That first season was a big deal for the league and for the 
franchise. And I’m proud to be a part of that. 

O nly the ones who’ve lived the experience understand what it means to 
be part of that first year. So, here’s some advice for the group of Kraken 
players joining that unique club, from those who’ve been there, too. 

MACIVER, Senators: Just enjoy the situation. You remember a lot of the 
firsts, right? Like who scored the first goal, and the first win — there’s 
going to be firsts and there’s going to be a lot of guys that are going to be 
remembered for, you know, who scored the first goal in Kraken history. 
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Just soak it in and enjoy it, and just be proud of the fact that you’re part of 
it. 

ROEST, Wild: It looks like they have a great franchise, great building. 
The fan support’s going to be awesome, like we had in Minnesota. Take 
it all in and enjoy it, because it’s very special to be part of any team in the 
National Hockey League, but when you’re bringing in a new franchise, to 
be in the first game and be the first person to wear that jersey and that 
number and that emblem on the front to represent that franchise, it’s very 
special. 

BEREZAN, Sharks: Immerse yourself in that community. That’s one of 
the best things I did when I first got there. I still have great friends and 
people that I’m still connected with to this day, some amazing people, 
because the cities that have desperately tried to get an NHL team, and 
now they get it, they want to meet you too. They’re looking for that 
opportunity, and you can just dive in head-first. That’s the beauty of it. 

DINEEN, Blue Jackets: To realize you’re on the ground floor of a 
franchise, to see the pomp and circumstance around the expansion draft 
and the excitement that’s in the Seattle area — you’ve just got to 
embrace that. And honestly, I think it’s an incredible motivational tool. 

CREIGHTON, Lightning: The thing for us was we just wanted to be 
competitive. You want to win. Obviously Las Vegas coming in, the 
picking of that team was a lot different than it was when the Lightning 
started. Because a lot of those players [in Tampa] were, you know, I’m 
not going to say that they were bad players, but you weren’t getting the 
top or even the middle of the lineup. Some of these guys in Seattle are 
pretty good players, and I think they can compete. 

MACIVER, Senators: You’re going to be part of history. It’ll be something 
that, when they get older, they’ll be able to look back on with very fond 
memories. 

CREIGHTON, Lightning: I would just say enjoy the year and try to set the 
stage for what could be in the future. And you know, some of them won’t 
be there when the Kraken do have success, but they’ll always be 
remembered as the first players to play in Seattle. 
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Sportsnet.ca / 32 Thoughts: Seattle's NHL arrival comes at the perfect 
time 

 

Elliotte Friedman@FriedgeHNIC 

October 12, 2021, 12:49 PM 

 

The back half of the NHL’s Opening Night doubleheader: Seattle at 
Vegas. Imagine writing that sentence five years ago. People would think 
you were nuts. 

I thought it then, and I think it even more now, that the 2017 Nashville-
Pittsburgh Stanley Cup Final changed the NHL. People who weren’t 
there wanted to be there. The massive street parties at Predator home 
games, the concerts, the atmosphere — it smacked us right between the 
eyes. We had to do a better job embracing the different ways markets 
identify with hockey. 

Vegas wisely made the city’s entertainment culture part of the in-arena 
spectacle. The Golden Knights charged to the Stanley Cup Final, 
established themselves as a franchise to be reckoned with, and became 
a powerful revenue generator. During their inaugural season, attendance 
for their road games was three-to-four per cent higher than for other 
opponents. 

Expansion teams are supposed to weakly cower in the corner, pushed 
around for years by their established brethren. From the owner on down, 
Vegas refused that narrative. Seattle has the same opportunity. As we 
crawl out of the pandemic and strive for pre-COVID revenues, Seattle is 

critical to that goal. The Kraken are expected to be another high-level 
revenue club, a jolt of financial electricity. 

“We have people here who know and love the game,” Seattle CEO Tod 
Leiweke said last weekend. “Delivery of a very significant market, both in 
its size and in its influence. We have Fortune 500 companies based here. 
They’re going to see hockey at its best in the most beautiful arena in the 
land. That’s a pretty cool development for the NHL.” 

“It’s the last area of the North American footprint that needed to be filled,” 
said NHL Executive Vice-President of Marketing Brian Jennings. 
“Everything they’ve done on this journey has been extraordinary.” 

It’s one thing to get a team. From there, you must build community loyalty 
— during a worldwide health crisis. 

“Being a good communicator is being a good listener,” Leiweke says. 
“When I arrived and heard this rumbling of Kraken, I was like, ‘What the 
heck is that?’ And I talked to more than one person who said, ‘Anything 
but the Kraken.’ But it was after listening to the fans and hearing what 
they thought it was, the passion they had around it…they led us right to 
the answer.” 

It wasn’t only about the name, it was also about how a Kraken was 
supposed to look. 

“They told us, ‘Don’t show it in an explicit way,’” Leiweke said. “It’s not a 
cartoon character. It kind of lives in the theatre of our minds. At the end 
of the day, this is really a story about the fans. Through a global 
pandemic, they never once faltered.” 

“It’s our biggest jersey launch ever,” Jennings said. “We have not seen 
this level of demand out of the gate…and I don’t see any indication that 
it’s slowing down.” 

“I think it's one of the best-looking jerseys in the league,” goalie Philipp 
Grubauer said. “We’re all super-proud to be part of this.” 

Seattle traffic is notoriously terrible, so the Kraken made a deal with the 
city’s monorail that ticketholders get a ride free to home games. An 
executive on another NHL team explained how such goodwill and a great 
off-ice start grows your organization. You don’t want to gouge your fans, 
but you want to charge a premium. Once you set your initial price, it 
creates an expectation of what it costs to go to a game in your market. 
Any significant move meets pushback, so you need to get it right. Vegas 
and Seattle are on the NHL’s higher end, but the strong early relationship 
makes it work. 

The Kraken believe fans will be thrilled to watch their team in a near-total 
remodelling of the now-departed NBA SuperSonics’ arena, originally 
opened in 1962. (The home debut is Oct. 23 against Vancouver.) Only 
the roof remains; it was suspended above construction on the rest of the 
building. 

“Fans have yet to really lay eyes on it and there is even a small part of 
this market that still thinks it’s a renovation,” Leiweke laughs. 
“Renderings a lot of times are just a bit better than reality, and this is a 
flip. The rendering did not do justice to how the arena feels.” 

Even though Amazon is the naming-rights holder, its moniker does not 
grace the facility. Climate Pledge Arena is billed as the first zero-carbon 
arena in the world — which struck a chord in the environmentally-
conscious region. If the buzzword in Vegas was “entertainment,” in 
Seattle it is “sustainability.” The team and league heard it often. The 
organization also overcame years of local political gridlock to get it built, 
which is not a small accomplishment. 

Leiweke’s brother Tim, CEO of Oak View Group, spearheads the 
renovation. 

“We got awful lucky on our partners, on our city and the people who are 
leading this every day,” he said. “We took a historic roof, and floated it — 
literally floated it — in air for two years. Took a 350,000 square foot hole 
and made it a million square foot hole. Our commitment to sustainability 
and being carbon-neutral. You’ll see it everywhere in the building, 
including our ‘living wall.’ The air circulation system, and the air 
filterization system are highly sophisticated. Thinking outside the box on 
the premium seating, so that not only does the NHL work here but we’re 
prepared for the NBA should they choose to come.” 
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(Oak View also is building UBS Arena, new home of the New York 
Islanders. “Who do I cheer for when the Islanders play the Kraken?” Tim 
says. “It’s simple. Whoever has the puck. We’re just as proud of UBS, 
and that comes next.”) 

Monday night, Seattle released its official “Kraken + Climate Pledge 
Arena” app available on both the Apple and Google stores. It’s the first in 
the NHL developed entirely in-house. The goal is to streamline the entire 
experience, from the moment you leave your home to your return. There 
will be four stores where cameras in the ceiling and sensors on the 
shelves detect what a fan picks up (and returns), charging them once 
they leave. No checkout required. 

As arenas launch the next wave of amenities — social areas where fans 
can mingle while watching the games, betting lounges, no-touch 
everything — other clubs will be closely monitoring how these 
technologies perform. 

“Cashless was already trending, now COVID has put it on jet fuel,” 
Jennings said. “Nobody wants to carry cash, nobody wants to exchange, 
nobody wants to shake a hand, they just want to grab and go. It’s a 
glimpse into the future of what everybody expects, right? We live in an 
age of personalization and customization. This younger generation 
clearly expects it. If I’m going to spend my hard-earned money, I expect 
that to be a superior experience. If somebody could tell you, ‘By doing 
this and by doing that you could cut down any waiting line,’” you’re going 
to do it. 

Starting Tuesday night, the focus shifts on-ice. The Pacific Division is 
wide-open, with Vegas the favourite and a whole lot of, “I’m not sure 
about this.” There’s opportunity for the Kraken. 

“You look at (Marc-Andre Fleury), what he did in Vegas,” Grubauer said. 
“I’m trying to be that pillar for this team.” 

“Obviously, you’re going to be compared to Vegas and how they did, but 
we’re trying to build our own story in Seattle,” said Jordan Eberle. “The 
ownership group, the amount of money and the commitment, the details 
in the building, the practice facility. You see the Kraken gear around the 
city.” 

“It’s going to be a hot spot for guys.” 

Home game number two is Oct. 26 against Montreal. 

“It's 102 years since the Canadiens were last in Seattle,” Tod Leiweke 
says. “There is a heck of a story about the Metropolitans, the suspension 
of those finals, the only unfinished Stanley Cup — due to the influenza 
and a player passing away. It is a poignant story that deserves to be told, 
and we’re going to try and tell it. There will be people who come to the 
game that don’t know this story. I hope by that second game we are 
shined up as storytellers, because there is a lot of stuff to share.” 

“We’re not at the end here. We’re at the beginning. We’re not finishing, 
we're just starting. A whole other set of pressures replaces the pressures 
of launch and opening the building. Those pressures include a 
competitive team, putting a great show on in the arena, to the pledges we 
made about making a difference in the community. There will be absolute 
joy in that building. I’m looking forward to that moment.” 

1. Seattle had five players on its COVID list on Monday — Joonas 
Donskoi, Calle Jarnkrok, Marcus Johansson, Jared McCann and Jamie 
Oleksiak. Nothing is a better reminder of the uncertainty we still face, 
which leads to a major early-season storyline: attendance. All arenas but 
Vancouver’s are open to full capacity. As one executive said last week, 
“We’ve sold tickets, but aren’t sure how our fans feel about being in a full 
building. We see some uncertainty.” How will that play out in Ottawa and 
Toronto, which didn’t have complete clearance until last Friday? What 
about Calgary and Edmonton, where the health system is buckling under 
a COVID surge? There are teams who know their attendance will be 
down due to poor performance, and some who feel very confident. Gate 
receipts matter, so this will be a closely-watched phenomenon. 

2. That’s a big “W” for the Canadiens to get Nick Suzuki extended. After 
the Jesperi Kotkaniemi offer sheet, they realized this is no time to screw 
around and got their number one centre signed long-term. An executive 
from another team said from what he heard, it was one of calmest 
negotiations in recent memory (Dave Gagner and Jeff Jackson rep 

Suzuki). There are always intense conversations, but never any danger 
of going off the rails. 

3. So, the biggest off-ice spotlight is on Ottawa and Brady Tkachuk. I try 
to avoid rhetoric, especially when it comes to contract negotiations. The 
true pressure point, however, is now. If the team and agents get it done 
in the next 24-48 hours, everyone smiles and moves on. If not, there’s a 
real problem. This can always change with one phone call, but as I woke 
up Tuesday morning, word was the Senators are still fixated on seven or 
eight years while Tkachuk wants a bridge. If I owned Ottawa, I’d bet on 
this group of young players. In three years, Tkachuk has gone from not 
wanting to be drafted there to being very happy to play there. He likes DJ 
Smith and likes his teammates. The core has a bright future. Sometimes 
you have to bet on yourself. If Tkachuk won’t budge, this is one of those 
times. The other thing is, Ottawa is trying to build back its ticket base. 
We’re not sure in Ontario how fans are going to feel about going. Don’t 
give them another reason to stay home. “Ah, Tkachuk isn’t signed yet, 
I’m not sure about going.” As an old baseball coach used to say: don’t 
run yourself into an out. The Senators need a strong start, on and off the 
ice. 

4. I was surprised Ottawa didn’t make a claim on Adam Brooks. They’ve 
looked around at centres, but Shane Pinto’s earned an opportunity with 
an excellent camp. 

5. The Rangers sent Vitali Kravtsov to AHL Hartford. According to 
multiple sources, his agent has permission to talk to other teams about a 
trade. Always depends on ability to make a deal, but there’s definitely 
interest. 

6. For both Marc-Andre Fleury and Vegas, it’s time to move on. 

7. Nick Kypreos reported Tuesday morning that the NHL “is leaning” 
towards suspending Evander Kane under Section 18A of the Standard 
Player’s Contract. That’s “Commissioner Discipline for Off-Ice Conduct.” 
It empowers Gary Bettman to fine, suspend, or cancel the contract of any 
player found in violation. (There is an appeal process.) As previously 
reported, I don’t think Kane’s contract was in danger of being terminated. 

8. One contract that changed things in the NHL’s executive world: Chris 
Drury’s. When the Rangers hired him as President & GM, he signed a 
contract believed to be in the mid-$4M range. I don’t have any problem 
with that; you’re worth what you negotiate and what someone is willing to 
pay you. It leap-frogged him above many of his peers, including 
Montreal’s Marc Bergevin, who just went to the Stanley Cup Final. I’m not 
saying Bergevin is asking for $4.5M, but I do think it raised the bar. I’ve 
heard one argument that Drury carries the title of President, while many 
of his peers don’t, but, whatever the case, it’s a factor in the lack of an 
extension in Montreal. 

9. Two Twitter users graciously allowed me to share Direct Messages 
sent in the aftermath of Carey Price’s admittance to the NHL/NHLPA 
Player Assistance Program. (They asked their names not be included.) 
“As an average dude, happily married and great father of two, I am 
encouraged by Carey to seek help for things I struggle with that nobody 
knows about. On the surface, I do everything right in life, especially for 
my family’s sake. This is still true. But I’m afraid to admit to the ones I 
love that I suffer in deep darkness when nobody is watching. If not for 
anything, and if it is at all possible, I would like for that man to know his 
courage has affected my life tonight to take similar steps.” And: “As a 
first-responder with PTSD, seeing someone like Price seeking help, 
helps me at least feel less stigma about being away from work…Wish I 
could say thanks to him, and wish him well!” Jonathan Drouin and Robin 
Lehner have done a lot of important work on mental health awareness. 
Price takes it to another level. He’s an Olympic Gold Medallist, a Hart 
Trophy winner and coming off an incredible playoff run. But I believe 
there’s another layer to this, because Price presents as a stoic. What we 
see publicly is a person who, in the firestorm of the Canadiens’ 
passionate fanbase, coolly sets a stable backbone when everything 
burns around him. When he is on, fans believe everything is going to be 
fine. So, when the announcement comes that he’s seeking help, it 
connects to people at a deeper emotional level. I was encouraged to 
hear that Bergevin is optimistic Price and family will benefit from this 
path. That’s the most important thing. 

10. New Jersey opens Friday at home against Chicago. There is hope 
MacKenzie Blackwood will consider getting his vaccination beforehand. 
The goalie, the team’s lone unvaccinated player, said Sunday, “I'm 
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probably going to be getting the shot in the next couple of weeks.” There 
was one previous appointment set up in September, but he wasn’t ready 
to do it when the date hit. New Jersey, I think, has a real chance to 
surprise if his status is solidified. 

11. Bettman said Tuesday on ESPN Radio’s Keyshawn Johnson, Max 
Kellerman and Jay Williams morning show that “only four players” on 
NHL Opening Day rosters are not vaccinated. 

12. Several people who know Mika Zibanejad said he would be a much 
more effective player if his contract status was settled before the season. 
Some guys are comfortable with uncertainty, some aren’t. So, a win for 
both him and the Rangers that it’s done. I know sports fans are ageist, 
but if you’re going to bet on someone, best it be the guy you know. 
Henrik Lundqvist was almost 32 when they extended him seven years. 
Turned out pretty well. 

13. Does re-signing Zibanejad take the Rangers out of acquiring Jack 
Eichel? It definitely takes them out of it if someone (Buffalo or a third 
party) isn’t willing to retain. New York can’t do it at $10M. 

14. Everyone’s being very careful about this, but word is that there are 
four or five teams indicating comfort with Eichel’s preferred disc 
replacement. There are legitimate attempts to find a solution, but it’s still 
a challenge. This is a hard deal to make if you’re giving up top 
picks/prospects, and have to wait through the surgery. The good news is 
that I think everyone realizes it is time to sort this out. 

15. Philadelphia told Travis Konecny at the end of last season that they 
easily could have traded him. There were a lot of interested teams 
calling. But they didn’t want to do it, because they feel he’s too important, 
too good to give up on. Konecny rewarded that faith by showing up fit, 
hungry and ready to go. Looking forward to his season. 

16. Another player I’m watching: Chicago’s Dylan Strome. Head coach 
Jeremy Colliton is talking about him as a fourth-liner, and that’s not a 
place he will thrive. With Jonathan Toews back and the organization 
heavily invested in Kirby Dach, there’s not much room for Strome. Other 
teams previously showed interest, and the Blackhawks are looking 
around. Chicago also made a big gamble on Henrik Borgstrom. Not only 
did they trade for him, but they took Brett Connolly’s $7M salary (over 
two years), which is now at AHL Rockford. Borgstrom’s a real talent and 
he’s been through a lot. Hope it works out for him. 

17. Don’t think it is going to matter because Toronto likes the player, but 
Kirill Semyonov does have a European assignment clause in his contract 
if he’s not in the NHL at some point in 2021-22. 

18. No one likes Hall & Oates more than me. But I can’t believe the 
Maple Leafs didn’t change their goal song. 

19. Waiver non-claims that surprised me: Kale Clague (Los Angeles), 
Cale Fleury (Seattle), Alexander Volkov (Anaheim). I think there was one 
team (possibly Philadelphia) that looked at Montreal’s Michael Pezzetta. 
The Flyers went for Vegas’s Patrick Brown. 

20. Kraken captain Mark Giordano: deadline acquisition piece or 
extension candidate? Would anyone be surprised if it is the latter? 

21. A little surprised Bobby Ryan and Detroit didn’t work out a contract, 
but Lucas Raymond sure earned his spot. Will Ryan be re-visited if the 
Red Wings need to add a veteran in the next few weeks? Not many 
places he’d rather go. 

22. How many 37-year-olds (in December) get a contract after missing a 
full season? Very impressive by Brian Boyle, once again beating the 
odds. 

23. Which is the weirder lineup — Pittsburgh without Sidney Crosby and 
Evgeni Malkin or Washington without Nicklas Backstrom and Alexander 
Ovechkin? I’d probably say the Capitals, because, unfortunately, the 
Penguins’ Hall-of-Fame duo have battled injuries throughout their 
magnificent careers. But I was looking at some of their practice lines and 
thinking I’m not going to like it when they’re all retired, sitting in rocking 
chairs, smoking cigars, sipping Scotch, laughing at how much they used 
to hate each other. Colby Armstrong has a sit-down with Crosby and 
Ovechkin that will air Tuesday night as part of our Opening Night 
coverage. I’m looking forward to it, and it’s major credit to Colby that they 
agreed to it. 

24. There was a COVID breakout among scouts who attended the USHL 
Fall Classic Sept. 23-27 in Pittsburgh. Since then, the NHL has warned 
scouts there is a “zero tolerance policy with respect to the protocols in all 
partner leagues being respected and followed.” Those leagues are being 
asked to make it known if anyone ignores protocols, with potential 
punishment of losing their ability to attend games — at the very least. 

25. Alaska is Kraken territory. The organization played a significant part 
in helping NCAA Alaska-Anchorage re-instate its disbanded hockey 
program for 2022-23. You may remember the outdoor games last season 
at Lake Tahoe. A Mystery, Alaska type of event with the Kraken as hosts 
makes a lot of sense. 

26. Injuries are going to happen in the pre-season. That’s hockey. But 
watching the likes of Matt Boldy, Quinton Byfield and Ilya Mikheyev go 
down long-term; Zack Kassian suffering a scary-looking concussion in a 
meaningless fight; Ryan Reaves luckily escape serious injury; and 
Alexander Ovechkin flirt with franchise-altering/Gretzky-chasing disaster 
— there are too many pre-season games. I get that they make money. I 
understand teams want to give AHLers and prospects an opportunity. But 
(at least) six games are not worth the risk. If you cut to four, you also 
eliminate one team complaining to the league about another not 
scheduling enough of them. 

27. Western Conference Playoff teams: Colorado, Dallas, Minnesota, 
Winnipeg (Central); Calgary, Edmonton, Vancouver, Vegas (Pacific). 
Winnipeg is my pick as best Canadian team. 

28. You know what I liked most about the Jets? No noise. The last few 
off-seasons, it seemed like there was always something. This year was 
adding Brenden Dillon and Nate Schmidt. Quiet. Simple. That’s good for 
them. 

29. Eastern Conference Playoff teams: Carolina, Islanders, and I’m torn 
between Philadelphia, Rangers & Washington (Metropolitan); Boston, 
Florida, Tampa Bay, Toronto (Atlantic). 

30. Awards: Nathan MacKinnon (Hart); Cale Makar (Norris); Spencer 
Knight (Calder); Jacob Markstrom (Vezina). 

31. I’m picking Colorado to win the Stanley Cup until they actually do it. 

32. Nice to hear that some of you are creating your own “In-Season 
Stanley Cup” pools. (Podcast explainer here.) It will drive you bananas in 
a fun way. Thank you to the Grade 4/5 math class at Gladys Speers 
Public School in Oakville, ON for offering to keep track of the standings 
as David Amber, Caroline Cameron, Jeff Marek and I chase in-season 
supremacy. One question I wanted to clear: All-Star, Christmas and 
Olympic breaks do not count. The totals are locked-in before those begin, 
and resume on the first day back. Regular days off during the schedule 
do count. So if a team “has the Cup” with, say, a four-day break while 
everyone else is playing, that’s a bonus. You don’t get credit for any 
game day unless you win. Another Twitter follower said he and his 
friends modified it to one point for winning the Cup and one for defending 
it. Choose what you like. Two prizes: one for most days your teams have 
the Cup, one for who finishes with it. Marek (picks one and eight in our 
snake draft): Tampa Bay, Carolina, Detroit, Edmonton, Minnesota, St. 
Louis, Los Angeles, Arizona. Amber (two and seven): Colorado, 
Vancouver, Florida, Washington, Toronto, Ottawa, Montreal, Buffalo. 
Caroline (three and six): Vegas, Rangers, Philadelphia, Seattle, Chicago, 
Pittsburgh, Columbus, Anaheim. Myself (four and five): Islanders, 
Winnipeg, Dallas, Boston, Calgary, New Jersey, Nashville, San Jose. 
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THE 22 PEOPLE WHO WILL DEFINE THE 2021-22 NHL SEASON  

 

By Luke Fox 
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A t the core of every good (and bad and ugly) hockey story, you’ll find 
people. Supreme on-ice talents and front-office giants. Combustible 
coaches and charismatic commentators. Embarking on its first full 82-
game schedule (fingers crossed) in three years, the National Hockey 
League — now with real live fans! — will lean on all of the above to keep 
our attention throughout the winter and deep into spring. 

This is a huge year for a two-nation league that stickhandled through a 
pandemic as best it could, emerging bigger than ever. The NHL is 
welcoming its 32nd franchise, two fresh American TV partners, and flying 
its best people to the Olympics for the first time since 2014. 

Here are the 22 newsmakers and game-breakers likely to define the 
2021-22 NHL season — ranked in order of importance. 

WHEN TURNER SPORTS reached a seven-year broadcast deal worth 
north of $1-billion with the NHL in late August, TNT basketball analyst 
Charles Barkley began hounding his good friend The Great One with a 
TV pitch: “This will be fun for you.” 

Eventually, Gretzky and his wife, Janet, looked around their empty nest 
and figured, Why not? Why not join Chuck at TNT and become the 
greatest hockey player to take a perch as a full-time desk analyst? 

Just don’t expect Barkley’s goofy irreverence from No. 99. 

“There’s only one Charles Barkley, right?” Gretzky told Hockey Central at 
Noon. “You have to be yourself. 

“I’m the most positive person in the world. I love everything about our 
game. And I told everyone at Turner and Charles: ‘Look, I’m not a 
controversial guy. I’m not going to be that guy that’s going to be so 
negative about players. I’m the exact opposite. So, if you’re looking for 
that guy, I’m not the right guy.’ ” 

TNT’s $225-million-per-year investment complements the NHL’s new 
ESPN deal and should, eventually, help jolt revenues past pre-pandemic 
levels. The network is banking big-time that Gretzky’s brand will draw a 
wide audience. But skeptics wonder if Gretzky the Analyst might be too 
diplomatic for our hot-take times. 

WHAT THE FINNISH sniper lost in production last season (slinking to a 
career-low 12 goals and spending time on the fourth line) he did not lose 
in confidence. 

“I don’t think I need to prove anything anymore,” Laine said at the outset 
of camp. “I think I’ve proved already what I could do in this league, 
scoring over 40 [goals]. It’s not an everyday thing for a lot of guys in this 
league. I know. I’ve done that already, so I don’t think I’m in that position 
anymore where I have to prove anything to anybody.” 

Having accepted his $7.5-million, one-year qualifying offer from the 
Columbus Blue Jackets, Laine is once again on track to become a 
restricted free agent in 2022. This time, however, he’ll hold the arbitration 
hammer, and Laine is pushing all-in on his own talent. 

Columbus has a tortured history of not being able to hang onto its stars 
long-term, and the Jackets underachieved big-time last season. 

The Jackets’ fate and Laine’s are tied. 

IN THE SUMMER of 2012, Minnesota Wild owner Craig Leipold inked 
hockey’s two most prized free agents, Ryan Suter and Zach Parise, to 
identical 13-year, $98-million contracts. In the summer of 2021, 
Minnesota GM Bill Guerin had to convince Leipold to finally wave the 
white flag; to buy out the final four seasons of those monster 
commitments after minimal playoff success; to start fresh. 

Guerin has installed a fresh leadership group and called Calder winner 
Kirill Kaprizov’s KHL bluff. By locking in the explosive star with a five-
year, $45-million deal, the GM is spicing up the image of the Minnesota 
Mild. 

Guerin is making bold and expensive moves in a hockey-mad state that 
had been previously mired in a hockey-sad state. 

THE CULLING IN New York City came with a fresh mandate for those 
who survived: Play hard. Don’t back down. 

Yes, the reset Rangers have all kinds of skill, from Artemi Panarin to 
Mika Zibanejad to 23-year-old Norris winner Adam Fox. But they 

underachieved and underwhelmed last season. Jobs were slashed. 
Rugged skaters like Ryan Reaves and Barclay Goodrow were hired. 

Enter Gallant, a no-nonsense players’ coach who demands respect and 
hard work. 

The man who motivated the expansion Golden Knights all the way to the 
Cup final in Year One — and spent the past year on P.E.I. waiting for 
another shot — could be the coach that pushes the Blueshirts back to the 
postseason. 

DON’T BELIEVE FOR a millisecond that it was just a coincidence the 
New York Rangers went out and grabbed the tough-as-nails Reaves this 
summer in advance of their opening night tilt versus Wilson and the 
Washington Capitals. 

No player’s name starts trending faster than Wilson’s after a massive hit. 
Since the power forward entered the league in 2013, no one has been 
penalized more. Wilson has been suspended five times and fined twice 
by player safety, and many would argue he’s gotten off lightly. 

On-ice villains are few and far between in the ultimate good-guy sport, 
and Wilson knows only how to play on the edge. 

Every hit he launches this season will be under the microscope. 

OPERATING BEHIND THE scenes, the CAA superagent has his 
fingerprints all over the business side of this season. Smoothly 
negotiating new contracts in Vancouver for both Quinn Hughes and Elias 
Pettersson, Brisson set up Pettersson, in particular, for a massive 
qualifying offer down the road. He has been instrumental in swaying 
leverage towards the game’s young stars. 

Brisson’s name is attached to $1.12 billion worth of active player 
contracts, according to PuckPedia.com. The eight-year, $76-million 
whopper he negotiated for new Blackhawk Seth Jones jolted the defence 
market heading into this season. And the long-term futures of stars like 
Pierre-Luc Dubois, Claude Giroux and Jack Hughes are all on the 
docket. 

So, it should not have been a surprise when Jack Eichel switched 
agencies and turned to Brisson when the Buffalo star felt his own 
predicament needed a fresh perspective. 

DO IT FOR BERGY. 

That could well be the motto for a Boston Bruins roster undergoing a 
serious shift. David Krejci is off killing it in the Czech league. Zdeno 
Chara is now two teams removed. Tuukka Rask is more concerned with 
rehabbing the torn labrum in his hip than he is with his next contract. And 
now Captain Bergeron is entering the final year of his deal. 

The perennial Selke finalist should be paired on a veteran line with 
Sidney Crosby in Beijing, and his leadership will be critical for Boston, a 
team trying to elevate young talent and suddenly lacking experience in 
goal. 

Bergeron hasn’t committed to playing beyond 2022 — “I’m going to play 
out this year, and then talk about that after,” he says — so appreciate his 
subtle genius while you can. 

CAREY PRICE IS known for his unflappability, for his poise under the 
stormiest conditions, and for a heart that ticks like a metronome. 

But just because the future Hall of Famer, gold medallist and recent 
Stanley Cup finalist looks impenetrable under the brightest of lights 
doesn’t mean he’s not human like the rest of us. 

For Price, his most stellar playoff run led to a surprise availability in the 
Seattle expansion draft led to trepidatious training camp, as concerns 
over the goaltender’s physical health had Montreal worried about his 
readiness. 

But it’s Price’s mental health now of chief concern. Price enters the 
Player Assistance Program — for unspecified reasons and with his wife’s 
encouragement — and won’t be seen for at least the first month of the 
season. Maybe longer. 

Sources say Price was set to be picked, again, as Team Canada’s 
backbone in Beijing. But life trumps hockey, and the story of Carey Price 
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this year should supersede the story of the Canadiens or Canada’s 
crease.  

“No matter what is on the line,” Price’s wife, Angela, wrote on Instagram, 
“we hope we can communicate the importance of putting your mental 
health first not just by saying it, but by showing up and doing the work to 
get better.” 

With someone as revered as Price admitting he needs help, the goalie 
will be saving others from the stigma. 

HOW CAN CONNOR McDavid — that fast, fearless face of the game — 
not draw a single penalty in an entire playoff round? Particularly when the 
puck is on his blade half the time he’s on the ice? 

That question, to say nothing of the Tim Peel makeup-call fiasco, has 
fans jumping  all over the officials for their inconsistency, and the gap 
between how the playoffs and the regular season are called. 

In a league trying to promote offence, power plays fell to an all-time low, 
2.89 per team per game, in 2020–21 (per hockey-reference.com, which 
tracks the stat back to 1963-64). 

Walkom, NHL VP and director of officiating, has the unenviable task of 
policing the guys who enforce the rules. 

The early buzz is that the stripes are out to crack down on excessive 
cross-checking, particularly in front of the net. 

The players we’ve spoken to don’t mind the crackdown, but they’re still in 
believe-it-when-we-see-it mode. Above all, they’re demanding consistent 
whistles period to period, team to team, night to night. 

“HE’S A TKACHUK. That’s how we do it.” 

That would be older brother (and part-time agent) Matthew speaking on 
32 Thoughts: The Podcast about younger brother Brady’s contract 
stalemate with the Ottawa Senators. 

Nope, Matthew doesn’t need to be on the ice to stir things up. 

Brady is projected to be the next captain in Ottawa. The Senators are a 
young group with nothing to lose, and one, according to GM Pierre 
Dorion, that is ready to flip the switch and take a run at the playoffs. That 
won’t be possible without Brady in uniform, and his absence from training 
camp is a dark cloud hanging over the capital. 

Meanwhile, Matthew’s own career in Calgary is speeding toward a critical 
juncture of its own. The combustible winger is set to make $9 million this 
season, and he hardly played up to his price tag last winter. Fan 
attendance should help fuel an emotional athlete like Matthew, but the 
West’s most notorious instigator is an RFA all over again next summer, 
and the Flames are desperate to regain their swagger. 

He’ll drive a hard bargain. He’s a Tkachuk. That’s how they do it. 

THE BIG FINN enters the final year of his value contract ($5.9 million cap 
hit) with a Selke Trophy on his mantle and long list of prognosticators 
predicting a monster performance by his Florida Panthers. 

Barkov loves Sunrise, and the Panthers would’ve been foolish not to lock 
up the franchise’s best-ever player. If Barkov had hit the open market, 
the bidding war for his services would be on par with the John Tavares 
sweepstakes in 2018. 

So, GM Bill Zito stepped up just days before the season opener and 
blessed his No. 1 centre with a max-term, $80-million extension (tax 
free!). 

Nothing would prove Zito right faster than Barkov leading the Cats deep 
into the playoffs. Florida hasn’t won a single playoff round since that rat-
chucking run of 1996, and it’s taken a toll on the gate. 

If this hipster Stanley Cup pick is to break the spell, Florida’s new $10-
million man will need to be front and centre. Which shouldn’t be an issue 
since former teammate Keith Yandle says Barkov’s talent is beyond 
ridiculous: “Honestly, it looks like he has to play down to everybody else’s 
level because he’s that much better.” 

COASTING INTO RETIREMENT, the commissioner is not. 

After awarding two Stanley Cups through a pandemic and ensuring 
labour peace for the near future, Bettman is looking for the NHL to make 
a serious splash in 2021–22. The return of a full 82-game schedule and 
the league’s players to the Winter Games are both on deck. So are a 
slew of new revenue streams that should help bump the salary cap for 
the first time since the virus shut out fans. 

The Seattle Kraken debut with their slick new sweaters; two lucrative 
U.S. TV rights deals, with ESPN and TNT, should push the sport in front 
of more eyeballs; and full stadia for the Winter Classic, All-Star Weekend 
and the Draft should boost the league’s buzz. 

Meanwhile, Bettman must monitor health and border issues, dive into 
Robin Lehner’s claims of pill pushing, and (hopefully) make the right calls 
when it comes to ongoing investigations with the Blackhawks and with 
Evander Kane. 

PROVIDED HE ENJOYS a smooth recovery from summertime wrist 
surgery, the Maple Leafs’ No. 1 centre has a legit shot to become the first 
60-goal scorer in a decade (Steven Stamkos, 2012) and just the third of 
this century. 

Over his past 82 regular-season games, Matthews has scored 62 times. 
His goals per game have increased in each of his five seasons, from 0.49 
as a rookie to 0.79 in 2021, when he terrorized the rest of Canada. 

Health allowing, there’s no reason why Rick Vaive’s 54 won’t be 
downgraded in the franchise record book or why Matthews won’t become 
the first repeat Rocket Richard Trophy winner not named Alex Ovechkin. 

Like the rest of Matthews’ team, however, Leaf Nation will take little 
solace in regular-season heroics if they’re not tagged by playoff success. 

SPORTSNET PROSPECT GURU Sam Cosentino has projected Wright 
to be “a must-see for years.” And it’s difficult to imagine the Burlington, 
Ont., native not going first overall this July in Montreal — the NHL’s first 
live draft in three years. 

All Wright did with his exceptional-player status in 2019–20 was break 
Connor McDavid’s OHL record for points by a rookie, racking up 66 in 58 
games. Now the Frontenacs centre — set to lead Canada’s hopes at the 
2022 world juniors — has sent rebuilding NHL clubs scurrying into tank 
mode to increase their odds of landing a franchise player. 

As if it’s 2015 all over again, Buffalo and Arizona are in it to lose it. 
Anaheim and Detroit are right there, too. With so many “Pain for Shane” 
campaigns in effect, expect to see a few teams sell off players at trade 
deadline in order to get on the (W)right track. 

MACKINNON, A NOTED In-N-Out burger consumer, was done a solid in 
the off-season by his GM, Joe Sakic, who kept captain Gabriel 
Landeskog in the fold and gave Cale Makar the bag. With some key 
contributors still on team-friendly contracts (Darcy Kuemper, Nazem 
Kadri, Andre Burakovsky), budget-conscious Colorado is once again a 
legitimate Cup contender. 

The window for the electric and demanding MacKinnon — a lock for 
Team Canada and his first Olympic appearance — is now. Because once 
the best bargain in hockey is due a raise, it’ll be that much more difficult 
to surround him with so much depth. 

Sakic and MacKinnon ($6.3 million cap hit) can start talking about an 
extension in July. 

A lightning rod throughout his NHL career, Kane has seemingly 
debunked his estranged wife’s accusations that he gambled on his own 
sport. (Leading all Sharks in goals and assists may have helped his 
case.) But now the league is investigating claims that Kane violated its 
COVID protocol. (Reports of Kane using a fake vaccination card surfaced 
the week before San Jose’s season opener.) 

Kane sat out training camp hoping his name would be cleared. But even 
if he returns to the Sharks, there’s no guarantee he’ll be welcome in the 
dressing room. Reports surfaced over the summer that several San Jose 
teammates don’t want him back and that GM Doug Wilson attempted to 
trade the final four seasons of his $49-million contract. 

Kane is an elite talent and an outspoken personality. With Wilson facing 
pressure from his aging stars to dress a competitive roster and star 
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centre Tomas Hertl in the final year of his deal, how this all shakes out in 
Silicon Valley will be fascinating. 

AFTER THREE CONSECUTIVE first-round postseason exits in which 
they won a grand total of three games, the once unstoppable Pittsburgh 
Penguins looked damaged heading into this season even before the 
injuries piled up. If 2021–22 isn’t precisely the Last Dance for an aging 
core more than four years removed from its back-to-back title wins, it 
may well be Last Chance. 

Evgeni Malkin, Kris Letang, Bryan Rust, Jeff Carter and Casey DeSmith 
all enter the season on expiring contracts. Malkin (knee) and Sidney 
Crosby (wrist) begin the campaign on the shelf. Top-six winger Jake 
Guentzel tested positive for COVID during camp. And the general 
manager isn’t exactly overflowing with coveted futures to trade for the 
now. 

If Pittsburgh loses ground in the ultra-competitive Metropolitan Division, 
Hextall could get desperate to keep the dream alive. Or he could sell off 
Malkin and/or Letang, start a rebuild, and play kingmaker to a contender. 

GARY BETTMAN SAYS Lehner doesn’t need to tweet to grab the 
league’s attention, but, boy, was taking his truth public an effective way 
to steal it fully. 

The Vegas Golden Knights (now undisputed) starting goaltender appears 
just as interested in starting conversations about mental health and 
players’ rights. 

Never one to bite his tongue, Lehner has been outspoken in his support 
for former teammate Jack Eichel. He also dropped a social-media bomb 
in early October when he charged that some NHL teams hand out 
Ambien and benzodiazepines to players without prescriptions, and called 
for old-school Flyers coach Alain Vigneault to be fired because he treats 
people like robots. 

“I’ve made crazy amount of mistakes. But lying about what I’ve seen for 
12 years not one of them. I don’t care what they say, I don’t lie about 
these things,” Lehner wrote. 

“Watch now when nhl will try cancel me. [Good] luck whatever lie you 
come up about me. I don’t care.” 

Following his Twitter storm, Lehner announced he’ll be working behind 
the scenes with the NHL and the PA on solutions: “Lives matter more 
than the Cup for me.” 

ARMED WITH A brand-new, four-year contract extension in St. Louis, 
Armstrong has been tasked with what is at once the most fun and most 
scrutinized and dissected task in hockey: selecting Team Canada’s 
Olympic men’s team. 

Thus far, Armstrong has knocked his decisions out of the park: It’s 
impossible to frown upon the inclusion of assistant Roberto Luongo to 
help select the goalies, and a deep coaching bench guided by two-time 
champion, full-time motivator Jon Cooper should be up for the challenge. 
But filling out the complementary pieces for Connor McDavid’s first five-
ring foray will have us outsiders screaming “Snubbed!” 

When he’s not making Canada’s most important decisions this side of 
Justin Trudeau’s office, Armstrong will be trying to manage (or trade) the 
mystery that is Vladimir Tarasenko and prove that 2019 wasn’t a one-off 
for his Blues. 

WHAT A GONG SHOW. 

The saga of Jack Eichel v. Buffalo Sabres feels never-ending. One of the 
most talented players on the planet hasn’t played a hockey game since 
Jan. 14 due to an ugly game of chicken over which surgical procedure 
would best fix his neck: spinal fusion (the club’s choice) or artificial disc 
replacement (Eichel’s preference). 

A change of agents, a stripping of the team’s captaincy, a failed 
physical… and still a trade has yet to materialize. 

No one is a winner here. Fans are getting cheated out of a superstar. 
The Sabres are sagging. The Pegulas are under fire. Team USA might 
miss out on one of its most dangerous weapons. And the league and its 
PA are taking lumps for allowing an organization to control an individual’s 
health decision. 

Eichel is staying in shape in case a deal emerges. Should he get fixed 
and find another NHL team, he could be a difference-maker. Until then, 
the stalemate remains as infuriating as it is fascinating. 

RETAINING GM POSTS for both the Chicago Blackhawks and Team 
USA’s 2022 Beijing squad despite his club’s ongoing investigation for 
sexual assault, Bowman has fallen under intense scrutiny. Child USA, an 
American think tank that studies child sexual abuse and prevention, has 
petitioned the U.S. Olympic & Paralympic Committee to suspend 
Bowman from his Olympic duties while he faces allegations that he 
helped cover up the sexual abuse of two Blackhawks players in 2010. 

Regarding matters on the ice, Bowman will be welcoming back captain 
Jonathan Toews after his season-long sabbatical for health reasons; 
dressing happy-go-lucky Marc-Andre Fleury after a stunning summer 
trade; delivering a market-rocking raise to Seth Jones (taking the 
defenceman to $9.5 million per year); and, in his spare time, working to 
assemble an American roster deep and talented enough to win Olympic 
gold for the first time since 1980’s Miracle on Ice. 

WHAT WILL THE first unanimous Hart Trophy winner in 39 years conjure 
for an encore? 

After erupting for a ridiculous 33 goals and 105 points in 2020–21’s 
truncated 56-game season, and gaining a workhorse left-winger in Zach 
Hyman, a 50-goal, 150-point campaign now seems perfectly reasonable 
(health permitting, of course). 

There’s no disputing McDavid’s status as the best at his craft. Yet for all 
his jaw-dropping highlights, true team success has slipped through his 
grasp since he turned pro six years ago. His Oilers were swept by 
Winnipeg last spring, and doubts surrounding Edmonton’s ability to 
surround a superstar with the proper supporting cast persist. 

If not in Alberta, perhaps it’ll be in China where McDavid reaps his glory. 
The prime is now. 
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‘Man on a mission' Tavares sets tone for new Leafs season 

 

By Mark Masters 

 

TSN Toronto Reporter Mark Masters reports on the Maple Leafs, who 
practised at Ford Performance Centre on Tuesday ahead of their 2021-
22 season opener Wednesday against the Montreal Canadiens at 
Scotiabank Arena. 

With 

 (left wrist) out of the lineup this week, 

will be Toronto's top-line centre to start the season. Tavares scored two 
goals and added three assists in the four games Matthews missed last 
season.  

"Nothing really changes," the 31-year-old said. "Just play my game. 
Auston's missed some games in the past and I've been through similar 
circumstances so just continue to prepare like I have and understand my 
role and responsibility and go out there and play at a high level." 

Sidelined with a concussion and knee injury in the playoffs, Tavares 
arrived at training camp this year determined to turn the page on that 
scary collision with 

during Game 1 of the Leafs’ first-round playoff series against the 
Montreal Canadiens last May.  

"He looks incredible," gushed goalie 

. "He didn't miss a beat. Right away, first practice, he looked like a man 
on a mission. There's no better way to lead than to go out there and 
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dominate and that's what he's been doing and we're going to need that 
from him all year." 

"John is as focused as I've ever seen him," said coach Sheldon Keefe. 
"He's a very focused and committed guy, but I just feel like he's taken it 
to another level." 

"He put in a lot of hard work," noted friend 

. "He did lots of stuff to make sure when camp started, he felt completely 
comfortable. He was doing contact drills leading up. Johnny's such a 
detailed guy that there's no stone unturned and he was going to be ready 
to go." 

Last year, Keefe spoke about setting new, higher standards in Toronto. 
This year, it's about raising the standards and, in that regard, Tavares is 
setting the tone.  

"He is very driven personally and, also, as he is leading our group," said 
Keefe. "We are seeking the ultimate goal here, which is to put together a 
program that sustains itself in difficult times." 

"It's about pushing the envelope," said Tavares, "and finding ways to stay 
consistent ... [and] finding ways to get better and challenge ourselves to 
continuously never feel like we're comfortable with the way we're 
playing." 

The Leafs looked really good in the regular season last year winning the 
North Division, but then they squandered a 3-1 series lead against the 
Canadiens. Toronto controlled much of the play, including a strong 
stretch late in Game 5 and in overtime of Game 6.   

"There's plenty of teams around the league [and] certain players that, 
even though they don't have the puck and you have the puck, they seem 
to be in control of the game," Tavares said. "Those are little details that, 
as we get into it more systematically, we can talk about as a group 
whether it's mindset or executing those type of things." 

'It’s about pushing the envelope': Captain Tavares is a 'man on a mission' 

After a horrific injury forced John Tavares to leave Game 1 of the playoffs 
last season, the Leafs captain has come to camp with a renewed energy, 
and his teammates have taken notice. Mark Masters has more. 

Even at age 38, Spezza still gets pumped for opening night.  

"You remember being like nine [years old] before Christmas? It's kind of 
the same feeling," the Toronto native said with a smile. "It's a cool feeling 
to have a new season begin and it doesn't get old." 

This will be Spezza's third season with his hometown team, but the first 
true home-opener experience. A couple years ago, then coach Mike 
Babcock made him a healthy scratch on opening night. Then, last 
season, there were no fans in the building due to pandemic restrictions.  

Spezza will have his parents, Rino and Donna, in the crowd on 
Wednesday night.  

"It's something that you don't take for granted," Spezza said. "It's special 
to play in Toronto. It's special to be part of a home opener. These are all 
things that are really cool things, it doesn't matter how old you are or how 
long you've been around for. So, I'll be excited to go." 

Spezza, who's entering his 19th NHL season, will have a new role with 
the Leafs on Wednesday. With Matthews out at least three games, 
Spezza is moving up to that flank position with the top power-play unit.  

"I've played on lots of power plays so I'm just going to do my thing," 
Spezza said. "We talked about it this morning and went over the options. 
Obviously, we'd like to have Matty there. He's the ace in that spot, but for 
now I can hopefully do a good job and get us to a good start."  

Keefe has labelled the power play the No. 1 area in need of improvement 
when it comes to the offensive side of Toronto's game. The team surged 
out of the gate last season before fading badly down the stretch and 
finishing 16th overall in power-play percentage. 

Ilya Mikheyev had been filling in with the top power-play unit during the 
last couple pre-season games, but sustained a broken thumb on 
Saturday and will miss eight weeks. 

"We have been primarily using left-handed players through camp as 
placeholders for Auston," Keefe said. "Mikheyev is not available for us 
now. I thought he had done a pretty good job for us in that spot. We had 
to make a decision. Spezza has spent a lot of time throughout his career 
on that flank. Even though he is a right-handed guy, we just thought in 
terms of skill-set, experience and leadership, he is the guy that can step 
in well in that spot. We are going to give him that opportunity." 

Leafs Ice Chips: Spezza is like a kid on Christmas eve 

The Leafs held their final practice ahead of the regular season, and the 
excitement of the new campaign hasn't been lost on 38-year old veteran 
Jason Spezza, who gets to final play in his first true home opener. TSN's 
Mark Masters has more. 

Mitch Marner left practice early after a collision with during a drill. 

"He had a bit of a glancing blow there with Simmer," Keefe said. "It is just 
precautionary at this point in time. We will evaluate in the morning and 
take it from there." 

"You never want to see anyone leave practice," Tavares said, "especially 
a guy that we count on a lot so hopefully nothing too serious and he'll be 
ready to go." 

Marner stayed on the ice for a few minutes after the collision. He had a 
conversation with assistant athletic therapist Jon Geller at the bench. 
After that he skated over to Keefe to share a few words before departing. 

"Not really concerned," said Spezza. "I think it was just precautionary and 
he probably wanted a rest (smile). I think he'll be fine. I haven't talked to 
him so maybe I shouldn't make light of it, but it seemed like it was a 
pretty minor thing."  

Marner will be re-evaluated tomorrow after 'glancing blow' at Leafs 
practice 

Mitch Marner’s status is up in the air after he left practice early following 
a collision with Wayne Simmonds. Head coach Sheldon Keefe said that 
Marner leaving was just precautionary, and that ''we'll evaluate him in the 
morning and take it from there.” 

The Leafs will employ a tandem system in net this season. Newcomer, 
who inked a three-year deal with the Leafs in the summer, owns a longer 
contract than Campbell, but the opening-night job was always earmarked 
for the incumbent. It will be the first time Campbell starts a season-
opening game in the NHL. 

"It is a great accomplishment for him," Keefe said. "He has been through 
a lot to get to this position. He has worked extremely hard. He has had to 
continue to believe in himself and deal with adversity. He has earned the 
confidence of our organization here and of his teammates. He has been 
terrific all the way through camp. He has accepted a new partner here in 
Petr and worked very well with him in terms of that tandem. I am excited 
for him for this season. It wasn't even a question of who was going to 
start this game all off-season and all through camp. He has never given 
us a reason to think any different." 

Campbell, who's in the final year of his contract, learned the news via a 
text from goalie coach Steve Briere on Monday. Who's the first person he 
told?  

"I actually haven't told anybody so, I guess, you guys," Campbell said 
with a smile.  

The Michigan native was a first round pick in 2010, but struggled under 
the weight of lofty expectations and never emerged as the go-to guy for 
an NHL team until last season after got hurt.  

"It definitely feels good to put the work in and get rewarded, but it's just 
one step," the 29-year-old said. "I always expected to be in this position, I 
just didn't perform enough to be able to. Now, I just expect it out of 
myself."  

Andersen started the last five season openers for the Leafs.  

'It wasn't even a question': Campbell gets first ever season-opening start 

Jack Campbell will make the first opening night start of his career 
Wednesday night when the Maple Leafs host the Canadiens. Head 
coach Sheldon Keefe said that even with the addition of Petr Mrazek, it 
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wasn't a question as to who would lead the team onto the ice on opening 
night. 

Campbell is a beloved figure in the Leafs dressing room thanks to his 
fun-loving personality. Earlier in training camp, he expressed a desire to 
organize a team dinner at Red Lobster. On Monday night, he held a party 
for his cat.  

"My cat's second birthday," Campbell said. "It was a big day and a lot of 
fun. It was great. I adopted Buds the January before I got traded [to 
Toronto] in February [2020]. I was always a dog guy, I just wasn't ready 
for a dog maturity-wise. I just felt like it was a huge responsibility, but I'm 
going to get one really soon here so I'm excited." 

Why the name Buds?  

"All my boys, I call them, 'Buds,' so I thought it was perfect for him."  

'It was a big day': Leafs' Campbell throws birthday for cat 'Buds' 

Leafs goalie Jack Campbell pulled back the curtain to shed some light on 
some of his personal life on Instagram as he shared pictures of his cat 
Buds' birthday. 

Toronto finished 24th in penalty-killing percentage (78.5) last season, but 
Keefe suggested part of that is tied to goaltending.  

"Our penalty kill has terrific potential here," Keefe said. "I think our 
penalty kill was probably underrated last season with some of the results. 
If you just look at the games that played, I think we were up around 90 
per cent on the penalty kill, which would have been the No. 1 penalty kill 
in the NHL over the course of the season." 

Campbell posted an impressive .913 save percentage in 22 games when 
the Leafs were shorthanded last season. Meanwhile, Andersen (.791 in 
24 games), 
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Maple Leafs dealing with Marner injury scare ahead of opener 

 

By Kristen Shilton 

TSN Toronto Maple Leafs Reporter 

 

TORONTO — No 

“He had a bit of a glancing blow there with Simmer on the ice,” said 
coach Sheldon Keefe. “It’s just precautionary [that we removed him] at 
this point in time. We'll evaluate him in the morning and take it from 
there.” 

The hit from Simmonds was hard enough that Marner stayed down for a 
minute before skating gingerly back to the bench. He participated in a 
couple more line drills after that, and then engaged in a lengthy 
conversation with trainer Jon Geller.  

From there, Marner went and spoke to Keefe directly before retiring to 
the dressing room, tailed by Geller.  

While it’s rarely positive to see a player exit practice early, at least one of 
Marner’s teammates didn’t see reason to worry. 

“I’m not really concerned. I think it was just precautionary; he probably 
wanted a rest,” joked 

. “I think it'll be fine. I haven't talked to him, so maybe I shouldn't make 
light of it, but it seemed like it was a pretty minor thing.” 

Marner would undoubtedly have preferred to finish the day’s work, given 
how he’s trying to work in a new (albeit familiar) centre. After Matthews 
told the Leafs he’s not ready to play after off-season wrist surgery, Keefe 

moved into Matthews’ top-line spot between Marner and at Monday’s 
practice.  

They were each meant to just be placeholders for Matthews, who had 
been plotting his return in Toronto’s opener.  

But as Matthews detailed on Monday, he still isn’t 100 per cent confident 
in coming back. So, Tavares was shuffled into the top-line slot and 
projects to stay there until Matthews is healthy.  

“Nothing really changes for me, I just play my game,” Tavares said of 
filling in. “We’ve been through it before where Auston's missed games in 
the past and been through similar circumstances. So, I understand my 
role and my responsibility, and I’ll go out there and play at high level.” 

The Leafs will have to wait and see now if more juggling up front is 
needed before puck drop on Wednesday. When it came to picking a 
goaltender though, there was zero anxiety for Keefe.  

From day one of camp, that opening day job was 

to put himself in that position now.  

"It wasn't even a question of who was going to start this game, all 
[through] the off-season, all through camp,” said Keefe of Campbell. “And 
he has never given us a reason to think anything different. It's a great 
accomplishment for him. He's been through a lot. He’s worked extremely 
hard; he's had to continue to believe in himself and deal with adversity. 
He's earned the confidence of our organization here and been terrific all 
through camp.” 

The always-affable Campbell said goalie coach Steve Briere called him 
with news of his impending start, and he hadn’t told anyone about it. After 
all, Campbell expected to be the go-guy for Toronto. And seeing as this 
is a contract year for the netminder, he’s got a lot invested in being 
successful.  

"It feels good to put the work in and get rewarded for the hard work but 
it's just one step,” Campbell said. “I always expected to be in this 
position, I just didn't perform enough [in the past] to be able to. So, now I 
just expect myself to bring my best game every time I'm in the net.” 

It’s also somehow fitting for the Leafs that they begin this year against 
the same team that ended their playoff run in May. Montreal fought back 
from a 3-1 first-round playoff series hole against Toronto in the spring to 
send the Leafs home in another disappointing fashion.  

There’s nothing to be done about that failure now. But whoever is in the 
Leafs’ lineup on Wednesday better be prepared to show what they’ve 
learned from past adversity.  

“We believe in the good things that we did last year,” said Keefe. “And we 
need to continue with that, but it obviously needs to get to an even higher 
level. Because we're seeking the ultimate goal here, which is to put 
together a program that sustains itself in difficult times. I feel really good 
about what we've done to this point here through preseason, and then 
now with regular season starting, we’re going to have to put that to the 
test.” 
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USA TODAY / NHL starts season with fewer than five players 
unvaccinated. How league achieved 99% buy in. 

 

Chris Bumbaca 

USA TODAY 

 

For two seasons, the NHL endured everything from pauses to restarts to 
bubbles while navigating the coronavirus pandemic. 
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As the 2021-22 season approached and the league and players' 
association once again negotiated player safety protocols, all parties 
involved saw vaccines as the easiest way to play the most normal 
season possible, even without a mandate. Thanks to NHL support and 
union-backed educational efforts, more than 99% of the league's players 
have been vaccinated by Tuesday's opening night, with "probably less 
than five" unvaccinated players (of approximately 700 total) on opening 
day rosters, deputy commissioner Bill Daly said.  

“It’s a pretty tremendous result, for sure,” Daly told USA TODAY Sports 
on Monday, the eve of games beginning. 

Given the low number of unvaccinated individuals, Daly expects the 
number of fully vaccinated teams by the beginning of the season to reach 
"the high 20s, low 30s." (Coaches and staff are required to be 
vaccinated.) In the United States, 76.4% of those 12 or older have 
received at least one dose of the vaccine, according to the Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention.  

"I think everybody recognizes not only is it the right thing to do from a 
health and safety perspective, and lives could be saved, but it is also the 
right thing to do from a season-format perspective," Daly added. "It gives 
us the best chance not to have disruptions and execute a full 82-game 
season with 32 healthy teams. Everybody wants to get back to normal 
and getting the vaccine is a good step toward making that happen."  

As shots became available for hockey-age players over the spring and 
summer, NHL Players' Association executive director Donald Fehr said 
awareness among them increased.  

"You never get 100 percent in this world," Fehr told USA TODAY Sports, 
"but we're pretty close."  

Last season's schedule was constricted to intra-division games in an 
effort to confine teams geographically. Travel returns to normal this year, 
even to Canada, which has imposed a mandatory 14-day quarantine for 
unvaccinated visitors, making players without a shot ineligible to play. 

A team has the right to suspend and dock the pay of an unvaccinated 
player if he’s unable to play because of a local, state or federal 
government’s rules. Unvaccinated players have to quarantine while on 
the road and face greater mask-wearing and social-distancing 
requirements. They must get tested every day, compared with every 
three days for vaccinated players. 

“We weren’t really trying to convince each other one way or the other,” 
Los Angeles Kings defenseman Drew Doughty told reporters last month. 
“But then I think when the NHL released that statement that you lose pay 
and stuff like that, that kind of changed some guys’ minds.” 

Fehr said the passage of time caused some players to realize their 
concerns regarding the vaccine's efficacy or potential side effects were 
unfounded. While the league and union ironed out this season's 
protocols, there was an uptick in jabs in arms for the previously 
unvaccinated.  

"They understand the players and the NHL are subject to whatever public 
health rules are in effect in both the U.S. and Canada and any state or 
province or city in which we play," Fehr said. "They understand what that 
would mean."  

Players rejoining their teammates for training camp last month helped 
close the gap to almost full vaccination across the league, Daly said. The 
players' association ramped up the education aspect for unvaccinated 
players, whether that was facilitating conversations with one of three 
outside doctors based in Canada or providing data. All of the clubs and 
their medical staffs were in lockstep. 

“The ones that were unvaccinated started to become vaccinated very 
quickly," Daly said. "Part of that, no doubt, has to do with protocol, but 
part of it has to do with the education process that you get with coming 
back to the club, talking back to club personnel and even talking to union 
personnel. 

“Once the players were reintroduced to the club environment, it certainly 
became easier for reluctant individuals to see the value proposition in 
getting vaccinated.” 

Vaccination success isn't a reason for the NHL to no longer treat the 
pandemic as a threat. The league is aware of breakthrough positives, 

and the Seattle Kraken placed five players on the COVID-19 protocol list 
Monday. The Colorado Avalanche announced Tuesday that star Nathan 
MacKinnon tested positive, is asymptomatic and will miss at least the 
season opener. 

Daly expects similar occurrences as long as variants spread. To Daly’s 
knowledge, though, most of the breakthrough positives are 
asymptomatic. 

"Some are mildly symptomatic," he said. "That’s all a testament to having 
been vaccinated." 

On Oct. 1, the WNBA announced 99% of its players were fully 
vaccinated. Other professional leagues, such as the NFL and NBA – 
despite ultimately securing high vaccination rates among players – fought 
public perception battles prior to their seasons when high-profile stars 
refused inoculations. 

There has been little drama for the NHL. The Columbus Blue Jackets 
barred Zac Rinaldo, an unvaccinated forward, from training camp and 
won't let him play for their AHL club either. 

New Jersey Devils goaltender Mackenzie Blackwood, who is 
unvaccinated, would have missed Friday night's preseason game, 
canceled anyway by a power outage, due to inconclusive COVID-19 
tests. 

"I know the (players' association) has got some great people to talk to as 
well, as (to) really what the shot is," Devils general manager Tom 
Fitzgerald said recently on SportsNet's "The Jeff Marek Show." "If you 
have any questions I know they’d be able to answer it. But from us, there 
was no guilt. There was no begging. I just want to lay out all the protocols 
with him, and to be quite honest, make sure he knows we are going to 
hold his feet to the fire for every single protocol. 

"At the end of the day, I want people to tell me when he got it. Not ‘he’s 
going to get it’ or ‘he’s thinking about getting it.’ Just tell me when he gets 
it.”  

Tyler Bertuzzi of the Detroit Red Wings is another known player who is 
unvaccinated. 

The Edmonton Oilers said earlier this month that unvaccinated Josh 
Archibald appeared to have contracted COVID-19 during the offseason 
and is out indefinitely with myocarditis, an inflammation of the heart 
muscle. 

"People can make their own decisions," New York Rangers defenseman 
Jacob Trouba said last month, "but the right one would be to get 
vaccinated."  
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USA TODAY / NHL season predictions: Will Lightning three-peat? 
Experts mixed on Stanley Cup winner 

 

Jimmy Hascup 

USA TODAY 

 

No team since the 1983 New York Islanders has won three Stanley Cups 
in a row. But after the Tampa Bay Lightning won the last two amid a 
pandemic and the challenges that followed, would anyone be surprised if 
they clinch the feat now that the NHL season looks more like a standard 
campaign? 

Gone is the 56-game season, geographically formed divisions, strictly 
intra-division play and rinks without fans. The NHL as we have come to 
love it is back -- albeit with COVID-19 protocols, the Arizona Coyotes 
moving to the Central Division and the Seattle Kraken making their debut 
as the league's 32nd club. 
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USA TODAY Sports has made its season predictions, and they include 
whether the Kraken make the playoffs, the division winners, the Final 
matchup, Cup winner and individual award winners. 
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